
JOB HIGHLIGHTS

South Eastern Railway requires
3136 Pointsman-B, Trackman,
Helper-II and Safaiwala

Last Date : 25.11.2013
Eastern Railway and Chittaranjan
Locomotive Works requires 2830
Porter, Gateman, Gate-Keeper,
Khalashi/Helper, Helper-II,
Peon/CKDR/Sanitary Cleaner/
Helper etc.

Last Date : 15.11.2013

WEB EXCLUSIVES
Following item is available in the Web
Exclusives section on www.employment-
news.gov.in : 
1. Impressive Disaster Preparedness

Efforts to manage ‘Phailin’
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RAILWAY

Union Public Service
Commission invites applications
for various posts

Last Date : 15.11.2013

UPSC

Ordnance Factory, Kanpur
requires 531 Fitter, Machinist,
Welder, Electroplator, Painter,
Turner etc.

Last Date : 23.11.2013

ORDNANCE FACTORY

Climate Change : A Reality
Dr. M.A. Haque

Turn over the pages for other vacancies
in Banks, Armed Forces, Railways,
PSUs and other Govt. Deptts

Incredible North East!

Digital Village Project ; Governance at Door Step 
Sujit Chakraborty

M anas Paul, Gauri Sarkar, Abinash
Das ... all are excited. From their

doorstep they will soon be able to get
any government certificate and permit
within a minimum time and will also be
able to file complaint with the police ...
thanks to the government's Rs.20,000
crore "digital village" project that will
eventually cover all the 250,000 gram
panchayats across India in a phase
manner. "Through e-services, various
scopes, ranging from education to
entertainment, medical counseling to
agricultural advices, government pay-
ments would be at our doorsteps.
These are not dreams, all would be
reality soon," the semi-literate villagers
at Panisagar said with cheers.  
All the residents of the block would get
the facilities through the National
Optical Fiber Network (NOFN). The
proposed system would save time to a
large extent and shall not face any offi-
cial complications. "Also we would not
lose several working days to get the
official documents for numerous pur-
poses."
The Department of Electronics and
Information Technology (DeitY) under
the Ministry of Communications and
Information Technology has put in

place the infrastructure for executing a
pilot project in 59 gram panchayats in
three blocks in three states across
India to explore how citizens and insti-
tutions can be offered services through
the NOFN. The government has set up
Bharat Broadband Network Ltd (BBNL)
to carry out this ambitious project.
The government of India approved the
setting up of the NOFN to provide con-
nectivity to the 250,000 gram panchay-
ats in the country. The main object of
this pilot project is to explore how
NOFN can be best exploited to deliver
services to the people by creating digi-
tally empowered communities or digital
villages. Under the projects, all govern-
ment offices, including health institu-
tions and police stations in the three
blocks will be connected with the
NOFN, that will make videoconferenc-
ing possible too.
The DeitY as part of the National e-
Governance Plan (NeGP) is also build-
ing a network of over 160,000 Common
Services Centres (CSCs) to take a
gamut of public services to the very
doorstep of the common man in both
urban, rural and remote areas of the
country.
To be operated by the local youths, the

CSC network would link more than
600,000 villages across the country.
The perspective behind CSCs is to
provide an IT-based delivery platform
to government, private and social
sector organisations for reaching out
to the rural people in the rural,
remote and isolated areas. The
implementation of CSCs involves
public-private partnership, with an
active participation of rural entrepre-
neurs offering jobs to thousands of
youth.
E-governance has been gradually
expanding its footsteps in the interior
and rural areas of the mountainous
North Eastern region comprising eight
states with a population of 4.56 crore
(as per 2011 census).
ARUNACHAL PRADESH
Through the online 'Jan-Suvidha' sin-
gle window certificate delivery system,
various certificates are being issued
and renewed from the Deputy
Commissioners' offices across the bor-
dering state.  The 'Jan Suvidha' centres
charges a minimum fee for all the serv-
ices. Under the generic "Payroll and
GPF Computerisation Project" payroll
system has been developed and imple-
mented in about 90 government offices

of Arunachal Pradesh. The wireless
LAN connectivity is also provided to the
Governor's Secretariat, Legislative
Assembly, and Chief Minister's resi-
dence. Web hosting and e-mail servic-
es to various government departments
have also been provided. NIC centres
in Arunachal Pradesh also undertakes
web application development on
request from government departments.
ASSAM
A work-flow based web-enabled sys-
tem for land records named "Dharitree"
has been developed with multi-lingual
support in Assamese and Bengali and
it is being implemented throughout the
state.  Web-enabled counting system
and web-based software were used in
the electioneering since 2008 to con-
duct the election process smoothly.
Geographic Information System or
WebGIS application have also being
gradually expanding their networks to
make out human habitations,
resources and other land based infor-
mation. A data base of more than
68000 small tea growers built up for
14  districts together with Bought
Leaf Factories and Estate Factories.
Department of Industries and

Continued on page 48

C limate change has emerged as
one of the major challenges of

our times. It is an established fact
that the industrial era, on the one
hand brought with it technological,
economic and social developments
resulting in improved quality of life.
But on the other hand industrial rev-
olution resulted in a number of prob-
lems, including alteration in the
atmospheric concentrations of vari-
ous gases. Such changes resulting
from human specific activities are the
primary cause of global warming
which is leading to alterations in the
weather patterns and climatic condi-
tions world over. 
Earth's atmosphere permits large
part of solar radiation to pass
through, which carries energy to the
earth's surface. There the energy
gets converted into infra-red radia-
tion and moves upward. That energy
keeps the earth warm and average
temperature of earth remains around
15 degrees C. This warming is called
greenhouse effect. Carbon dioxide,
methane, ozone, chlorofluorocar-
bons, nitrous oxide, water vapour are
important greenhouse gases. If
those gases were not there in the
earth's atmosphere, earth's average
temperature could be -20 degrees C
and life could not exist on earth

because liquid water is essential for
life to survive. 
In recent past the quantity of green-
house gases, especially carbon diox-
ide, has been growing. As a result
the average temperature of the earth
is going up. Evidences indicate that
since 1990, earth's surface tempera-
ture has risen by about 0.15°C per
decade. Experts are of the view that
if the trend continues, in the worst
scenario, the earth's average tem-
perature may rise by 4.8°C by the
end of 21st century. That will be cat-
astrophic. Temperature rise will have
its direct impact and more important-
ly it will affect the earth's climate.
Also, the recorded temperature of
the upper ocean has gone up during
1971 to 2010. Sea level rise could be
because of direct warming together
with increased inflow of water on
account of faster glacier and snow
melting. It has been observed that
the Greenland and Antarctic ice
sheets have been shrinking during
the last two decades. Also, snow
masses at high latitudes have been
melting faster. If the present condi-
tions are allowed to continue, aver-
age sea level may rise between 19
and 82 cm by 2100. 
The reason behind global warming
and consequent climate change is

now well established. Atmospheric
concentrations of greenhouse gases
have increased to levels which have
not been recorded during the past
800,000 years. As a result, total radi-
ation energy received by the earth
system is higher compared to the
past. Also, it is established that car-
bon dioxide is playing the pivotal role
in this regard. Since 1958 the atmos-
pheric carbon dioxide level has gone
up by about 20%. At this point it will
be prudent to mention that climate
change is seen by many as a recent
phenomenon. The actual position is
that the effects of human activity on
the global climate have been dis-
cussed for more than 150 years and
from the beginning scientists have
been indicating towards human con-
tributions in causing climate change.
In 1979 World Climate Conference of
the World Meteorological
Organization concluded: "it appears
plausible that an increased amount
of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere
can contribute to a gradual warming
of the lower atmosphere, especially
at higher latitudes....It is possible that
some effects on a regional and glob-
al scale may be detectable before
the end of this century and become
significant before the middle of the 

Continued on Page 2
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Climate Change :...
Continued from page 1
next century. From then onwards climate
change has been accepted as a reality. In
1985 it was concluded that greenhouse
gases were expected to cause significant
warming in the next century and that
some warming was inevitable.  In 1988
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) was formed to look into
the causes, consequences etc. of the cli-
mate change. IPCC has presented its fifth
report in September 2013 where IPCC
has emphatically said that it is extremely
likely that more than half of the increased
global temperature between 1951 and
2010 was due to human activity. The
report emphasized that if the temperature
increase was to be kept within 2°C, which
can keep the adverse impacts within limit,
the emissions have to be kept within 880
giga tonnes of carbon. Issue is  that 531
giga tonnes was already emitted by 2011.
Hence balance of 350 tonnes to emit was
left. Beyond that it will be the danger
zone. But the problem is that human
nature favours denial than confronting the
problems. Also, in case of climate change
it is so. Large number of people express
doubts if it is really so. Still another set of

people think that things will be alright on
its own. 
At this point mention of Kyoto Protocol,
which was adopted in 1997, is imperative.
The Protocol was aimed to take care of
the earth's rising temperature and conse-
quent climate change by stipulating
mandatory emission cuts for 37 industri-
alized regions and voluntary mitigation
actions for countries like China and India.
The Protocol was to expire in December
2012. However, in Doha at the end of
2012 representatives from about 200
nations agreed to have a second phase
till 2020. In the meantime negotiations will
continue to find amicable solution for the
looming danger of climate change. Rich
nations want to have emission targets for
emerging economies during the second
phase of Kyoto Protocol. China and India
oppose the move. They wanted to cut
their emissions, but voluntarily. Even
today the issue remains almost unre-
solved. Rich nations emphasize on total
emission by countries while developing
nations want per capita emission to be
the benchmark. 
In this regard it is important that although
climate change has the potential to affect
the entire earth, developing countries will
face worse consequences. They do not

have surplus resources for adjusting to
and fighting climate change. Again in the
developing nations the poorest will be the
worst sufferers on account of lack of
resources and their greater dependence
on nature. For example, in India about
60% of agriculture depends on monsoon.
We know that fluctuations in monsoon
affect the poor farmers most. Thus peo-
ple who do not contribute to the cause of
climate change have to suffer worse. 
During last about one decade certain
regions in the Himalayas have experi-
enced 0.6°C rise in temperature. This
kind of rise in temperature for the
Himalayas can adversely affect agricul-
ture, biodiversity, health status of people,
natural disasters etc. An important conse-
quence will be reduced water-availability
in the Himalayan region and downstream.
Also, frequency of floods will increase in
the Himalayas and downstream as the
quantity of melt water will fluctuate drasti-
cally in different seasons. Combined
impact will be that the overall economy of
the area and the living conditions of the
people will suffer.
For India climate change is a big chal-
lenge. Firstly, the monsoon is expected to
be more erratic. Monsoons during the
current century have already been erratic

leading to droughts and floods. With fur-
ther rise in temperature more frequent
floods, droughts and storms are expect-
ed, leading to adverse impact on the
economy. Sea level rise will bring addi-
tional pressure as India has very long
coastline extending to about 7500 km. In
Kerala and Orissa the coasts are already
showing signs of faster erosion. Further
rise in sea will aggravate the problem.
Many parts of several Indian cities,
including Chennai, Kochi, Kolkata,
Mumbai, are less than one metre above
the sea level. Those areas may face
flooding. In several parts of the world,
including Kenya, coastal region wells are
becoming contaminated by sea water
due to sea level rise. Similar problem is
not ruled out for Indian coasts.
We need to take immediate action at
global level to reduce the emission of
greenhouse gases, particularly carbon
dioxide. Fossil fuels are the main
source. We need to think of alternatives. 

(The author is a writer and a former
Scientist at Central Pollution Control
Board, Ministry of Enviroment and has
published papers and books on envi-
ronmental issues.
E-mail : asrarulhaque@hotmail.com)

Paramedical service is an important element of healthcare service. The term 'paramed-
ical' is very broad with a range of diagnostic and therapeutic services under its umbrel-

la. Nursing, pharmacy, radiography, medical laboratory technology, speech therapy, reha-
bilitation therapy and so on fall under this channel of healthcare. 
Paramedical services are rendered by paramedics. Paramedics are professionals who
assist doctors through diagnosis and treatment of patients. They are part of medical teams
responsible for overall care of patients, which includes patient rehabilitation. 
They even take care of health facilities. Their services are indispensable to provide com-
plete and effective healthcare to patients.   
Paramedics use cutting-edge technology to deliver premium services to patients with acute
and chronic ailments. They work as primary medical and trauma care providers in cases of
emergency. Let us now understand some of the constituents of paramedical sciences.
Physiotherapy: It is the treatment of physical disabilities through exercises and mas-
sages. It aims at improving physical function and minimising disability among physically
challenged patients or people suffering from degenerative disorders like arthritis. The serv-
ices of a physiotherapist are useful in dealing with post-operative cases of dislocation,
amputation, nerve injuries and muscular diseases. 
Nursing: It is a vital part of medical care and the most popular paramedical service. The
job of a nurse is to administer care to the patient, as prescribed by the physician. The serv-
ices of a nurse are required at every stage of medical care. To cater to the specific require-
ments, specialised areas like medical surgical nursing, paediatric nursing and psychiatric
nursing have emerged.
Pharmacy: It is the science of preparing and dispensing drugs. Pharmacists are profes-
sionals who prepare and dispense prescribed medicines to patients. They also provide
information about various drugs to the patients. 
Medical Lab Technology: As the name hints, medical laboratory technology deals with
techniques employed in laboratories to identify and understand the cause and nature of ail-
ments in patients. Medical laboratory technicians analyse fluids, tissues, blood, microor-
ganisms, chemicals and cells of human body. They collect samples for tests, perform the
tests, report the results and document them. 
Radiography: A radiographer uses techniques like X-ray, Fluoroscopy, Ultrasound, CT
scan, MRI, Angiography and PET technologies for diagnosis of diseases like tumours,
internal cysts and cancers. They are also involved in radiation therapies where their
responsibility is to control the equipment and radiation during the treatment. 
Rehabilitation Therapy: It enables patients overcome functional limitations. The limitation
could be from injury, disease, surgery or developmental disorder. The therapy can be
employed to restore both physical and mental health. 
Occupational Therapy: It enables patients participate in day-to-day activities. The goal of
the treatment is to help patients with physical and mental limitations, achieve and maintain
independence in their living. Occupational therapists work on both the ability of the patients
and the environment around them to achieve their goal. 
Audiology and Speech Pathology: Audiologists deal with diagnosis and treatment of
hearing problems. They provide counsel on hearing loss prevention, fit and dispense
appropriate hearing aids and participate in forensic audiology. Speech pathologists provide
diagnosis and therapy for people suffering from speech, voice and language disorders that
arise from causes like accidents, autism, cerebral palsy, stroke or intellectual disability. 
Operation Theatre Technology: With technology getting more and more integrated into
the field of medicine, surgeons are using sophisticated electrical and electronic equipment
in the operation theatres. In fact, today, surgeons are performing complex surgical proce-
dures using robots. Operation theatre technology deals with operation and maintenance of
theatre equipment and hospital pipeline system. The technicians can assist anaesthesiol-
ogists in operation theatres, critical care units and postoperative rooms also. 
Apart from the above-mentioned sciences, Renal Dialysis Technology, Optometry,
Emergency and Trauma Care Technology are some more paramedical sciences. 
To pursue career in the field of paramedical services, you will have to pursue a relevant
course from a recognised institute. Courses in these disciplines are available from diploma
to postgraduate and some even at Ph.D levels. 
Paramedical personnel often find themselves working under pressure. If you are consider-
ing a career in this field, you should be willing to work for long hours and in odd shifts. As
professionals associated with the medical field, you should inculcate patience and toler-
ance. Apart from sound technical skills, you must have the ability to keep cool in crisis,
presence of mind, people skills and communication skills. 
There are ample jobs for paramedics. With healthcare facilities rapidly increasing, there is
no dearth of opportunities for these professionals. Based on the discipline, employment
opportunities can be found in public and private hospitals, diagnostic centres, government
departments, rehabilitation centres, NGOs and schools. Prospects for paramedics are
bright in abroad also.  

Paramedical service is an excellent career option for those interested in health science.
This field provides scope for continuous learning and immense professional satisfaction.
So, if you are looking for a career in healthcare, do not miss out on considering this option.

Colleges and Courses
College Course Eligibility Admission Website

Criteria Criteria 
Nizam's Master of BPT Performance http://nims.ap.nic.in
Institute of Physiotherapy at entrance 
Medical test
Sciences, 
Hyderabad
SRM Bachelor of 10+2 with Marks obtained www.srmuniv.ac.in 
University, Physiotherapy Physics, in qualifying
Tamil Nadu Chemistry examination

and Biology 
National Bachelor of 10+2 Performance http://nirtar.nic.in 
Institute of Occupational at entrance
Rehabilitation Therapy test
Training 
and 
Research, 
Orissa
Manipal Master of BOT Performance www.manipal.edu 
University, Occupational  at entrance 
Karnataka Therapy test
Deccan Pharm. D 10+2 Performance www.deccanpharmacy.
School of at entrance org 
Pharmacy, test
Hyderabad
Sri M.Sc in B. Sc Allied  Performance www.srmc.edu 
Ramachandra Medical Health Sciences/ at entrance 
University, Laboratory Medical test
Tamil Technology Laboratory 
Nadu Technology/ 

Biochemistry/ 
Microbiology/ 
Biotechnology/ 
Genetics

Sri B.Sc in 10+2 - http://svimstpt.ap.nic.in
Venkateswara Radiography 
Institute of and Imaging 
Medical Technology
Sciences, 
Tirupati
AIIMS, Delhi B.Sc in 10+2 with Performance www.aiims.edu

Nursing Biology, at entrance 
Physics and test 
Chemistry

Sri M.Sc in B.Sc. (N) with Performance www.srmc.edu  
Ramachandra Nursing one-year at entrance 
University, experience/ test
Sri B.Sc 
Ramachandra (nursing for 
College of trained nurses)
Nursing, 
Chennai
All India M.Sc. in B.Sc in Performance www.aiishmysore.com
Institute of Speech- Speech- at entrance
Speech and Language Language test
Hearing, Mysore Pathology Pathology

(The write up is contributed by TMIE2E Academy Career Centre based in
Secunderabad. Email-faqs@tmie2e.com)

CAREER OPTIONS IN PARAMEDICAL SERVICES
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Headquarters, Coast Guard Region (NW), PO Box No. 09
Sector 11, Gandhinagar-382010

Applications from eligible candidates are invited for the posts as indicated below to be filled on deputation/direct recruitment basis as per Recruitment Rules:-
SI Name of post No. of post Place of work Pay Band Minimum Qualfication Age
1. Engine Driver (Group UR-03 DHQ-1 Porbandar, Pre-revised pay scale For direct recruitment Essential :- 18-30 years (Relaxable as per 

‘C’ Non.-Gazetted Indian Coast Guard 4000-100-6000 revised (a) Matriculation or equivalent Govt. instructions issued from
Non-Ministerial) Station, Okha PB-1 Rs. 5200-20200/- (b) Certificate of competency of Engine Driver from a recognized time to time).

+ Grade Pay Rs. 2400/- Government Institute or equivalent.
Desirable (i) Two years service as Sarang on a Vessel of over
four hundred Boat Horse Power.

2. Electrical Fitter UR-01 Indian Coast Guard Pre-revised pay scale For direct recruitment:- 18-27 years. Relaxable by 03 
OBC-01 Station, Vadinar 3050-75-3950-80-4590/- (a) Should have successfully completed apprenticeship from a years age for OBC candidates.

revised PB-1 Rs. 5200- recognized/reputed workshop in the relevant trade under Appr- (Relaxable as per Govt. instr-
20200/- + Grade Pay rentice Act 1961 or under any other recognised Apprenticeship uctions issued from time to time).
Rs. 1900/- Scheme. OR

Should have completed training course in the relevant trade from
an ITI recognised for this purpose and have 1 year trade exp-
erience. OR
4 years experience in the trade for which no training is available
in the Industrial Training Institute or other recognised institutions.
(b) Should qualify a trade entrance examination.
Essential :- Matriculation or equivalent

3. Motor Transport Driver SC-01 Indian Coast Guard PB-1 Rs. 5200-20200/- Essential :- (a) 10th std. pass. 18-27 years (Relaxable as per 
(Ordinary Grade) Station, Vadinar + Grade pay Rs. 1900/- (b) Must possess valid driving licence for both heavy and light Govt. instructions issued from
(Group ‘C’ Non- Gaz- motor Vehicles. time to time).
etted, Non-Ministerial) (c) Should have at least two years experience in driving motor

vehicles.
(d) Knowledge of Motor Mechanism ( should be able to remove
minor defects in vehicles)

4. Lascar Ist Class (Group OBC-01 DHQ-1 Porbandar Rs. 5200-20200/- + For direct recruitment:- 18-30 years (Relaxable as per 
‘C’ Non-Gazetted Non- Grade pay Rs. 1800/- (a) Matriculation pass or its equivalent from recognized boards. Govt. instructions issued from
Ministerial) (b) Three years experience in service on Boat. time to time).

5. MTS (Peon) (Group ‘C’ UR-01 Indian Coast Guard Rs. 5200-20200/-+ For direct recruitment:- 18-27 years (Relaxable as per
Non-Gazetted Non- Station, Veraval Grade Pay Rs. 1800/- (a) Matriculation or equivalent pass. Govt. instructions issued from
Ministerial) (b) Two years experience as office attendant. time to time).

6. Unskilled Labourer UR-02 Ship Repair & Maint- Rs. 5200-20200/-+ For direct recruitment:- 18-27 years (Relaxable as per
(Group ‘C’ Non- enance Organisation, Grade Pay Rs. 1800/- (a) Matriculation pass or its equivalent from recognized boards. Govt. instructions issued from
Gazetted Non- Minis- Porbandar & ICGS OR ITI from recognized institutes. time to time).
terial) Vadinar (b) Three years experience in the trade.

2. Crucial date for fixation of age limit will be the last date of receiving applications.
3. Selection will be made as per existing rules and regulations as applicable in the department.
Vacancy may change subject to the availability of post/additional requirement, if any.
4. Photo copies of all educational, technical, caste and experience certificates duly attested should
be attached along with two recent passport size photographs.
5. In case of any injury/accident occurred during the test/interview the Govt. will not be held
responsible for any compensation/allowance.
6. Written test will be of Objective type (Maximum marks 50). The candidates passed in the writ-
ten test will be called for interview and then trade test, as applicable, for a total of 25 marks each.
The pass marks will be 50% for UR (GeneraI)/OBC category and 45% for SC/ST candidates in
written test, trade test if any and interview.
7. Applicant should clearly indicate the following in their Bio-data duly dated and signed:-
(a) Post applied (b) Name of applicant (c) Father's Name (d) Date of Birth (e) Nationality 
(f) Category(UR/OBC/SC/ST) (g) Educational/Technical qualifications (h) Experience 
(j) Correspondence Address (k) Permanent address, (l) Contact Phone number/Mobile & E-mail
address (m) Declaration to the effect that:-(i) There is no criminal proceedings contemplated/pend-
ing against me. (ii) All the particulars mentioned in the above application form are correct and true
to the best of my knowledge and belief, (iii) If particulars mentioned by me are found false/untrue
at any stage, my candidature/appointment may be terminated without any notice.
8. Candidates in Central Govt. service should submit NOC from their present employer along with
applications. The appointment on deputation shall be governed by DOP&T OM No. 2/29/91-
Estl(Pay-II) dated 05 Jan 94 as amended from time to time.
9. The applications from the eligible/willing candidates (for deputation) may be forwarded through

Department as per bio-data mentioned at Para 7 above with details of employment along with pay
scale/basic pay and nature of duties (if applicable), nature of present employment i.e ad hoc or
temporary or permanent (if applicable) and in case the present employment is held on deputa-
tion/contract basis, please state as applicable, (i) The date of initial appointment (ii) period of
appointment on deputation (iii) name of the parent office/organization to which you belong along
with (iv) ACR dossiers for the last five years (attested photocopies only) (v) Vigilance Clearance
Certificates (vi) Integrity Certificate (vii) List of major/minor penalties if any, imposed during last 5
years and departmental certificate duly signed by the HOD along with Tel No. and Official Seal.
10. Short listed candidates only will be called for interview/test. Applications which are not in the
prescribed format, unattested certificates, having no photographs or signature of the candidate
and those sent by Courier/Speed/Registered post or received after due date will be summarily
rejected.
11. The selected candidates may be posted initially in any unit/station of Coast Guard Region
(NW), Gujarat as approved by the competent authority. The decision of Headquarters Coast
Guard Region (NW), Gandhinagar, Gujarat-382010 regarding selection/rejection/posting will be
final and no correspondence will be entertained.
12. Application (English or Hindi) should be sent by ordinary post to The Commander,
Headquarters, Coast Guard Region (North-West), Post Box No.-09, Gandhinagar, Gujarat-
382010. The last date of receipt of application is 45th day of the date of publication in Employment
News.

Commander
Coast Guard Region (North-West)

davp 10119/11/0026/1314 EN 30/116

Institute of Seismological Research
(Department of Science & Technology, Govt. of Gujarat) 

Next to Petroleum University, Raisan, Gandhinagar 
Gujarat-382009;   Website: www.isr.gujarat.gov.in

ADVERTISEMENT No. ISR- 02/2013
The Institute of Seismological Research plans to fill-up the following posts on contract basis for 11
months.
S. Post Qty Salary Rs/ Project Experience  Age
N. month in Seism. Res. limit 
1 Scientist D 1 50,000 Eq. Early Warning System 7 yrs 37 yrs
2 Scientist D 1 50,000 Sardar Sarovar Project 7 yrs 37 yrs
3 Scientist C 2 36,500 Sardar Sarovar Project 5 yrs 35 yrs
4 Sr. Geoph. 5 36,500 Eq. Early Warning System 5 yrs 35 yrs

Essential Qualifications: Postgraduate degree in Geophysics/Geology/Physics. 
Field of Experience Required: Earthquake Monitoring & Analysis
Interested candidates are requested to send their application in the prescribed format with copies of
educational and experience certificates to above address within 30 days of the publication of the
above advertisement in Employment News. Short listing for interview will be done based on academ-
ic record and experience in-Seismological  Research. Canvassing in any form will disqualify the can-
didature. For more details visit our website.
EN 30/10 DIRECTOR GENERAL

Office of the Additional Director
Central Government Health Scheme

Kendriya Sadan Parisar, Block-B, Ground Floor
Sector-10, Vidhyadhar Nagar, Jaipur - 302039

Applications for the following posts are invited on plain paper alon
gwith Bio-Data and testimonials.
Post & details Pay Scale Qualifications
Staff Nurse PB-2 with ESSENTIAL
Vacancy - 01 Grade Pay 1. 10+2 or its equivalent;
Category - OBC Rs. 4600 2. Diploma in General Nursing, and Midwifery from 
Age limit - 21 to a recognized Institution.
35 years 3. Registered Nurse and Registered Midwife.

4. In lieu of Midwifery, a six months duration course
as prescribed by Indian Nursing Council (For Male 
Nurse)
DESIRABLE
One year experience in Midwifery or one year 
experience in General Nursing.

Pharmacist (Allopathy) PB-1 with ESSENTIAL
Vacancy - 02 Grade Pay 1. 10+2 with Science Stream (Physics/Chemistry/ 
Category - 1 SC and Rs. 2800 Biology).
1 OBC 2. Technical Qualification
Age limit - 18 to Approved Diploma in Pharmacy from an Institute 
30 years recognized by the Pharmacy Council of India and 

registered as Pharmacist under the Pharmacy 
Act, 1948.

Laboratory Technician PB-1 with 1. Matriculation with Science.
Vacancy - 02 Grade Pay 2. Diploma in Laboratory Technology from a 
Category - 1 SC and Rs. 2800 recognized Institution.
1 OBC DESIRABLE
Age limit - 18 to 30 years One year experience in Laboratory work.

Note: Vacancies are subject to change.
The last date of receiving applications is 15 days from the date of publication in Employment
News. The application may be sent in the name of undersigned on abovementioned address.

ADDITIONAL DIRECTOR
EN 30/82 C.G.H.S., JAIPUR

EN 30/86 EN 30/112

Employment Notice
Applications in the prescribed format are invit-
ed from Indian Nationals for filling up of 03
Group-C Non Ministerial posts of Sub
Inspector of Fisheries (02 for General catego-
ry and 01 for OBC candidates) carrying Pay
Band-1 ` 5200- 20200 with Grade Pay `
2000/- and 01 Group-C, Non Ministerial post of
Electrician (General category) carrying Pay
Band-1 ` 5200- 20200 with Grade Pay `

2400/- in the Department of Fisheries,
Andaman and Nicobar Administration, Port
Blair, by direct recruitment. The applications
duly filled in should reach the Director of
Fisheries, Andaman and Nicobar
Administration, Port Blair latest by 05.11.2013.
The format of the application and further
details could be downloaded from the website
www.and.nic.in under vacancies column.

Director of Fisheries 
EN 30/43 A & N Administration
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Sr. Name of Number Reservation status
No. post post

General SC ST OBC PH Ex-service man Sports man

1. Fireman 01 (one) 01 (One) - - - - - -

(1)  Pay Band and Grade Pay or Pay Scale, Age Limit, Educational & Other Qualifications :

Pay Band Age Limit for direct Educational and other 
and Grade recruits Qualification
Pay or Pay 
Scale

Government of India 
Ministry of Defence (DGQA)

Department of Defence Production
Senior Quality Assurance Establishment (Armts)

Armapur Post Kanpur (UP) - 208 009
Applications are invited from Indian National for recruitment of the following vacancy of General
Central Service Group 'C' Non-Gazetted, Non-Ministerial Post, who are fulfilling requisite qualifi-
cations/specifications as mentioned below on a plain paper duly typed or neatly hand written in the
prescribed format (as per Appendix 'A') only should reach the addressee within 21 days from the
date of publication of this advertisement: -

6. New entrants to Government Service, entering on or after 01.01.2004 will be governed by
New Pension Scheme termed as "Defined Contribution Pension Scheme" and existing pro-
visions of CCS (Pension, Rules),' 1972 will not be applicable.

7. The department reserves the right to shortlist the candidates to be called for physical meas-
urements, endurance test and written test.

8.     Negative marking will be done for wrong answers in the written examination.
9. Candidates appearing for measurement of physical standards/endurance test/ written test

and interview will be travel on their own expenses. However, SC/ST candidates called for
measurement of physical standard/endurance test, written test and interview will be paid
traveling allowance of Second Class (llnd Class) Railway/Bus fare as per rules for onward
and return journey performed by shortest route provided that the distance traveled by
Rail/Bus each way exceeds 80 kms. on production of journey details as well as Railway
Receipt/Bus Tickets. No extra charge, if any, incurred for reserving seat/sleeping berth in the
train will however be reimbursed.

10. The selection of the candidate will be based on written/physical test, interview, medical- fit-
ness and character verification.

11. Persons working in Central/State/PSUs must apply through proper channel along with the
certificate from their establishment that "No disciplinary action is contemplated/pending
against them and that they have no objection in releasing them in case of selection.

12. Applications incomplete in any respect and received after the closing date shall be sum-
marily rejected and no further correspondence will be entertained in this regard.

13. Canvassing in any form will be assessed as disqualification and candidature of such candi-
date is liable to be summarily rejected.

14. The advertisement No. EN 44/10 published by davp 10203/11/0095/1213 in
Employment News 02-08 Feb 2013 will be treated as cancelled due to administrative
reasons.

APPENDIX-A
APPLICATION

(TO BE FILLED IN BLOCK LETTERS ONLY)
(To be typed/written in double space & fonts 14 on A-4 size paper)

(a) Name of the Post applied for     :.....................................................................
(in Bold letters)

(b) Ref: Advertisement/Letter No................................ the Employment News/ Rozgar 
Samachar dated .....................................................

1. Name of the applicant:............................................... 
(in full)

2. Father's/Husband's Name. ...........................................
3. Nationality:.....................................................................
4. (a) Date of Birth ..............................................................

(in figure & words also).....................................................
(b)     Age (as on closing date): 

Yrs__Months__Days
(c) Age relaxation claimed : Yes/No.

(if 'yes', specifically mentioned the name of quota)
5. Whether belongs to SC/ST/OBC/PH/Ex-service man:.........................

(Please mention the category)
6. Sex (Male / Female): ..............................................
7. Educational Qualifications:

Educational University/Board Passing Year Subjects Marks with percentage  
Qualifications & Division

8. Course Qualification (please attach attested copy):....................................
9. Experience (please attach certificate).........................................................
10. Addresses for Correspondence:.................................................................
11. Permanent address:..................................................................................
12. Employment Registration No. if any   :......................................................
13. Details of Certificate enclosed:..................................................................

(Please mention the names of certificates)
14.     Any other details:

DECLARATION

I do hereby declare that the particulars furnished above by me are correct & complete to the best
of my knowledge and belief. Nothing concealed by me. In the event of any information being found
to be false or incorrect, my candidature/appointment may be cancelled/terminated without any
notice.

(Left thumb impression)

Date:

Place : 

Encls:

(Signature of applicant)

APPENDIX - B
ADMIT CARD
(Two copies)

(TO BE FILLED IN BLOCK LETTERS ONLY)
(To be typed/written in double space & fonts 14 on A-4 size paper)

(a) Name of the Post applied for ................................................
(in Bold letters)

(b)     Ref: Advertisement/Letter No................................ the Employment News/ 
Rozgar Samachar dated .............................................

1.       Name of the applicant: .................................................
(in full)

2.     Father’s/Husband's Name :............................................
3. Complete postal address :...............................................

.........................................................................................

.........................................................................................
4. Date & Time of Written Test /Physical Test: .......................................................

(not filled by the candidate)
5. Venue of Written Test /Physical Test:......................................................................

(not filled by the candidate)
6. Date & Time of Interview: ......................................................................................

(not filled by the candidate)
7. Venue of Interview: ...........................................................................................

(not filled by the candidate)

Left thumb impression
(Signature of Candidate)

NOTE 
All original certificates and marks sheets in support of entries made in application form will have
to be produced at the time of reporting for physical and written test/interview, failing which the
candidature is likely to be cancelled.
davp 10203/11//0054/1314 EN 30/100

(A) Matriculation (10th class pass)
from any recognized Board.

(B) General fire fighting course
from Defence Institute of Fire
Research, New Delhi or the
Sub-Officer course from
National Fire Service College,
Nagpur or its equivalent from
a recognized institute.

(C) Must be physically fit and
capable of performing strenu-
ous duties. This requirement
shall be tested as under: -

i) Height without shoes- 165 Cms. 
ii) Chest (unexpanded) - 81.5 Cms. 
iii) Chest (on expansion)-  86 Cms. 
iv) Weight (minimum)-    50 Kg.
(D) Must be familiar with the use

and maintenance of first-aid,
fire fighting appliances and
Trailer Fire Pump.

(E) Must know the elementary
principles of fire fighting meth-
ods employed in fighting of dif-
ferent types of fire. 

(F) Must be conversant with food
appliance drills and be able to
perform the task allotted to the
member of a crew.

Between 18-27 Years
(Relaxable for departmental candi-
dates upto the age of forty years in
case of general candidates and
forty five years in case of candi-
dates belonging to the Scheduled
Castes and the Scheduled Tribes,
in accordance with the instructions
or orders issued by the Central
Government). 
Note 1: - The crucial date for deter-
mining the age limit shall be the
closing date for receipt of applica-
tions from the candidates in India
(and not the closing date pre-
scribed for those in Assam,
Meghalaya, Arunachal Pradesh,
Mizoram, Manipur, Nagaland,
Tripura, Sikkim, Ladakh Division of
Jammu & Kashmir State, Lahaul
and Spiti district and Pangi 
Division of Chamba district of
Himachal Pradesh, Andaman and
Nicobar Islands or Lakshadweep).
Note 2 :- In respect of the posts for
which appointments are made
through the Employment
Exchanges, the crucial date for
determining the age limit shall in
each case, be the last date upto
which the Employment Exchanges
are asked to submit the names.

Pay Band-1
Rs. 5200-
20200 plus
Grade Pay of
Rs. 1900/-

(2)  Endurance Test and Probation Period

Endurance Test Probation Period

(i)  Carrying a man (Fireman lift of 63.5 Kg. to a distance of 183 meters
within 95 seconds). 
(ii) Clearing 2.7 meters wide ditch landing on both feet (long jump), Two years
(iii) Climbing 3 meters vertical rope using hand and feet.
Note: - A concession of 2.5 Cms in height or chest may be allowed
to members of the Scheduled Castes/Tribes and men from hilly areas.

(3) Disqualification : No person -

(i) who has entered into or contracted a marriage with a person having a spouse living; or 
(ii) who having a spouse living, has entered into or contracted a marriage with any person, shall

be eligible for appointment to the said post :-
Provided that the Central Government may, if satisfied that such marriage is permissible
under the personal law applicable to such person and the other party to the marriage and
that .there are other grounds for so doing, exempt any person from the operation of these
rules.

(4)     Scheme and Syllabus of Examination:

(a) Measurement of Physical Standards (As Specified)
(b) Endurance Test (As Specified): Endurance Test shall be done only those candidates who 

qualify in the measurement of physical standards. 
(c) Written Test: Only for those who possess the prescribed physical standards and qualify in the

endurance test.

(5)     Place of work

(i) Senior Quality Assurance Establishment (Armts), Armapore Post Kanpur- 208 009 
(ii) Selected candidates will be liable to serve anywhere in India._

(6) Last date for receipt of Applications: -

Eligible candidates can apply in the format given below as Appendix ‘A' neatly typed in
English/Hindi (In A-4 size paper only) duly supported by the under mentioned documents.

(a) All applications must reach the office of SQAE (A), KANPUR-9 by post/speed post only 
within 21 days (closing hours) from the date of publication.

(b) In respect of applications received only by post & speed post from the candidates residing
in Assam, Meghalaya, Arunachal Pradesh, Mizoram, Manipur, Nagaland, Tripura, Sikkim,
Jammu & Kashmir, Lahaul & Spiti District & Pungi sub division of Chamba district of
Himachal Pradesh, Andaman & Nicobar Islands or Lakhadweep or abroad, the last date for
receipt of application will be within 30 days (closing hours) from date of publication.

The candidates claiming the benefit of extended time should clearly indicate pin code of his area.

General conditions: -
1. Copies of Educational Qualification/Technical Qualification certificates, Mark Sheets, Date of

Birth, Caste Certificate etc should be attested by the Gazetted Officer/Principal of the con-
cern institution only.

2. Three recent passport size photographs; one duly affixed in appropriate box on the applica-
tion form and duly attested by a Gazetted Officer and another two self-signed affixed in
appropriate box one each on the admit card.

3. One self-addressed envelope (30cm x 12 cm) affixed with postal stamp of Rs.30/-. complete
correspondence address should be written/typed in English/Hindi with Pin Code.

4. The Name of the post applied for and underlined should be mentioned on the top center of
the envelope.

5. The venue of the physical /written test and interview shall be Senior Quality Assurance
Establishment (Armaments), Armapore Post, Kanpur - 208009 (UP). The date and time shall
be communicated accordingly.

Affix Passport size
Photograph duly

Attested by
Gazetted Officer

Affix self-signed
Passport size
Photograph
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Government of India

Ministry of Defence (DGQA)
Department of Defence Production

Senior Quality Assurance Establishment (Armts)
Armapore Post, Kanpur (UP)- 208009

Applications are invited from Indian National for recruitment of the following vacancy of General
Central Service Group 'C' Non-Gazetted Non-Ministerial Post, who are fulfilling requisite qualifica-
tions/specifications as mentioned below on a plain paper duly typed or neatly hand written in the
prescribed format (as per Appendix 'A') only should reach the addressee within 21 days from the
date of publication of this advertisement: -
Sr. Name of Post Number of Reservation status
No. Post General SC ST OBC PH Ex-servi- Sports

ceman man
1 Labourer (SS)[Now 01 (One) 01 (One) - - - - - -

Technician (Semi 
Skilled)]

(1)  Pay Band and Grade Pay or Pay Scale, Age Limit, Educational & Other Qualifications:
Pay Band and Age Limit for direct recruits Educational and other
Grade Pay or Qualification
Pay Scale
Pay Band-1 Not exceeding (27) twenty seven years Industrial Training Institute
Rs. 5200-20200 (Relaxable for departmental candidates upto Pass Certificate in the any
plus Grade pay the age of 40 (forty) Years in case of General of trade specified below: - 
of Rs. 1800/- candidates and 45 (forty five) Years in case of (a) Instrument Mechanic 

candidates belonging to Scheduled Castes (b) Fitter
and the Scheduled Tribes in accordance with (c) Draughtsman (Mechancial)
the instructions or orders issued by the Central (d) Computer Hardware &
Government from time to time in this regard). Networking or its equivalent
Note 1 :- The crucial date for determining the Defence Service Tradesman
age limit shall be the closing date for receipt Course approved as such by
of applications from the candidates in India the Central Government or 
(and not the closing date prescribed for those State Government
in Assam, Meghalaya, Arunachal Pradesh, 
Mizoram, Manipur, Nagaland, Tripura, Sikkim, 
Ladakh Division of Jammu and Kashmir State,
Lahaul and Spiti district and Pangi Sub-Division
of Chamba district of Himachal Pradesh, Anda-
man and Nicobar Islands or Lakshadweep).
Note 2 :- In case of the recruitment is made 
through the Employment Exchanges, the crucial
dates for determining the age limit shall be the
date upto which the Employment Exchange are
asked to submit the names.

Note 1:- All eligible candidates are to qualify in a departmental Trade Skill Test conducted by the
Departmental Promotion Committee, for the job of the post for which the candidates are being con-
sidered for appointment.
(2) Practical Test and Probation Period :

Practical Test Probation Period
Practical test will be carried out in the skill specified trade to assess Two years for 
the suitability of the candidates to hold the posts in Technician (Semi- direct recruits only
Skilled) grade.

(3) Disqualification : No person
(i) who has entered into or contracted a marriage with a person having a spouse living, 
or;
(ii) who having a spouse living, has entered into or contracted a marriage with any 
person, shall be eligible for appointment to the said post ;-
Provided that the Central Government may, if satisfied that such marriage is per-
missible under the personal law applicable to such person and the other party to 
the marriage and that there are other grounds for so doing, exempt any person 
from the operation of this rules.

(4) Place of work

(i) Senior Quality Assurance Establishment (Armts), Armapore Post Kanpur- 208009 
(ii) Selected candidates will be liable to serve anywhere in India.

(5) Last date for receipt of Applications: -
Eligible candidates can apply in the format given below as Appendix 'A' neatly typed in
English/ Hindi (In A-4 size paper only) duly supported by the under mentioned docu-
ments.
(a) All applications must reach the office of SQAE (A), KANPUR-208009 by post/speed
post only within 21 days (closing hours) from the date of publication.
(b) In respect of applications received only by post & speed post from the candidates
residing in Assam, Meghalaya, Arunachal Pradesh, Mizoram, Manipur, Nagaland,
Tripura, Sikkim, Jammu & Kashmir, Lahaul & Spiti District & Pungi sub division of
Chamba district of Himachal Pradesh, Andaman & Nicobar Islands or Lakhadweep or
abroad, the last date for receipt of application will be within 30 days (closing hours) from
date of publication. -:
The candidates claiming the benefit of extended time should clearly indicate pin code of
his area.

General conditions

1. Copies of Educational Qualification/Technical Qualification certificates, Mark Sheets,
Date of Birth, Caste Certificate etc should be attested by the Gazetted Officer/Principal
of the concern institution only.

2. Three recent passport size photographs, one duly affixed in appropriate box on the
application form and duly attested by a Gazetted Officer and another two self-signed,
affixed in appropriate box one each on the admit card.

3. One self-addressed envelope (30cm x 12 cm) should be attached with complete corre-
spondence address with Pin Code written/typed in English/Hindi affixed with postal
stamp of Rs.30/-(thirty) only.

4. The Name of the post applied for and underlined should be mentioned on the top cen-
ter of the envelope.

5. The venue of the written/practical test and interview shall be Senior Quality Assurance
Establishment (Armaments), Armapore Post, Kanpur - 208009 (UP). The date and time
shall be communicated accordingly.

6. New entrants to Government Service, entering on or after 01.01.2004 will be governed
by New Pension Scheme termed as "Defined Contribution Pension Scheme" and exist-
ing provisions of CCS (Pension Rules), 1972 will not be applicable.

7. Negative marking will be done for wrong answers in the written examination.
8. Candidates appearing for written/practical test and interview will be travel on their own

expenses. However, SC/ST candidates called for written/practical test and interview will
be paid traveling allowance of Second Class (IInd Class) Railway/Bus fare as per rules

for onward and return journey performed by shortest route provided that the distance
traveled by Rail/Bus each way exceeds 80 kms. on production of journey details as well
as Railway Receipt/Bus Tickets. No extra charge, if any, incurred for reserving
seat/sleeping berth in the train will however be reimbursed.

9. The selection of the candidate will be based on written/practical test, interview, medical-
fitness and character verification.

10. Persons working in Central/State/PSUs must apply through proper channel along with
the certificate from their establishment that "No disciplinary action is
contemplated/pending against them and that they have no objection in releasing them
in case of selection.

11. Applications incomplete in any respect and received after the closing date shall be
summarily rejected and no further correspondence will be entertained in this regard.

12. Canvassing in any form will be assessed as disqualification and candidature of such
candidate is liable to be summarily rejected. 

13 The advertisement No. EN 11/76 published by davp 10203/11/0025/1314 in
Employment News 15-21 Jun 2013 will be treated as cancelled due to administra-
tive reasons.

APPENDIX-A
APPLICATION

(TO BE FILLED IN BLOCK LETTERS ONLY) 
(To be typed/written in double space & fonts 14 on A-4 size paper)

(a) Name of the Post applied for : _______________________________________
(in Bold letters)

(b) Ref: Advertisement/Letter No................................... the Employment News/Rozgar
Samachar dated ..........................

1. Name of the applicant: (in full) : ________________________
2. Father's/Husband's Name: ____________________________ 
3. Nationality : _______________________________________ 
4. (a) Date of Birth : ___________________________________

(in figure & words also) ___________________________________
(b)  Age (as on closing date) : Yrs _____Months______Days___________________
(c) Age relaxation claimed :       Yes/No.
(if 'yes', specifically mentioned the name of quota)

5. Whether belongs to SC/ST/OBC/PH/Ex-Service Man : ________________________
(Please mention the category)

6. Sex (Male / Female):___________________________________________________
7. Educational Qualifications: ______________________________________________

Educational University/Board/ Passing Subject Marks with percentage &
Qualifications Institution Year Division

8. Desirable Qualification: _______________________________________________
(in QA/QC activities of General Engineering Processing knowledge)

9. Experience, if any: ___________________________________________________
10. Addresses for Correspondence: ________________________________________
11. Permanent address: _________________________________________________
12.  Employment Registration No. if any . ____________________________________
13. Details of Certificate enclosed: _________________________________________ 

(Please mention the names of certificates)
14. Any other details : ___________________________________________________

DECLARATION
I do hereby declare that the particulars furnished above by me are correct to the best of my
knowledge and belief. Nothing concealed by me. In the event of any information being found
to be false or incorrect, my candidature/appointment may be cancelled/terminated without
any notice.

Date: (Signature of applicant) 
Place: 
Encls :

APPENDIX - B
ADMIT CARD
(Two copies) 

(TO BE FILLED IN BLOCK LETTERS ONLY)
(To be typed/written in double space & fonts 14 on A-4 size paper)

(a) Name of the Post applied for : (in Bold letters)
(b) Ref :Advertisement/Letter No................................... the Employment News/Rozgar

Samachar dated ..........................
1. Name of the applicant: (in full)_________________________
2. Father's/Husband's Name : __________________________ 
3. Complete postal address : __________________________
4. Date & Time of Written Test/Practical

Test: ______________________________________________________________
(not filled by the candidate)

5. Venue of Written Test/Practical Test: _____________________________________
(not filled by the candidate)

6. Date & Time of Interview :_____________________________________________
(not filled by the candidate)

7. Venue of interview (not filled by the candidate)
Left thumb impression

(Signature of Candidate)

NOTE
All original certificates and marks sheets in support of entries made in application form will
have to be produced at the time of reporting for test/interview, failing which the candidature
is likely to be cancelled.

davp 10203/11/0053/1314 EN 30/99

Affix Passport size
Photograph duly

Attested by
Gazetted Officer

Affix self-signed
Passport size
Photograph
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Office of the Principal Accountant
General (A&E)

Andhra Pradesh, Hyderabad-500004
Applications are invited from Indian Citizens for the Post of Auditor/Accountant (Group - C) against
Sports Quota.
1.  Number of Vacancies:-  12 
Sl. Name of Office Discipline Gender Total no. of Station
No. (Sports/Games) Male Female vacancies
1. Principal Accountant Football-03 Male -

General (A&E), AP, Hockey-02 Male - 05 Hyderabad
Hyderabad.

2. Principal Accountant Cricket-03 Male -
General (G&SSA), AP, Badminton-02 - Female 05 Hyderabad
Hyderabad.

3. Pr. Director of Audit, Badminton-01 Male - 01 Secunderabad
South Central Railway, 
Secunderabad

4. Pr. Director of Comm-
ercial Audit, & Ex-Officio 
Member, Audit Board, Table Tennis-01 Male - 01 Hyderabad
Hyderabad

2. Pay Scale: (Revised) :- Rs.  5200 - 20200 with Grade Pay of Rs.  2800/- 
3. Educational Qualification: Graduation in any discipline from a recognized University.  The
persons selected for the post of Auditor /Accountant will have to qualify the Departmental
Confirmatory Test for Auditor /Accountant within two years of their appointment.  Failure to pass
the examination will render them liable for discharge from service.
4. Age: Between 18 to 27 years as on closing date for receipt of applications.  The upper age limit
is relaxable upto a maximum of 5 years (10 years in case of those belonging to SC/ST and 8 years
in case of OBC candidates).   This concession is admissible to those Sports Persons who satisfy
all other eligibility conditions relating to education etc. 
5. Eligibility: 1. Sports Persons who have represented a State or the Country in a National or
International Competition in any of the Games/Sports mentioned at Sl. No. 01 above.
2.  Sports Persons who have represented the University in Inter-University tournaments conduct-
ed by the Inter - University Sports Board in any Sports/Games shown at Sl. No. 01 above.
3. Sportspersons who have represented the state school Teams in the National Sports/Games for
Schools conducted by the All India School Games Federation in any of the Games/ Sports shown
at Sl. No. 01 above.
6. (i) Application may be made in the prescribed format (Form - A) on plain paper giving full par-
ticulars, accompanied by attested copies of Certificate in support of Age, Educational
Qualification and Certificate of SC/ST/OBC, where applicable.
(ii) Persons already in Government Service, should send their application through Proper Channel.
The application should be addressed to The Sr. Deputy Accountant General (Admn), Office of
the Principal Accountant General (A & E), Saifabad, A.P. Hyderabad-500 004 so as to reach
on or before 05.11.2013.
7). The candidates should furnish certificates in support of their claims in proper form only (Form-
B) duly signed by the prescribed authority. The certificates in the above prescribed form will alone
be taken into account while considering eligibility of the applicant.
8) Transfers between the stations are not permissible in IA&AD except mutual transfer between
the same discipline of sports.
9). (i) The candidates selected to the post (s) will be on probation for a period of two years from
the date of appointment.
(ii) Application should be sent through ordinary post only. 
The forms can be downloaded from the website www.cag.gov.in
Form A -            Application Form                                                                                       
From B        -            Form of Certificates                                                                                  
10). Applicants would be informed of their selection by e-mail/Telephone. Applicants may ensure
that they give their email ID and Telephone Number in their application forms.
11). Selected candidates may refer to the office website for further information - ag.ap.nic.in

Sr.Deputy Accountant General (Admn) 
Office of the Principal Accountant General (A&E).AP, Hyd

Note: In case number of applications is high, office may adopt the system of shortlisting and call
letter for interview etc. may be sent to the shortlisted candidates only.

FORM - A
1. Name (in Block Letters) : ………………………………………………
2. Father's name : ………………………………………………
3. Date of Birth : ………………………………………………
4. Sex (Male/Female) : ………………………………………………
5. Educational Qualification : ………………………………………………

………………………………………………
………………………………………………

6. SC/ST/OBC : ………………………………………………
7. Postal Address : ………………………………………………

………………………………………………
………………………………………………

8. Permanent Address : ………………………………………………
………………………………………………
………………………………………………

9. Telephone number  & email id : .....………………………………………
10. List 5 most recent participations starting from the most recent.
Sl. No. Discipline Date Event Authority issuing certificate
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Place:-
Date:- Signature
Note:- Do not leave any field blank.

FORM - B
National Federation/National Association or State Association of ……………………………../
University of ………………………………………/ Directorate of Public Instructions/Education of the
State of ……………………………./ Govt. of India/ Ministry of Education and Social Welfare of
……………………………………………
Certificate to a meritorious sports person for employment to Group "C" service under the Central
Government.
Certified that Shri/Smt./Kumari …………………………………………………  Son/Wife/ Daughter of
Shri ……………………………………………… resident of ……………………………………
(Complete Address) represented the *Country/State/University/State School Team in the
game/event of …………………………… from ………………………….. to ……………………  The
position obtained by the individual/ team in the above said*  competition/tournament was
…………………………….
The certificate is being given on the basis of records available in the office of *National Federation/
National Association of ………………………../ State Association of ………………………………./
Dean of sports or officer in overall charge of sports in the University Ministry of Education and
Social Welfare of ………………………………………

Signature
Place:- Name 
Date:- Designation

Address 
Seal 

Strike out whichever not applicable.
Note:- Separate certificate signed personally by the Authority as given below required to be fur-
nished in respect of participation in the specified games/sports at different levels of tournaments.
International Competition: Secretary of the National Federation of the game concerned.
National Competition: Secretary of the National Federation or the State Association of 

the game concerned.
Inter University Tournament: Dean of sports or other officer in overall charge of sports of the 

University concerned.
National Sports/games : Directorate or Additional/Joint or Deputy Director in overall  
for School charge of sports/games for schools in the Directorate of Public 

instructions/Education of State.
EN 30/19

Affix recent
Passport Size
Photograph

Office of the Principal Accountant General
(G&SSA), Kerala, Thiruvananthapuram

Applications are invited from Indian Citizens for the Post of Auditor/Accountant (Group-C) against
Sports Quota.
1) No. of Vacancies:

Name of Office Discipline Male Female Total Vacancies
A. Principal Accountant General Football 2 Nil 2

(G&SSA), Accountant General (ERSA)
Kerala, Thiruvananthapuram. Table Tennis 2 1 3

B. Principal Accountant General (A&E), Football 3 Nil 3
Kerala, Thiruvananthapuram Shuttle 2 Nil 2

Badminton
2) Pay Scale (Revised): ` 5200-20200 with Grade Pay  ` 2800/-.
3) Educational Qualification (as on 01.10.2013) : (a) Graduation in any discipline from a rec-
ognized University. The persons selected for the post of Auditor/ Accountant will have to qualify
the Departmental Confirmatory Test for Auditor/ Accountant within two years of their appointment.
Failure to pass the examination will render them liable for discharge from service.
4) Age: Between 18 to 27 years as on closing date for receipt of applications.  The upper age
limit is relaxable upto a maximum of 5 years (10 years in case of those belonging to SC/ST and
8 years in the case of OBC candidates).  This concession is admissible to those Sports persons
who satisfy all other eligibility conditions relating to education etc.
5) Eligibility: 1. Sportspersons who have represented a State or the Country in a National or
International Competition in any of the Games/Sports mentioned at serial number 1 above. 
2. Sportspersons who have represented the University in Inter-University Tournaments conduct-
ed by the Inter-University Sports Board in any Sports/Games shown at serial number 1 above.
3. Sportspersons who have represented the state Schools Teams in the National Sports/Games
for Schools conducted by the All India School Games Federation in any of the Games/Sports
shown at serial number 1 above.
6) Application may be made in the prescribed format (Form-A) on plain paper giving full particu-
lars, accompanied by attested copies of Certificates in support of Age, Educational Qualification
and Certificates of SC/ST/OBC, wherever applicable.
Persons already in Government service should send their application through proper channel.
The application should be addressed to the Deputy Accountant General (Admn.), Office of the
Principal Accountant General (G&SSA), Kerala, Thiruvananthapuram – 695001, so as to
reach within 30 days of the date of publishing this advertisement. 
7) The candidates should furnish certificates in support of their claims in proper form
only (Form-B) duly signed by the prescribed authority.  The certificates in the above pre-
scribed form will alone be taken into account while considering eligibility of the applicant.
8) The candidates selected to the posts will be on probation for a period of two years from the
date of appointment.
9) All the selected candidates will be working at Thiruvananthapuram. Transfers between stations
are generally not permissible in IA&AD for Sports Quota recruits.
Attach 02 self addressed envelops (size-27cm x12cm), duly stamped.
Application should be sent through ordinary post only and the envelope may be superscribed
with ‘APPLICATION FOR Sports Quota RECRUITMENT TO THE Post of Auditor/ Accountant’.
The forms can be downloaded from the website http://cag.gov.in/Sports_recruit.pdf or
http://agker.cag.gov.in 
Form A - Application Form
Form B - Form of Certificates 

Deputy Accountant General (Admn.)
Office of the Principal Accountant General (G&SSA)

Note: In case of application is high, office may adopt the system of shortlisting and call letter for
interview etc. may be sent to the shortlisted candidates only.

EN 30/59

Composite Regional Centre
Ministry of Social Justice & Empowerment, Govt. of India

Bemina Bypass, Srinagar-190018
Website: www.crcsrinagar.com Phone/Fax : (0194) 2495039

Admission notification for DIPLOMA IN PROSTHETICS ORTHOTICS (DPO)
Name of the course Recognized by Duration Fee Intake
Diploma in Prosthetics & Orthotics
(DPO)
Eligibility
1. 10+2 with PCB & or Mathematics
OR Rehabilitation Two years Yearly 25
10+2 pass in the Vocational stream in the Council of India and Six Rs. 8500/-
trade of machinist or 10+2/ITI Certificate (RCI), New Months of
in the trade of Fitter/Turner/Machinist/Tool Delhi Internship
/Die Maker.
2. Having passed in the final diploma 
examinations conducted by the Board of 
Technical education of the State Govt., in
Mechanical, Electrical/or Electronics Engi-
neering are also eligible.
A minimum of 50% marks in each of the 
core subject will be required for admission
to the course. In the case of reserved cat-
egory, the same will be relaxed to 45%

Note:
1.  Applications can be obtained from above address during office hours from 10:00 am to 05:00
p.m.
2.  Application forms by post should be addressed to the Coordinator DPO, Composite Regional
Centre (CRC) Bemina Bye Pass, Srinagar -190018 except Saturdays and Sundays.
3.  Applications completed in all respect accompanied by photocopies of relevant certificates and
marks memos may be submitted by hand or by post on the above mentioned address of the
Institution.
4. Last date for submission of duly filled in Application Forms is 15 Days from the date of publi-
cation of admission notification.
5. Prescribed application forms can be obtained from the office in person, or by post on payment
of Rs 100/- for general category and Rs 75/- for SC/ST/PH by in the form of Demand Draft in
favour of The Director ,CRC Srinagar.
6. The selected candidates have to follow proper dress code, rules and regulations of the
Institution.
7. The timings of the Institution are as per Central Govt rules with Saturdays and Sundays as
weekly offs.

Director
davp 38111/11/0004/1314 EN 30/102
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Defence Institute of Physiology and
Allied Sciences (DIPAS), DRDO

Lucknow Road, Timarpur, Delhi-110054
URL: http://www.drdo.gov.in

Admission to PhD programme for the Academic Year 2013-2014
Join DRDO............serve the nation

Defence Institute of Physiology and Allied Sciences (DIPAS) invites application for its
Ph.D. programme.

Defence Institute of Physiology and Allied Sciences (DIPAS) provides an excellent opportunity for
young and motivated researchers to pursue a career in basic and applied Life Sciences research.
DIPAS endeavors in optimizing human performance under extreme operational environments using
physiological, biochemical, nutritional and ergonomic approach. The labs are equipped with state-
of-art facilities to conduct human studies, animal and in-vitro experimentation with an interdiscipli-
nary approach. Cutting-edge technology (Micro-Array facilities, MALDI-TOF, Human
Decompression Chamber, CAD, Bio informatics and Nanotechnology) at the institute encompass-
es broad interdisciplinary areas-Physiology; Biochemistry; Bio medical Sciences; Biotechnology
and Organic Chemistry/Phytochemistry.
Applications are invited from young and motivated candidates with CSIR/UGC/ICMR/DBT/DST fel-
lowships for the post of Junior Research Fellows to work in ongoing and future research projects
at DIPAS.
Minimum qualifications:
M.Sc in Life Sciences (Physiology/ Biochemistry/ Bio Medical Sciences/ Biotechnology) and
Organic Chemistry.
CSIR/UGC/ICMR/DBT/DST qualified only (with fellowship validity upto December 2014)
Ph.D. Programme:
Selected candidates may be registered for PhD programme.
Age:
For Junior Research Fellows (JRF) maximum 28 years, as on the last date for receipt of applica-
tion (Relaxable for SC/ST/OBC as per govt. rules)
Application procedure:
Eligible candidates should send their duly complete application form before 01.11.2013 till 1700hrs
Eligible candidates can appear for a walk-in-interview at 10:00 hrs on 12.11.2013 at DIPAS,
Lucknow Road, Timarpur, Delhi-110054.
Travelling allowances (TA) will not be admissible for the interview.
Candidates will be required to produce certificates/testimonials in original at the time of interview.
Admission shall not be claimed by any candidate as a matter of right. The admission shall be entire-
ly at the discretion of the Selection Committee of the Institute which   may refuse to admit any can-
didate without assigning any reason thereof. Number of seats for JRF may increase or decrease
without prior notice.
Interested candidates may please send their biodata in the given format by 01.11.2013.
Contact person: Dr Deepika Saraswat, Sc 'D' (HRD Head)
E mail: hrddipas@yahoo.com .
Phone no.011-23883111

Appendix 'A'
Application No.

(for office use only)

APPLICATION FOR THE POST OF JUNIOR RESEARCH FELLOW
1. Name in Full :
2. Father's Name :
3. Date of Birth :
4. Age as on date : Year .........Month…… .Days
5. Nationality :
6. Whether belong to SC/ST/OBC :
7. Correspondence Address

..........................................................

..........................................................
8. Permanent Address

..........................................................

..........................................................
9. Educational Qualification (Matric onwards) :
Sr. No. Degree University Year of Subjects Specialization % of marks 

Course or College passing taken obtained

10. CSIR/UGC/ICMR/DBT/DST Fellowship : Date of passing:.. ...............Validity: .................... 
11. Any information, if you want to add: ....................................................................................

DECLARATION
It is certified that the above information is correct to the best of my knowledge and nothing has been
concealed there from. If any information found incorrect at any stage then I will be liable for an
action taken by the authority as per existing rules/law.

(Signature of the Candidate)
davp 10301/11/0468/1314 EN 30/68

Paste
Passport

Size
Photograph

Situation Vacant
Selection will be held for 8 (eight) posts as under in North Eastern Police Academy, Meghalaya.
(A)
S/No. Name of the post & No. of Category Nature of duty

PB+GP Post(s)
1 Constable (General Duty) 04 (four) OBC-1, General duty in Quarter

PB-1, Rs. 5200-20200 + UR-2, SC-1 Guard/Watch & Ward duty/ 
Rs. 1800 (GP) Training etc.

2. Constable (Motor Transport) 01 (one) SC-1 Driving and Maintenance
PB-1, Rs. 5200-20000 +  of Govt. vehicles. 
Rs. 1800 (GP)

3. Constable (Motor Transport 02 (two) UR-2 Repair and maintenance of 
Mechanic) PB-1, Rs. 5200- Govt. vehicles.
20000 + Rs. 1800 (GP)

4. Library & Information 01 (one) UR-1 (i) To assist the Sr. Library & 
Assistant. PB-2, Rs.9300+ Information Assistant in all
34800 + Rs. 4200 (GP) correspondence and maint-

enance of library registers 
etc. (ii) Cataloguing of new 
books and journals (iii) Acc-
ession of new books and 
newspapers etc. (iv) Timely 
renewal of all journals, 
Magazines and newspapers 
etc. (v) In absence of Sr. Lib. 
& Infon. Asstt., to look after 
the work of library & (vi) To 
perform any other work as 
and when entrusted.

(B)
S/No. Name of post(s) Qualification Age
1. Constable (General Matriculation from a recognized 18 to 27 years, as on 20/11/ 

Duty) Board or University. 2013. Relaxable upto 3 years 
for OBC candidates and 5 years 
for SC candidates. For Govt. 
servants of General Category 
upto 40 years and for Govt. ser-
vants of SC category upto 45 
years.

2. Constable (Motor Matriculation from  recognized 18 to 27 years, relaxable upto
Transport) Board or University and 32 years as on 20/11/2013.

possessing: Relaxable for Govt. servants
(i) Valid driving license for light of SC category upto 45 years.
or heavy vehicles issued by the
Transport Authority.
(ii) Three years driving experi-
ence; and
(iii) Fair knowledge in vehicle
maintenance.

3. Constable (Motor (i) Matriculation or equivalent 18 to 27 years, as on 20/11/
Transport from a recognized University or 2013. Relaxable upto 40 years
Mechanic) Board with; for Govt. servants in accor-

(ii) Diploma in Motor Mechan- dance with the instructions or
ism from a recognized Instit- orders issued by the Central
ution; and Govts.
(iii) should possess a valid
driving license of  light or
medium or heavy vehicles.
Experience-
(i) two years experience in
vehicles  repairs  in some
established workshop.
(ii) Should qualify in trade test.

4. Library & (i) Graduate from a recogn- Not exceeding 28 years as on 
Information ized University and Bachelor 60 days after publication of
Assistant of Library Science (B. Lib.) advertisment in Newspaper.

from a recognized university. Relaxable upto 40 years for
(ii) At least 2 years library Govt. servants in accordance
experience in any recognized with the instructions or orders
institution in the field. issued by the Central Govts.

2. Physical Standards ( Only for all Constable General Duty and Constable Motor Trans-
port)
(iii) Height - 165 Cms (Minimum) 
(iv) Chest (a) 79 Cms-Unexpanded (Minimum) 

(b) 84 Cms- Expanded (Minimum)
3. Tests for Constable (General Duty) 
(a) Physical Efficiency Test - for Constable (General Duty)
(i) 1600 mtrs running (Maximum time - 6 minutes)
(ii) Long Jump (Minimum 11 feet, three chances to be given)
(iii) High Jump (Minimum 3½ feet, three chances to be given)
(b) Written test :  Test in General Knowledge,  Maths,  General Intelligence,  Language (English/
Hindi)
4.  Tests for Constable (Motor Transport) and Constable (Motor Transport Mechanic)
(a) Physical Efficiency Test-
(i) 1000 mtrs running (Maximum time 5- minutes)
(ii) Long Jump (Minimum 11 feet, three chances to be given)
(iii) High Jump (Minimum 3½ feet, three chances to be given)
(b) Driving Test - for Constable (MT)- the candidates will be tested in driving light, medium and
heavy vehicles, as well as maintenance of vehicles.
(c) Trade Test - for Constable (MT Mechanic)- the candidates will be tested in driving and
knowledge of vehicles' repairing.
5. Medical Examination - to assess general fitness consisting weight, eye sight and general fit-
ness. Candidates should be free from knock-knee, flat foot and any other deformities and other
major illness.
6. Selection Procedure
(A) For Constable
Application, as per Annexure I, to be filled by the candidates and brought by them on 20.11.2013
during selection test. No advance application is required to be sent.
Candidates are required to report with the duly filled application form, copies of required certifi-
cates (domicile, age, caste, technical qualification, experience etc.) along with their originals. The
reporting time is 0800 hrs on 20.11.2013.
(B) For Library & Information Assistant
Application in given proforma duly filled, along with self-attested copies of all required documents
(domicile, age, qualification, experience) and one self-addressed stamped envelope should be
sent to the Director, North Eastern Police Academy, Umsaw, Umiam, Meghalaya. The closing
date of application is 60 days from the publication of advertisement in Employment News.
7. Persons already in the govt. service should send their application through proper channel. The
application form and other details can be downloaded from the website-http\\www.nepa.gov.in

( A. K. Mathur, IPS )
Director

Annexure-I
APPLICATION FORM

To
The Director
North Eastern Police Academy
Umsaw, Umiam
Distt- Ri-Bhoi, Meghalaya
Pin-793123

Sub :- Application for the post of .............................................
1. Name : 
2. Father's name :
3. Nationality :
4. Gender : Male/Female
5     D.O.B :

(Attach copy of Matric Certificate)      :
6.    Permanent Address :

(Attach copy of domicile)
Caste
(Attach copy of prescribed certificate) :

7.    Educational Qualification : 
(Attach copies of certificates)

8.    Other qualification and experience, if any : 
(Attach copies of relevant certificates)

Date : 
Signature of Candidate

Note 1 - Please attach copies of above certificates only. Originals be kept with applicant.
Note 2- Only the candidates for the posts of Constables (General Duty, Motor Transport and Motor
Transport Mechanic) will be allowed to enter the gate of the Academy for screening and other
tests. There shall be separate application for each post, if the candidate applies for more than one
post.
Application Form can also be downloaded from NEPA Website - http\\www.nepa.gov.in

EN 30/46
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Office of the Principal Accountant General 
(General & Social Sector Audit)
Madhya Pradesh, Audit Bhawan, Jhansi Road, Gwalior

Applications are invited from Indian citizens for the post of Auditor (Group-C) against Sports
Quota in the office of the Principal Accountant General (General & Social Sector Audit) Madhya
Pradesh, Gwalior including office of the Accountant General (Economic & Revenue Sector Audit)
Madhya Pradesh, Bhopal and for the post of Accountant (Group-C) against Sports Quota in office
of the Principal Accountant General (Accounts & Entitlement), Madhya Pradesh, Gwalior.
1) No. of Vacancies:-
Sl. Name of Office Discipline Gender Total number  Station*
No. Male Female of vacancies
(i) Principal Accountant General Hockey 02 Nil 02 Gwalior

(General & Social Sector 
Audit), Madhya Pradesh, Table Tennis 01 Nil 01
Gwalior 

(ii) Accountant General (Economic Table Tennis 02 Nil 02 Bhopal 
& Revenue Sector Audit), 
Madhya Pradesh,  Bhopal 

(iii) Principal Accountant General Badminton 02 Nil 02 Gwalior
(Accounts & Entitlement)-I, 
Madhya Pradesh, Gwalior Football 03 Nil 03 Gwalior

*Note:- (i) The selected persons will be posted in the above mentioned offices of the Indian Audit
and Accounts Department (IA & AD) against the vacancies mentioned against each of the offices
and are also liable to be posted in any new or sub office/branch office/divisional office of the
above mentioned offices that may be created in the State of Madhya Pradesh in future.
(ii) Among the sportspersons selected, the persons at the bottom of the merit list of the selection
trial will be liable for posting at any branch office situated anywhere in India, where the office has
an all India transfer liability.
(iii) Transfer between stations is not permissible in IA & AD except mutual transfer between the
same discipline of sports. 
2) Pay Scale (Revised): PB-I ` 5200-20200 with Grade Pay ` 2800/-
3) Educational Qualification (as on 01.07.2013): (a) Graduation in any discipline from a rec-
ognized University. The persons selected for the post of Auditor/Accountant will have to qualify
the Departmental Confirmatory Test for Auditor/Accountant within two years of their appointment.
Failure to pass the examination will render them liable for discharge from service.
4)  Age: Between 18 to 27 years as on closing date for receipt of applications. The upper age
limit is relaxable up to a maximum of 5 years (10 years in case of those belonging to SC/ST and
8 years in case of OBC candidates). This concession is admissible to those Sportspersons who
satisfy all other eligibility conditions relating to education, etc.
5) Eligibility: (i) Sportspersons who have represented a State or the Country in a National or
International Competition in any of the Games/Sports mentioned at serial number 1 above.
(ii) Sportspersons who have represented the University in Inter-University Tournaments conduct-
ed by the Inter-University Sports Board in any Sports/Games shown at serial number 1 above.
(iii) Sportspersons who have represented the state School Teams in the National Sports/Games
for Schools conducted by the All India School Games Federation in any of the Games/Sports
shown at serial number 1 above.
6) Application may be made in the prescribed format (Form-A) on plain paper giving full particu-
lars, accompanied by attested copies of Certificates in support of Age, Educational
Qualification and Certificates of SC/ST/OBC, where applicable.
Persons already in Government service should send their application through proper channel.
The application should be addressed to the 

Audit Officer (Administration-12),
Office of the Principal Accountant General 
(General & Social Sector Audit), M.P.
Audit Bhawan, Jhansi Road, Gwalior,   474002

So as to reach within 30 days of the date of publishing this advertisement.
7) The candidates should furnish certificates in support of their claims in proper form only (Form-
B) duly signed by the prescribed authority. The certificates in the above prescribed form will alone
be taken into account while considering eligibility of the applicant. Separate certificates should be
produced as directed in Note below the draft Form-B.
8) The candidates selected to the post (s) will be on probation for a period of two years from the
date of appointment.
Attach 02 self addressed envelops (size-27cm ×12cm), duly stamped.
Application should be sent through ordinary post only.
The forms can be downloaded from the website www.cag.gov.in

Form A - Application Form
Form B - Form of Certificates

Dy. Accountant General/Admn.
Office of the Principal Accountant General

(Gen. & Social Sector Audit) Madhya Pradesh, Gwalior
Note: In case number of applications is high, office may adopt the system of shortlisting and call
letter for interview etc. may be sent to the shortlisted candidates only.

Form - A
1 Name (In Block letters)   :----------------------------
2 Father’s name :----------------------------
3 Date of Birth :----------------------------
4 Sex (Male/Female) :----------------------------
5 Educational Qualification :---------------------------- 
6 SC/ST/OBC :----------------------------
7 Postal Address :----------------------------
8 Permanent Address :----------------------------
9 Mobile number :----------------------------
10  List 5 most recent participations starting from the most recent
Sl.No. Discipline Date Event Authority issuing certificate
1
2
3
4
5

Place:
Date:
Note  
Do not leave any field blank. Signature

Form-B 
National Federation/National Association or State Association of ------/ University of --------/
Directorate of Public Instructions/Education of the state of --------/Govt. of India/Ministry of
Education and Social Welfare of ----------.
Certificate to a meritorious sportsperson for employment to Group ‘C’ service under the Central
Government.
Certified that Shri/Smt/Kumari----------Son/Wife/ Daughter of Shri -----------resident of -------
(Complete Address) represented the * Country/State/ University/State School team in the
game/event of -----------from -------- to--- 
The position obtained by the individual/team in the above said* competition/tournament was ----.
The certificate is being given on the basis of records available in the office of * National
Federation/National Association of -------------/State Association of ----/ Dean of sports or officer in
overall charge of sports in the University Ministry of Education and Social Welfare of---------
Place: Signature

Name
Date: Designation

Address
Seal

*Strike out whichever not applicable.

Note: Separate certificate signed personally by the Authority as given below required to be fur-
nished in respect of participation in the specified games/ sports at different levels of tournaments.
International Competition: Secretary of the National Federation of the game concerned.
National Competition: Secretary of the National Federation or the State assn.of the game

concerned.
Inter University Tournament: Dean of sports or other officer in over all charge of sports of the 

University concerned.
National sports/games : Directorate or Additional/Joint or Deputy Director in 
for school overall charge of sports/games for schools in the Directorate of 

public instructions/ Education of State.
EN 30/42
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Central Electronics Limited
(A Govt. of India Enterprise)

4, Industrial Area, Sahibabad, Ghaziabad (UP)
Recruitment on Contractual Basis

Central Electronics Limited is a Public Sector Enterprise, Schedule B Company under
Department of Scientific & Industrial Research, Ministry of Science & Technology and is
engaged in manufacturing of Solar Photovoltaic Cells, Module & Systems, Railway Electronics
Systems and Microwave Electronics Systems.
The Company is looking forward to recruit high caliber and talented professionals on contractu-
al basis for two years which is further extendable on performance basis for one more year. On
the basis of exemplary performance during the contractual period, the incumbents may also be
considered for absorption in regular cadre of the Company. Applications are hereby invited for
following posts.
Name of Qualification Minimum Required Experience No. of 
the post posts
Technical 1st Class M Tech in 6 years post qualification experience One
Manager Microwave Engineering/ in the field of design & 

B Tech/B E in Electronics development of Microwave/MMW 
& Communication components and systems.
Engineering from 
recognized university/ 
Institute

Electrical 1st Class B Tech/B E 2 years post qualification experience One
Engineer in Electrical in the field of planning, designing, 

Engineering from tendering and erection of 
recognized engineering services. Maintenance 
university/ Institute of installation like DG set, AC plant and 

equipment, production machines, 
distribution panels, switching circuits. 
Should have experience in LT/HT switch 
gear like isolators, ODs, oil circuit 
breaker, vacuum circuit breaker, air 
circuit breaker, SFUs and HT cabling, 
LT cabling terminators. 33 KV sub 
station, 33/11 and 11/440 transformer 
and line maintenance,

Electrioncs 1st Class B Tech/B E 2 years post qualification experience Two
Engineer in Electronics  & in the field of design & development 

Communication of embedded Systems.
Engineering from
recognized 
University/Institute

Executive 1st Class B Tech/B E in 2 years post qualification experience in  Two
(Material Electronics & the field of material management having 
Management) Communication exposure to E-procurement/ERP

Engineering from 
recognized 
university/ Institute

Technical 1st Class M Sc in 2 years post qualification experience to One
Officer Physics/ Chemistry/ care R&D facilities in Solar photovoltaic,  

Material Science Crystal Growth/ Production of CZT. 
from recognized Hands on experience in fabrication, 
university/ Institute characterization & testing.

Mechanical 1st Class B Tech/B E 2  years  post    qualification experience One
Engineer in Mechanical in  production engineering,  machine     

Engineering from designing, knowledge of CAD/CAM
recognized 
university/ Institute

Officer(HR) 1st Class full time 2 years post qualification experience as  One
master degree in an executive conversant with HR 
PM&IR/ MSW/ management, Personnel functions, 
MBA(HR) from Industrial relation and general 
recognised administration
university/Institute

Executive 1st Class B Tech in 2 years post qualification experience of One
(IT) Computer Science/ system designing & development and 

MCA from programming in multi-user environment. 
recognized university/ Minimum six month Experience in ERP
Institute system Microsoft Dynamics Navision 

2009 is required
The fixed emoluments per month shall be payable as per following
Name Of the First Year Second Year On exemplary Performance Maximum
post Emoluments Emoluments If considered for absorption age As 

(Fixed) (Fixed) in regular cadre in 31.10.2013
Grade (IDA) CTC at initial

pay in the scale
at present

Technical Rs.  45000 Rs. 47000 E-4 i.e. 8.4 Lakhs 40 years
Manager 24900-50500
All other Rs. 23000 Rs. 24000 E-2 i.e. 5.5 Lakhs 30 years
posts 16400-40500

Note : The CTC shown is indicative only and does not create any privilege whatsoever. It
includes Basic pay, DA, HRA, Transport allowance and PF amount etc. Candidates may be con-
sidered for absorption only on the basis of exemplary performance & requirement of the
Company in particular cadre. They will however have 'No claim' for regularization/absorption.
The candidates getting CTC less than 5.00 Lakhs per annum for post of Technical Manager and
2.50 Lakhs per annum for all other posts at present need not apply.

Proforma
Application for the post of .................................................................

[on Contractual)
1.   Name in full (In Block Letters)  ................................................................
2.   Father's/Husband's name ' .........................................................................
3.   Sex (Male/Female) ....................................................................................
4.   Address for communication ........................................................................

Telephone Number ............................ Mobile Number ...................................................
E-mail Address ................................................................................................................

Continued on page 9
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5.   Permanent Address  ...........................................................................................................
6.   Date of birth ...............................................................................................................

Age as on 31/10/2013 
7.   Nationality ...............................................................................................................
8.   Marital status .......................................................................................................
9.   Category (Gen/SC/ST/OBC)    
10. Whether Ex-serviceman/PwD
11. Educational/Professional Qualifications
(Starting from Matriculation or equivalent onward)
S. Examination Year of Board/ Class/ CG PA/% of Main 
No. Passed Passing University Division Marks Subjects

12. Experience (including present employment)
S. Name of Designation Pay Scales Date of Date of Leaving Nature of  
No. Employer & Basic Pay Joining & Reason of duties 

leaving performed
13. Languages known
14. Any Other Information such as experience, training, publications etc in support of suitability

of the post 

Undertaking
I hereby solemnly declare that the information given above is true & correct to the best of my
knowledge and belief.
Place
Date Signature of the Applicant
General Instructions
1.   A non-refundable Bank Draft for Rs. 250/- drawn in favour of Central Electronics Limited

payable at Ghaziabad/New Delhi is to be enclosed. Candidates are advised to write their
name and post applied on the reverse side of the bank draft. No application fee need to .    -
be paid by the candidates belonging to SC/ST/PwD.

2.   Upper age limit is relaxed by 5 years for SC/ST, 3 years for OBC (Non Creamy layer). It is
relaxed to 10 years for PwD-General, 13 years for PwD-OBC and 15 years for PWD-SC/ST
candidates.

3.   Reservation is applicable as per extant government rules,  
4.   Only typed application giving complete particulars in the prescribed proforma with one pass-

port size photograph pasted and self attested copies of all the degrees and certificates should
be sent within 21 days from date of publication of this advertisement.

5.   Applications received after due date, hand written application, application without signature,
incomplete application and applications which are not in prescribed format or without required
enclosures/self attestation will be summarily rejected without assigning any reason and no
correspondence in this regard will be entertained.

6.   Duly completed application should be sent through post/courier super scribing on the enve-
lope for the post applied to Asstt. General Manager (HRD), Central Electronics Limited,
Sahibabad, Distt. Ghaziabad (UP)-201010.

7.   Shortlisted candidates may be informed regarding Date, Time and Venue for written test (if any) and
Interview, therefore, they are required to furnish their E-mail address in the application form.

8.   Eligible candidates working in Government/PSUs/Autonomous bodies at analogous post and
willing to join on Deputation Basis as per admissible rules may also apply for Technical
Manager post.

(Only Indian nationals need to apply) 
ADVERTISEMENT N0.83/PERS/2/2013 EN 30/62

No. 1/5/6ADM-13-14
Government of India

Archaeological Survey of India
Dehradun Circle, Dehradun-Uttarakhand

Application is invited from the Indian citizens for the following post in the office of the
Superintending Archaeologist, Archaeological Survey of India, Dehradun Circle, Tyagi Road
Dehradun-248001 (Uttarakhand).
SI. Name of Category Scale of pay No. of Age, education etc.
No. Post of post vacancy
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

1. Foreman Group 'C' P.B. I 01 (One) Age: Below 25 years as on 
(Works) (Non- Rs. 5200-  (Unrese- 30.09.2013 (Relaxable for govt. 

Gazetted) 20200/-+ rved) servant & SC/ST/OBC as per rules) 
Grade pay Educational Qualification:
Rs. 1900/- Essential:

(i) Matriculation or equivalent.
(ii) Experience in supervision of 
labour and/or minor constructions.

7. Probation period : 2 years.
8. At present under Dehradun Circle having jurisdiction of Uttarakhand but transferable
to anywhere in India. 
INSTRUCTION:
(i) Application in the prescribed format alongwith attested copies of testimonials and experience,
etc should be sent to the office of the Superintending Archaeologist, Archaeological Survey of India,
Dehradun Circle, Tyagi Road, Dehradun-248001 (Uttarakhand)  on  or  before 15  days from the
date  of publication  of the advertisement.
(ii) Application received after last date of receipt will not be considered.
(iii) Competent authority reserves the right of short-listing the candidates to be called for interview.

(Atul Kumar Bhargava) 
Superintending Archaeologist

EN 30/37

Continued from page 8

to hold discussions with Fisheries Department officials of the various Maritime State Governments,
processors, private entrepreneurs, Co-operative Institutions, Financial Institutions etc., relating to
fishery development of the region; preparation of draft economic evaluation reports for the devel-
opment of FHs/FLCs; examination/scrutiny of project feasibility reports prepared by the various
States/UTs, on development of FHs/ FLCs; preparation of technical notes, briefs and technical
papers and also render technical advice on economic aspects to the Director, Deputy Director
(Economist) and guide the subordinate officers in the Economic Section on matters connected
with economics of FHs/FLCs.
The pay and other term and conditions of the official selected will be governed by the provisions
laid down in the Government of India, DOPT's  O.M.   No.6/8/2009-Estt. (Pay. II) dated 17th June
2010 as amended from time to time.
The applications from eligible officers in the given proforma (in duplicate) may be forwarded
through proper channel to the Director, Central Institute of Coastal Engineering for Fishery
(CICEF), opp. ISRO Qrs., Jalahalli, Bangalore - 560 013 within 60 days from the date of publi-
cation of this advertisement in the Employment News along with up-to-date ACRs for the last 5
years in original or photocopies duly attested by an officer of the level of Under Secretary or
above, Vigilance Clearance and Integrity Certificate. Cadre Controlling Authority may also kindly
ensure that while forwarding the applications, they should verify and certify that the particulars fur-
nished by the officers are correct. It may also be certified that no major or minor penalty was
imposed on the officer during the last 10 years of his service.
Applications   received   after the due date or without CRs or otherwise found incomplete will not
be considered.
It is requested that the vacancy may be given wide publicity in attached/sub-offices under their
control. (O.P. Misra)

Deputy Director General (Fy)

BIO DATA PROFORMA
1. Name & Address (in Block letters)

with e-mail address and contact number:
2. Date of Birth (In Christian era) :
3. Date of entry into Govt. Service
4. Educational Qualifications: 
Whether Educational and other qualifications required for the post are satisfied. (If any qualifica-
tion has been treated as equivalent to the one prescribed in the rules state the authority for the
same). : 

Qualifications/ Qualifications/Experience 
Experience  required possessed by the Officer

Essential (1) (2) (3)
Desired   (1) (2)
5. Please state clearly whether in the light of entries made by you above, you meet the require-
ment of the post.
6. Details of Employment in chronological order. Enclose a separate sheet duly authenticated by
your signature, if the space below is insufficient.

Office/ Post From To Pay Band and Nature of Nature of 
Instt./ Held grade pay Appointment duties
Orgn. or pay scale i.e. Whether regular/

adhoc/deputaion

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

7. Name of the post held substantively, if any, and scale of pay thereof:
8. Present pay and date from which it is drawn (scale in which drawn also to be indicated):
9. Additional details about present employment. Please state whether working under:
(a) Central Government
(b) State Government
(c) Autonomous Organizations
(d) Government Undertakings
(e) Universities
10. Additional information, If any, which you would like to mention in support of your suitability for the
post. Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient).
11. Whether the officer statisfies all the conditions prescribed for the post viz. qualification, expe-
rience and service in analogus posts. 
12. Remarks if any.
Date.................... Signature of the candidate
Countersigned....................
Address......................................
(Employer)

CERTIFICATE TO BE RECORDED BY THE EMPLOYER 
WHILE FORWARDING THE APPLICATION

Certified that the particulars filled by Shri......................... Designation................ have been verfied
and found correct. It is also certified that no vigilance case is pending or contemplated against
Shri............. and his integrity is beyond doubt. Character Roll for the last five years is enclosed.

SIGNATURE OF THE EMPLOYING AUTHORITY
WITH STAMP AND DATE

EN 30/76

Affix recent 
passport size 
photograph

F .No. 4-6/2013-Admn.V
Government of India

Ministry of Agriculture
(Department of Animal Husbandry, Dairying and Fisheries)

Krishi Bhawan, New Delhi- 110001
Subject- Filling up of the post of Assistant Director (Economist), (General Central Service, Group
'A', Gazetted, Non-Ministerial) in the Pay Band-3, Rs.15600-39100, with Grade Pay of Rs.5400 in
Central Institute of Coastal Engineering for Fishery (CICEF), Bangalore by Composite Method :
Deputation (including short-term contract) plus Promotion basis.
One post of Assistant Director (Economist) (General Central Service Group ‘A’ Gazetted - Non
Ministerial) in the Pay Band-3, Rs. 15600-39100, with Grade Pay of Rs.5400 in Central Institute
of Coastal Engineering for Fishery (CICEF), Bangalore is lying vacant and proposed to be filled
by Composite Method; Deputation (including short-term contract) plus Promotion basis from
amongst the officers serving Central Government or State Governments or Union Territories or
Universities or Recognized Research Institutes or Public Sector Undertakings or Semi-
Government or Autonomous or Statutory Organizations:-
(a) (i) holding analogous post on regular basis in the parent cadre or Department; or
(ii) with two years' service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on a regular basis in
the Pay Band-2, Rs. 9300-34800 with Grade Pay of Rs. 4800 or equivalent in the parent cadre or
Department; or
(iii) with three years' service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on a regular basis in
the Pay Band-2, Rs. 9300-34800 with Grade Pay of Rs. 4600 or equivalent in the parent cadre or
Department; and
(b) possessing the following educational qualifications and experience: 
Essential:
(i) Master's degree in Economics with Statistics or Master's degree in Commerce with Statistics of
a recognized University.
(ii) Three years' experience in survey research in the field of primary industries in agriculture
preferably in a Government department or recognized institute or university or autonomous or
statutory organization.
Desirable: 
Two years' experience in drafting reports on evaluation preferably in a Government department or
recognized institute or university or autonomous or statutory organization.
Note 1: The Departmental Senior Economic Investigator with three years' regular service in the
grade in the Pay Band-2, Rs.9300-34800 with Grade Pay of Rs. 4600 will also be considered
along with outsiders and in case he is selected the post shall be deemed to have been filled in by
promotion.
Note 2: The Departmental Officers in the feeder category who are in direct line of promotion will
not be eligible for consideration for appointment on deputation. Similarly, deputationists shall not
be eligible for consideration for appointment by promotion.
Note 3: Period of deputation (including short-term contract) including period of deputation (includ-
ing short-term contract) in another ex-cadre post held immediately preceding this appointment in
the same or some other organization or Department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not
exceed three years. The maximum age limit for appointment by deputation (including short-term
contract) shall be not exceeding 56 years as on the closing date of receipt of applications.
Note 4: For the purpose of appointment on deputation basis, the service rendered on a regular
basis by an officer prior to 1st January, 2006 (the date from which the revised pay structure based
on the Sixth Central Pay Commission recommendations has been extended) shall be deemed to
be service rendered in the corresponding grade pay of pay scale extended based on the recom-
mendations of the said Pay Commission except where there has been merger of more than one
pre-revised scale of pay into one grade with a common grade pay or pay scale, and where this
benefit will extend only for the post for which that grade or pay scale is the normal replacement
grade without any upgradation.
Job description: - The duties of the post of Assistant Director (Economist) are to carry out recon-
naissance survey, per-feasibility studies to identify sites, planning, guiding and supervising the
Economic Investigation for development of Fishing Harbors (FHs) /Fish Landing Centers (FLCs);
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Supplementary Result of CEN 01/2011(ALP)                                           Dt. : 10.10.2013
As per Order of Railway Board, New Delhi, due to administrative reasons & exigencies, the waitlisted candidates of the
written examination held by this board on 15.07.2012, Aptitude  test held from 16.10.2012 to 22.10.2012 & Documents
Verification held from 28.01.2013 to 08.02.2013  for Centralised Employment Notice no. 01/2011 Cat no. 01- Assistant
Loco Pilot, are to be given to North Central Railway. Accordingly the following waitlisted candidates, whose Roll nos
(last 7 digits only as first seven digits i.e. 1211101 are common), found provisionally suitable for empanelment are given
below (In roll No. order). These candidates will be given offer of appointment by the North Central Railway after being
found medically fit and fulfilment of other requirement and on availability of vacancies. 
This offer is being given to the candidates in terms of Clause 12.06 of the Centralised Employment Notice No. 01/2011
which states "Candidates finally selected are liable to be posted anywhere in Indian Railway, if required."

UR
1000235 1000278 1000790 1001183 1001650 1001671 1002245 1002330 1002474 1002687
1002893 1002978 1003803 1004618 1004682 1004891 1004957 1005600 1006715 4022331
4024909 4028669 4029996 Total : 23

SC
2007536 2007553 2007915 2008139 2008159 2008292 2008310 2008516 2008948 2009407
2009409 2009826 2010033 2010262 2010466 2010671 2010890 2010953 2011090 2011356
2011496 2011675 2011699 2012196 2012439 2012962 2030624 Total : 27

ST
3014021 3014510 3014956 3016018 3016233 3016359 3017043 3017289 3018029 3018051
3018061 3018604 3018679 3021061 3021103 3021438 Total :16

OBC
4022056 4022144 4022350 4022481 4022710 4022872 4022991 4023016 4023434 4023564
4023938 4024247 4024310 4024442 4024492 4024493 4024613 4024700 4025196 4025425
4025968 4026138 4026192 4026558 4026694 4027002 4027381 4027383 4027576 4027613
4027654 4027971 4028128 4028638 4028827 4028870 4028979 4029016 4029087 4029184
4029358 4029657 4030087 4030143 4030181 4030229 Total: 46

With held
2009916 4024648 Total : 02

In case any such waitlisted candidate does not accept this offer and wants to continue on the Waiting list of RRB/Ajmer
at his/her own risk he/she may submit his/her refusal in writing in the option form being sent through SPEED POST on
the address given by the candidates and their UNWILLINGNESS (if any) has to be submitted within one month from
the date of publication of this offer in the News papers and website of RRB/Ajmer i.e. by 09.11.2013, failing which this
offer shall be treated as final and his/her name shall be deleted from the waitlist of RRB/Ajmer.
Roll Nos. of such candidates whose panel to be sent to North Central Railway along with Option form shall be uploaded
on the website of RRB/Ajmer www.rrbajmer.org on 10.10.2013
All necessary precautions have been taken in preparation of the result, but inadvertent error cannot be denied,. Railway
Recruitment Board, does not take responsibility of such errors and reserves the right to rectify them. 
Result are also available on RRB website:www.rrbajmer.org Chairman/RRB/Ajmer

EN 30/61

Government of India

Ministry of Railways
Railway Recruitment Board, Ajmer

2010 Nehru Marg, Ambedkar Circle, Ajmer -305028

No. NM/20-Estt/2012/247 
Government of India

Directorate of Field Publicity
Regional Office, Officer's Hill, Kohima, Nagaland

Recruitment Notice
Applications, as per the format given hereunder, are invited from eligible male
candidates for filling up one post of Field Publicity Assistant in Directorate of
Field Publicity, Nagaland and Manipur Region in the Pay Band of PB 1: 
Rs. 5200-20200/- + Grade Pay of Rs. 2800/-. The post is unreserved.
Application form along with duly attested copy of qualifications certificates
should reach the office of the undersigned on or before 27th November,
2013. One self addressed envelope duly stamped should be sent along with
the application form. Candidates have to present original documents at the
time of interview/test. The place of posting is DFP's Tamenglong (Manipur)
Unit but selected candidate/s would liable to be posted anywhere in the coun-
try.
Nature of vacancy
(a) Designation of the post to be filled : Field Publicity Assistant (FPA).
(b) Description of duties: Field Works, handling of Audio Visual Equipment
and Generating set.
(c)  Qualification required
(i) Essential - Graduate from any Recognized University.

-Familiarity with Operating AV equipments and Generating set
- Possession of valid driving license for LMV
- Ability to speak in Regional Language

(ii) Desirable - Background of social work in rural area,
- Having background of mass communication.
- Experience in media related works, (computer/video edit-
ing/photography etc)

(d) Age limit : 20-28 years as on 27th November, 2013 (Closing Date) (relax-
ation in age limit as per Govt. Guidelines for Reserved category)
(e) Physical fitness: Applicant should be physically fit
(f) Whether women are eligible: No (Only Male Candidate)

APPLICATION FORMAT
The Director
Directorate of Field Publicity
(Ministry of I&B)
Government of India
Officers' Hill, Kohima - 797001.
1. Name of Post : Field Publicity Assistant (FPA).
2. Name of the Candidate :
3. Father's Name :
4. Full Address for correspondence :
5. Permanent Address :
6. Date of Birth :
7. Nationality :
8. Educational qualification :
9. Any other qualification :
Date:  Signature of the candidate
Place:
davp 22206/11/0010/1314 EN 30/105

Recent passport
size photograph
duly attested by
Gazetted Officer

EN 30/114

1- COOK : 01 Post (Ex-Service-
men)
Essential Qualification:-
(a) Matriculation or equivalent from
recognized Board
(ii) Must have knowledge of Indian
Cooking and proficiency in trade.
(PB-I, Pay Band : Rs. 5200-20200 +
Grade Pay Rs. 1900/- + Allowances
as admissible).
2. BARBER : 01 Post (ST)
Essential Qualification : -
(i) Matriculation pass or equivalent
from recognized Board with profi-
ciency in Barber's trade job.
(ii) One year experience in the trade.
(PB-I, Pay Band Rs. 5200-20200 +
Grade Pay 1800/- + Allowances as
admissible).
3. GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS :
(a) Age : Minimum 18 years &
Maximum 25 years for General can-
didates, (relaxation for ST candidates
- 05 years and for Govt. servants and
Ex-servicemen candidates as per
existing Govt. Rules in this regard) as
on 21 days from the publication of the
advertisement.
(b) Screening process to be followed
such as applicability of written/practi-
cal test/oral interview as applicable to
the posts. Question papers will be
available in both English and Hindi
Language.
(c) Applications completed in all
respect along with attested copies of
necessary certificates to be submit-
ted to The Commandant CMP
Centre and School, Neelasandra
Lines, Bangalore - 25, within 30
days from the date of publication of
this advertisement in Newspaper.
Candidates are requested to super-
scribe the words "APPLICATION
FOR THE POST OF ________" on
the top of the envelope while send-
ing the application form.
(d) Candidates must paste the latest
attested passport size photograph on
the top and right side of the applica-
tion form. Applications received after
the due date and incomplete and
essential certificates not found
attached shall be rejected.

Application to be forwarded in
A4 Size paper with following Bio-
data along with attested copies
of educational certificates, caste
certificates, experience certifi-
cates (where applicable), domi-
cile certificates and character
certificates : -
(i) Post applied for :
(ii) Name in full (Block letters) :
(iii) Father's Name :
(iv) Permanent & Correspondence
Address with Pin code  :
(v) Date of Birth :
(vi) Caste : General (Attach certifi-
cate as applicable) :
(vii) Education qualification :
(viii) Experience :
(ix) Physically Handicapped details (if
applicable) :
(x) Whether Ex-Servicemen, if yes,
give details i.e. :
length of service alongwith service
discharge certificate
(e) Applicants are advised to send
application either in English or Hindi
(f) Applicants are advised to send two
self addressed envelop duly pasted
with Rs. 5/-postage stamp.
(g) Call letters will be sent to the can-
didates in whom respect application
found correct after screening of the
same for written/practical test.
(h) CMP Centre and School will not
be responsible for any postal delay.
(j) No correspondence/complaint in
this regard shall be entertained.
(k) No TA/DA for test/interview will be
paid. Candidate will make their own
boarding/lodging arrangement for
test/interview.
(l) Ex-Servicemen certificate should
have been issued by the competent
authorities. A copy of Discharge
Certificate should also be enclosed.
Note : (i) The number of vacancies
notified are subject to change without
any further Notice.
(ii) The organization has the right to
reduce the number of candidates for
written/practical test on the basis of
%age of marks obtained in minimum
essential qualification.

EN 30/81

Govt of India

Ministry of Defence
Corps of Militry Police Centre and School, Bangalore : Invites 

Applications for the following Group 'C' and 
Erstwhile Group 'D' Posts from the Indian Nationals
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Steel Authority of India Limited, is India's largest steel producing company with a turnover of 49,350 crore, the company is
among the seven Maharatnas of the country's Central Public Sector Enterprises.
Bhilai Steel Plant is a flag bearer Plant of SAIL and Eleven times winner of Prime Minister's Trophy for best Integrated Steel Plant
in the country. Bhilai Steel Plant is India's sole producer of rails and heavy steel plates and major producer of structural. BSP is in
the process of modernising and expanding its product units, raw material resources and other facilities to maintain its dominant
position in the steel market. BSP invites application from young, energetic and positive minded individuals for the post of
Operator cum Technician (Trainee). Details of the posts are as below: -

`

Physical Standard
Height
Weight
Chest (Expanded)
Chest (Un-expanded)
Eye Sight

Colour Vision

Candidates must ensure that they possess the above mentioned Physical Standard. They will have to produce a medical
certificate issued by Registered Medical Practitioner / Government Doctor certifying the above Physical Standard at the time of
interview. If they do not meet the standards, the candidate will not be allowed to appear in interview. Also, if selected, they will
have to undergo medical examination before joining.

Upper age limit is relaxable by 5 years for SC/ST and 3 years for OBC candidates with respect to posts reserved for them.
Upper age is relaxable by 10 years for PwD(Persons with Disabilities) candidates,cumulative age relaxation is available for
those PwD candidates who belong to SC/ST/OBC category. Ex-servicemen candidates will be granted age relaxation as per
Govt. directives.

Reservation for SC/ ST/OBC will be provided as indicated in the Details of the Posts . Reservation for PwD (Persons with
Disability) and ESM (Ex- Serviceman) will be on Horizontal basis as per prevailing rules. If suitable ESM candidates are not
available for filling up of posts reserved for ESM, the same will be filled up by candidates other than ESM.
In case of PwD (Persons with Disabilities), the posts are reserved for Orthopedically Handicapped [OL-One leg affected],
Hearing Handicapped [PD-Partially deaf] and Visually Handicapped [LV-Low vision] with minimum 40% disability as given in
Details of the Posts .

The OBC candidates who belong to are not entitled for OBC concession and such candidates have to indicate
their category as General . The OBC (non-creamy layer) candidates are required to submit requisite certificate in the

For claiming the benefit admissible to PwDs under the Act, candidates are required to produce disability certificate (as per
format available i the Medical Board duly constituted by the State Govt./Central Govt. as
per the provisions of Persons with Disabilities (Equal Opportunities, Protection of Rights and Full Participation) Act 1995. They
have to satisfy the relaxed Physical Standard required for the posts. In case, the candidate fails to produce the certificate in the
prescribed format issued by Competent Authority, his/her candidature will not be considered. A copy of the Disability Certificate
must be submitted at the time of interview for consideration of their name under PwD category.

Eligible candidates will be required to appear for a Written Test, information for which will be provided in the Admit Card.

RELAXATIONS:

RESERVATIONS:

However, PwD candidates can apply against the post not reserved for PwDs but identified suitable for them. They will be
considered on general standards of merit.

SELECTION PROCEDURE:

“ ”

“ ”

“ ”
“ ”CREAMY LAYER

prescribed format issued in the current financial year.
Caste Certificates should be submitted in the format for appointment to posts under Government of India/ Central
Government/ Public Sector Undertaking (format available in our website ssued by a Revenue Officer not
below the rank of Tehsildar.

www.sail.co.in) i

n our website ) issued bywww.sail.co.in

Candidates shortlisted on the basis of their performance in the Written Test will be intimated to appear in Interview.

Eligible and interested candidates would be required to apply online through SAIL s website: . Choose
Career with SAIL and then check under BSP/Bhilai Steel Plant.

Before registering their applications on the website the candidates should possess the following:
a) Valid e-mail ID, which should remain valid for at least one year.
b) Pay in Slip for 250/-as application and processing fee for General and OBC candidates. SC/ST/PwD/

departmental candidates to possess Pay in Slip of 50/- only as processing fee. The Pay in Slip is to be
downloaded from the website after filling in the required details.

c) Candidates should have latest passport size photograph as well as photograph of signature in digital form (.jpg or
.jpeg only of less than 500 kb size) for uploading with the application form. The photograph and signature should
be clearly visible in the registration slip.

d) Candidates are advised to read carefully instructions for online submission of application. The same will be
available in the website itself.

After applying online, the candidate is required to download the system generated with unique
registration number and other essential details. After making payment as indicated below candidates must fill payment
details in the website after log in. Only after this application process is complete. The candidate must print Registration
Slip with payment details for showing in interview. Otherwise the application is incomplete and liable for rejection. For
Log in, the Registration Number will be Log-in ID and date of birth is password.

State Bank of India has been authorized to collect the application and processing fee, in a specially opened account No.
32549519300 at Sector -1 Branch, Bhilai, on behalf of BSP, SAIL. Candidate has to approach the nearby SBI branch with a
printout of the Pay-in-slip which is available on the Application Registration Portal. The pay-in-slip printed from the
Portal only should be used for depositing the fee for proper crediting of amount in the allocated account. On receipt of the
money, the concerned branch of SBI will issue a unique Journal Number and a Branch Code of the branch collecting the
money. This Journal Number, Branch Code and payment date are to be filled up by the candidate during online
registration. In case a candidate deposits the fee in a wrong account, or doesn t finally submit the application form with
payment details, BSP will not be responsible. There will not be any other mode of collection of application/ processing
fee. Also,

The SBI branches will accept the fee from the starting date to the closing date of
submission of online application. The candidates will be provided opportunity to verify their payment status after
reconciliation on SAIL website and edit the payment details in case of wrong submission of Journal No. or Branch Code.

Fee once paid will not be refunded under any circumstances.
Candidates are therefore requested to verify their eligibility before paying the application/processing fee and to fill in the
payment details carefully.

All correspondence with candidates shall be done through e-mail only. All information regarding examination
schedule/admit card/ interview call letters etc. shall be provided through email/uploading on SAIL website. Responsibility
of receiving, downloading and printing of admit card/interview call letter/ any other information shall be of the candidate.
BSP will not be responsible for any loss of email sent, due to invalid/wrong email ID provided by the candidate or for
delay/non-receipt of information if a candidate fails to access his/her email/website in time.

The candidates will be allowed to appear in the Written Test only if they possess the
valid Photo Admit Card which will be available for downloading from the SAIL website as per schedule indicated below.

HOW TO APPLY:

Registration Slip

MODE OF PAYMENT:

please note that bank Charges are payable extra to the collection branch of SBI in addition to the
applicable application/processing fee.

IMPORTANT:

Candidates are not
required to send any document to BSP at this stage. However, PwD/ESM candidates must send PwD/ESM
certificate along with copy of Registration Slip at “Post Box-16, Sector 01 Post Office, Bhilai 490001” through
ordinary post before closing date.

'

“ ”

“ ”

'

www.sail.co.in

No request for edit the payment details and issue of Admit card after closure of edit option will be entertained in wrong
submission cases and candidature will stand rejected.

No other means/mode of application will be
accepted.

`

`

Advt. No.: BSP- 157(Rectt.) / 13-14, Date: 03/10/2013

IMPORTANT DATES:
1- %

2- %

3- %

4- %

5- %

6-

7- %

Starting date for submitting applications through website
Closing date for submitting applications through website
Availability of Payment Reconciliation Status with edit option
Closing of payment editing option
Display of final reconciliation status
Starting date for downloading of Admit Card from SAIL
website for written examination
Tentative Date of Written Test will be confirmed in Admit Card

05.10.2013
04.11.2013

A Pay Scale & Scale Code 9160-3%-13150/- (S-3)

B

1 Metallurgy 58 --- ---

2 Electrical 25 PD-01 OL,PD,LV

3 Mechanical/ Mechtronics 167 OL-02,PD-03 OL,PD

4 Computer Science/IT 05 LV-01 OL,PD,LV

5 Electronics 65 OL-01,PD-01 OL,PD

6 Instrumentation 10 --- OL,PD

---

`

Total 330 09

Posts Operator cum Technician (Trainee)
Discipline No. of PwD(Persons with Disability) *

posts Reserved Identified suitable

*Orthopedically Handicapped
Hearing Handicapped Visually Handicapped

[OL- One Leg],
[PD-Partially Deaf], [LV-Low Vision]

Reservation for Ex-Serviceman and PwD is on Horizontal/ Interlocking basis
Following no of posts are reserved for SC, ST ,OBC and Ex-Servicemen on overall basis

ELIGIBILITY:
Age:
Essential Qualification:

Training & Probation:

Consolidated Pay during training period:

Minimum 18 yrs. & Maximum 28 yrs. as on 01/09/2013.

Matriculation with Three year s full time Diploma in Engineering in any of the following disciplines from an Institute recognized
by State / Central Govt. : Metallurgy for OCT-Metallurgy; Electrical for OCT-Electrical; Mechanical or Mechatronics for OCT-
Mechanical/Mechatronics; Computer Science/IT for OCT-Computer Science or IT; Electronics for OCT-Electronics and
Instrumentation for OCT-Instrumentation.
Candidates appearing for final examination are also eligible provided they should be able to produce Diploma/Marksheets
clearly showing that they had passed the examination at the time of interview. Otherwise, they will not be permitted to participate
in the interview.

Candidates selected for the above posts will be required to undergo, on the job training, for a period of 02 (two) years. On
successful completion of two year s training period they shall be regularized in S-3 grade and shall be placed under probation of
01 year.

During training period, a consolidated pay of 10,700/- p.m. during 1 year and
12,200/- p.m. during 2 year will be paid. In addition, they shall be entitled for medical facility for self, spouse and dependent

children and Company accommodation as per availability. After successful completion of two year s training period, candidates
will be regularized in the regular grade/ pay scale of 9160-3%-13150/- (S-3).
Physical Standard: Candidates will be required to meet following physical standard for being considered for the post: -

'

'

'

`

`

`

st

nd

Female
143 cms
35 Kgs
73 cms
70 cms

Male
155 cms
45 Kgs
79 cms
75 cm

GENERAL CONDITIONS:
1. Candidates not fulfilling the required criteria need not apply. All certificates of eligibility will be verified during

interview only and any candidate fails to produce the same, will not be allowed interview. Therefore, please ensure
your eligibility.

2. On their regularization in S-3 grade upon successful completion of two year s training, the emoluments will include
Basic Pay and Industrial DA, reimbursement of local travelling expenses and other facilities such as medical facility for
self and dependant family members, Contributory Provident Fund, Gratuity, LTC etc. as admissible under rules of the
company. In addition, House Rent Allowance will be paid only where company accommodation is not available.

3. Candidature of a registered candidate is liable to be rejected at any stage of the recruitment process or after
recruitment or joining, if any information provided by the candidate is found to be false or is not found in conformity
with eligibility criteria mentioned in the advertisement. Bhilai Steel Plant reserves the right to reject the applications
and no communication in this regard will be made with the applicant.

4. Bringing influence at any stage of the selection process will disqualify the candidate.
5. The prescribed qualification / experience are the minimum and mere possession of the same does not entitle a

candidate for written test/interview. SAIL / BSP s decision shall be final in this regard.
6. Ex Serviceman candidate is required to produce civil equivalence certificate of his/her qualification from the

competent authority at the time of interview.
7. Selected candidates shall also be required to serve in any of the mines owned by Bhilai Steel Plant.
8. The advertisement is available at SAIL website www.sail.co.in. Any subsequent changes if made in the employment

notice shall be communicated through the website. Candidates are advised to keep themselves updated of the
changes if any.

9. The vacancies shown are provisional and liable to be increased or decreased or may be reduced to nil; in which case
Bhilai Steel Plant is not liable to compensate the applicant for the consequential damages.

10. Candidates employed in Govt. departments/PSUs/Autonomous Bodies will have to produce NOC from the present
employer at the time of interview.

11. No request for change of examination centre will be entertained after final submission of application form. However,
BSP reserves the right to cancel or add any center depending on the response in that area/centre.

12. If the SC/ST/OBC/PwD certificate has been issued in a language other than English/Hindi, the candidates will be
required to submit a self-certified translated copy of the same either in English or Hindi.

13. Candidates may visit the FAQs section on the SAIL website for any queries.
14. Candidates should retain their copy of Pay in Slip and Registration Slip as they can be asked to produce it for future

reference and during interview.
15. BSP reserves the right to cancel/restrict/enlarge/modify/alter the requirements advertised, if need so arise, without

issuing any further notice or assigning any reason thereto.
16. Court of jurisdiction for any dispute will be at Durg.

'

'

Will be available in website from

39 105 19 47
SC ST OBC Ex-Serviceman

6/9 without glass
Power of glasses not to exceed (+,-) 02.5 D
Normal (Colour blindness will be a disqualification).

An Opportunity to join Bhilai Steel Plant,SAIL
as Operator cum Technician (Trainee) - 330 posts

An Opportunity to join Bhilai Steel Plant,SAIL
as Operator cum Technician (Trainee) - 330 posts

A Maharatna Company

There’s a little bit of SAIL in everybody’s life

Registered Office: Ispat Bhawan, Lodi Road, New Delhi 110 003

EN 30/6
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Office of the Principal Accountant General (A&E) 
Assam, Beltola, Maidamgaon, Guwahati-781029

Applications are invited from the Indian Citizens for the post of Auditor/ Accountant (Gr ‘C’) against sports quota. The
details  are as follows:-
Srl. Name of the Discipline Gender Total Station
No. Office Sports/Games Number of

vacancies
Male Female

1. PAG (A&E) Assam, (i) Cricket (Batsman) 3 - 03 (Three)
Guwahati (ii)Table Tennis - 01 01 (One) Guwahati

2. AG (Audit) Assam, (i) Football (Defence=2, 03 - 03 (Three)
Guwahati Mid Field - 1

(ii) Table Tennis 01 - 01 (One) Guwahati
3. Pr.Director of Audit, Table Tennis 01 - 01 (One) Guwahati

NF Rly, Guwahati
The Prescribed application form along with relevant details regarding Education Qualification, Age, Eligibility criteria
etc. required for the  post can be downloaded from the office website : http://agasm.cag.gov.in. wef 15.10.2013.
The application should be addressed to O/o The Pr. Accountant General (A&E) Assam, Maidamgaon, Beltola,
Guwahati-781029 so as to  reach  within 30 days from the date publishing this advertisement. For any further
enquiry, please contact at 0361-2301724 from 11.00 AM To 3.00 PM.

Dy.Accountant General (Admn)
EN 30/77
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EN 30/92

Navodaya
Vidyalaya Samiti

The Navodaya Vidyalaya Samiti, an
autonomous organization under the
Ministry of Human Resource
Development (Department of School
Education & Literacy) invites applica-
tion for filling up the post of Accounts
Officer in the scale of pay of PB-2,
Rs. 9300-34800/- plus Grade Pay of
Rs. 4600/- on deputation basis at
Navodaya Vidyalaya Samiti Hqrs.
and its Regional Offices located at
Bhopal, Chandigarh, Jaipur,
Lucknow, Pune, Patna and Shillong.
The essential qualification and
terms & conditions for the above
posts are given below:-
Persons serving in Government
Department/Organization holding
analogous post or with three years of
regular service in the PB-2,
(Revised) scale of pay of Rs. 9300-
34800/- with Grade Pay of Rs. 4200/-
in the organized Accounts Services.
UPPER AGE LIMIT: Upto 56 years
PAY BAND: PB-2, Rs. 9300-34800
plus Grade Pay of Rs. 4600/-
Terms and Conditions
1.  The period of deputation would be
initially for a period of two years,
which may be extended further at the
discretion of the Competent
Authority.
2.  The Officers selected will have the
option to draw either his grade pay
plus Deputation (Duty) Allowance or
his pay fixed in the scale of post as
per existing Govt. of India instruc-
tions.
3. The Navodaya Vidyalaya Samiti,
being an autonomous body, the
employees are neither eligible for
allotment nor retention of general
pool accommodation.

Continued on page 15
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EN 30/44

Continued from page 14
The application in the given profor-
ma giving complete details with
recent photograph may be sent
through proper channel to the
Deputy Commissioner (Admn.),
Navodaya Vidyalaya Samiti, B-
15, Institutional Area, Sector-62,
NOIDA, Uttar Pradesh-201309
within 30 days from the date of
publication of this notification.
While forwarding the application, it
may be certified by the sponsoring
authority that the particulars fur-
nished by the Officer are correct
and that no vigilance or disciplinary
case is pending or contemplated
against the Officer concerned along
with the gist of ACR for preceding
five years i.e. upto 2012-13.
Note: Advance copies of applica-
tions can be sent by the candidates
in the prescribed proforma. The
Department is required to forward
the application of the candidate
through proper channel such that it
reaches Navodaya Vidyalaya Samiti
before interview date along with the
attested copies of ACRs for the last
05 years and vigilance clearance.
More details and  application form
can be downloaded from the web-
site   i.e. www.navodaya.gov.in.

EN 30/94

EN 30/89

EN 30/50
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Anand  Agricultural University
Anand-388110

Advertisement No. 3/2013
Anand Agricultural University, Anand invites application form for the post of
Registrar, Pay Band Rs. 15600-39100 + Grade Pay Rs.7600/-. Details of the
advertisement will be available on website: www.aau.in. Application form
duly filled in along with necessary documents should reach the office of the
Registrar on or before 31/10/2013.

Registrar

Ministry of Defence

Embarkation Headquarters
Fort St George, Chennai - 600 009

1. Applications are invited from candidates for the recruitment to the under
mentioned post:-
SI Name of Pay Band/ No. of Reserved for
No. Post Grade pay vacancies OBC UR Total
1 Tally Clerk PB 1 Rs. 5200- 02 01 01 02

20200 Grade 
Pay 1900

Eligibility Criteria for the above post
(a) Age Limit :- 18-25 years for General candidates and upper age relaxable
upto 3 years for OBC.
(b) Qualification - 12th Class passed or equivalent qualification from a recog-
nized Board or University with 3 yrs experience in   Shipping work.
(Note : Selected candidates should be capable of carrying out strenuous work
due to operational requirements and also have to perform odd hours/
overnight duties as and when the situation demands. No concession/excep-
tion on these working conditions will be granted to the selected candidate on
any ground)
2. Scheme of Examination : The written test in English 'will comprise of four
parts as per the details mentioned below :-
Subject  (All parts will be objective No. of Marks Total 
Multiple Choice Type) Questions Duration
Part-l General intelligence 50 50 2 hours
Part-II English language (Basic 50 50

knowledge)
Part-Ill Numerical Aptitude (Basic 50 50

arithmetic skill)
Part-IV General Awareness 50 50

Total 200 200
General Instructions
1. Application without attested copies of certificates i.e., Date of Birth,
Qualification, Caste and Experience Certificate from the Shipping Company
will be rejected and no further inquiry/ correspondence will be entertained
2.  Incomplete application will be rejected.
3. Date of Written Test/Interview will be intimated separately to the eligible
candidates.
4. No TA/DA will be paid for interview.
5. Application in the prescribed format duly completed in all respects be sent
by ordinary post only to the Commandant, Embarkation Headquarters, Fort
Saint George, Chennai -600 009 to reach within 21 days from the date of
advertisement. All applications received by other means will be rejected.
6. Canvassing in any form shall disqualify the candidates.
7. The Appointing Authority/Selection Board has right to shortlist applications
without assigning any reason and change the number of vacancies/reserva-
tion status at any time before selection. No communication will be entertained
on this account.

APPLICATION FORM 
Application for the post of :   TALLY CLERK
1. Full Name (Block letters) :
2. Father's Name :
3. Date of Birth :
4. Permanent Address :
5. Address for correspondence :
6. Community :
7. Educational qualification :
8. Experience (Shipping Company with address) :
9. Details of Attested copies of certificates/testimonials attached :

Affix passport
size

Photograph
duly attested

DECLARATION
I............................................hereby certify and declare that:
(a) I have read the provisions in the rules, the general instructions given in the adver-
tisement notice published in ........... (Newspaper) and undertake to abide by them.
(b) All the statements made in the application are true, complete and correct to
the best of my knowledge and belief.
(c) I fulfill all conditions of eligibility as prescribed in the notice for consideration
against the post of ‘Tally Clerk’.
In the event of any information or part thereof being found false or detected
incorrect before or after the examination or at any stage and/or that I am not sat-
isfying the eligibility criteria prescribed in the Notice, my candidature/appoint-
ment is liable to be cancelled/terminated automatically without any notice to me
and action can be taken against me by the authorities concerned.
Place: 
Date: (Signature of Applicant)
davp 10610/11/0008/1314 EN 30/70
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Affix recent
passport size

photograph and
sign across

EASTERN     AILWAY TP
C

Recruitment of Sports Persons
Against Sports Quota in Asansol

Division Through Open Advertisement
for the Year 2013-14

Employment Notice No. E.Rectt/2013-14/Sports/ASN dt.
26.09.2013 
Closing Date: 11.11.2013 Time: 4.00 P.M.
(For candidates residing abroad and Andaman Nicobar,
Lakshadweep Islands, Assam, Meghalaya, Sikkim, Mizoram,
Nagaland and Arunachal Pradesh the closing date is 25.11.2013
and time is at 4.00 P.M.).
Applications are invited from the eligible Sports Persons in the
prescribed format for employment of 05 (five) Sports Persons
for Asansol Division in PB-1 in scale ` 5200-20200 with Grade
Pay ` 1800 against Sports Quota for the year 2013-14 through
Open Advertisement.
(1) Sports Discipline/Speciality:
Discipline Speciality Sports Persons 
(Sports) proposed to be 

recruited
Athletics 10,000 Metre Runner 01 (one) Men
Weightlifting 62 Kg Bodyweight category 01 (one) Men
Badminton No Specification 01 (one) Men
Cricket Right/Left hand All rounder 01 (one) Men

Spinner
Football Striker 01 (one) Men

(2) Detail of posts and recruitment:
Unit No. of Pay Grade Minimum Age as on

Post Band Pay educational 01.01.2014
qualification

Asansol 05 PB-1, ` 1800 Matriculation 18 to 25
Division ` 5200- passed or ITI years (No

20200 passed or relaxation
equivalent in upper or

lower age 
limit)

(3) Required minimum Sports Norms for recruitment of sports
persons in PB-1, ` 5200-20200 with Grade Pay ` 1800 (In team
sports, only sports persons who have actually played the
sports in field, shall only be eligible. Therefore a sports per-
son who represents as member of a team in any recognized
sports event/ Championship but has actually not played in
the field, shall not be considered for recruitment):-
Represented the Country in any of these championships/events
(a) Commonwealth Championships (Junior/Senior category) (b)
Asian Championship/Asia Cup (Junior/Senior category) (c)
South Asian Federations (SAF) Games (Senior category) (d)
USIC (World Railways) Championships (Senior category) OR
Should obtained at least 3rd position in Federation Cup
Championships (Senior category) OR Represented a State or
equivalent unit, except in Marathon and Cross Country, in
Senior/Youth/Junior National Championships OR Should
obtained at least 3rd position in Senior State Championships for
all Units and Districts of the State. In the event of Badminton,
Sports Persons may also be considered on the basis of their cur-
rent Annual All India Rankings in Seniors Singles up to 16th posi-
tion/Senior Doubles up to 6th position/Youth or Juniors Singles
up to 8th position. Only the current All India Ranking shall be
considered for these purposes. Ranking in Mixed-Doubles shall
not be considered. In the event of Cricket: at National level, fol-
lowing sports achievements in 4 Days/One Day Limited Overs/
Twenty-20 Overs Men Cricket Championship (except Vizzy
Trophy) organized under the aegis of BCCI may also be consid-
ered for recruitment. Participated in All India Inter State Elite or
Plate Group Championships, Senior/Youth (Under-22)/Junior
(Under-19) OR Participated in All India Inter State
Championships, in any stage. Senior/Junior (Under-19) OR
Participated in All India Inter Zonal Championships Senior/Junior
(Under-19) Outstanding Sports Persons who are class VIII
passed and having following Sports achievements may also
be considered for recruitment in (-) 1S Pay Band in scale 
` 4440-7440 without carrying any Grade Pay. Such Sports
Persons will be given regular Pay Band-1 of ` 5200-20200
along with the Grade Pay of ` 1800 only on acquiring the
minimum educational qualification required for PB-1, GP-
`1800 or passing the requisite training test. Required Sports
Norms for (-) 1S Pay Band: Represented the Country in any of
these Championships (a) World Cup (Junior/Senior category),
(b) World Championships (Junior/Senior category), (c) Asian
Games (Senior category), (d) Commonwealth Games (Senior

category) OR At least 3rd position in any of these
Championships (a) Common wealth Championships
(Junior/Senior category) (b) Asian Championship/Asia Cup
(Junior/Senior category) (c) South Asian Federations (SAF)
Games (Senior category) (d) USIC (World Railways)
Championships (Senior category) OR At least 3rd position in
Senior/Youth/Junior National Championships OR At least 3rd
position in National Games 'organized under aegis of Indian
Olympic Association OR At least 3rd position in All India Inter
University Championship organized under the aegis of
Association of Indian University OR 1st position in Federation
Cup Championships (Senior category) In Athletics, medal win-
ning performance in National Inter State Senior Athletics
Championships. In the event of Badminton, Sports Persons
may also be considered on the basis of their current Annual All
India Rankings in Seniors Singles up to 12th position/Senior
Doubles up to 4th position/Youth or Juniors Singles up to 6th
position. Only the current All India Ranking shall be considered
for these purposes. Ranking in Mixed-Doubles shall not be con-
sidered. In the event of Cricket: at National level, following
sports achievements in 4 Days/One Day Limited Overs/Twenty-
20 Overs Men Cricket Championship (except Vizzy Trophy)
organized under the aegis of BCCI, may also be considered for
recruitment. Semi-finalist of Elite Group Championship in All
India Inter State Elite & Plate Group Championships, Senior/
Youth (Under-22)/Junior (Under-19) OR Semi-finalist of All India
Knockout stage in All India Inter State Championships,
Senior/Junior (Under-19) OR Finalist: in All India Inter Zonal
Championships, Senior/Junior (Under-19). (The Sports achieve-
ments of current year i.e. 2013-2014 and previous 02 (two) finan-
cial years i.e. 2011-2012 & 2012-2013 shall be taken into
account and therefore Sports achievements on or after 01-
04.2011 shall only be considered for appointment, for this pur-
pose, concluding day of the Championship shall be taken into
account. The sports person should be an active player). (4)
Enclosures: (i) Photocopies of certificates in regard to sports
achievements, educational qualifications, age proof, Caste
(issued by Competent authority in proper format) etc. should be
attested by a Gazetted Officer. (ii) Two self addressed envelopes
(size 23cm. x 10cm.) with ` 5 postage stamp affixed on each
envelope. (iii)One passport size photograph should be pasted on
space provided in the application form duly cross signed by the
applicant and two passport size photographs with name written
on the back, (iv) Copy of employment exchange registration cer-
tificate (if any). (5) Conditions: (i) Sports persons having sports
norms for higher Grade Pay and applied against the vacancies
for the lower Grade Pay can be considered for recruitment In
such cases the sports persons have to give an undertaking that
he will not claim for higher Grade Pay after joining the Railway,
on the basis of sports achievement he/she has acquired prior to
joining railways. (ii) For recruitment in Football discipline the fol-
lowing age group of Junior National Championship will be con-
sidered as a sports norms. Game: Football. Age Group: Under-
19, (iii) The selection will be conducted through trial and inter-
view, (iv) Candidate will require to be declared medically fit by
Railway Medical Authority in the medical category prescribed for
the post prior to appointment after due selection, (v) The age
should be 18-25 year;, as on 1st January, 2014. (vi)The decision
of the Railway Administration in all matters relating to eligibility,
acceptance or rejection of application etc. will be final and no
inquiry or correspondence will be entertained on this account.
The Railway administration does not undertake any responsibil-
ity for sending reply to the candidates not selected or not called
for. (vii)The application is liable to be rejected if any of the com-
pulsory enclosures is not attached as indicated in the proforma
or any column is left blank. If there is nothing to write please write
NIL. (viii) If it is noticed by Railway Administration that the appli-
cant has furnished wrong information/fake certificates, the
Railway administration reserves the right to discharge the candi-
date. FIR will be lodged for submitting false and forged, certifi-
cates (ix) Reservation for SC/ST/OBC etc. is not applicable for
Sports Quota Recruitment. (6) Fee: Fee should be sent only
through crossed Indian Postal Order of ` 100 drawn in favour of
'FA & CAO/Eastern Railway/Kolkata" payable at GPO/Kolkata
should be attached with the application. The fee will not be appli-
cable to the candidates belonging to SC/ST. Minority
Communities  (Muslims/Christians/Sikhs/Buddhists/Zorastrians).
Economically Backward Classes 'whose family income is less
than ` 50,000 per annum. IPOs issued before the date of publi-
cation of this notification will not be accepted. Payment of fee in
any other form will not be accepted and such applications will be
summarily rejected. The following authorities are authorized to
issue income certificates for the purpose of identifying economi-
cally backward classes:- (a) District Magistrate or any other
Revenue Officer up to the level of Tehsildar. (b) Sitting Member

of Parliament of Lok Sabha for persons of their own constituency.
(c)BPL card or any other certificate issued by Central
Government under a recognized poverty alleviation programme
or Izzat MST issued by Railways. (d) Union Minister 'may also
recommend for any person from anywhere in the country, (e)
Sitting Member of Parliament of Rajya Sabha for persons of the
district in which these MPs normally reside. The income certifi-
cate to be issued by the authorities mentioned above should be
on Format-A (Annexed) consisting of the informations as men-
tioned. This should be issued on the letter head of the issuing
authority. The envelope should be superscribed “APPLICATION
FOR APPOINTMENT AGAINST SPORTS QUOTA 2013-14"
and Addressed to Sr. Divisional Personnel Officer,
Divisional Railway Manager's Office, Eastern Railway,
Asansol, P.O.-Asansol, Dist-Burdwan, Pin-713301.
Application may be dropped in the box kept outside Recruitment
cell of Sr. DPO's office. DRM Building, Asansol on week days
only (except Saturday, Sunday and Gazetted Holidays) or should
be sent by ordinary post only. No application will be received
if it is sent by registered post or courier service. This notice
will also be available at the website: www.er.indianrailways.-
gov.in.

Divisional Railway Manager/Asansol
FORMAT FOR  APPLICATION

Application for appointment against 'SPORTS QUOTA 2013-14"
(Open Advertisement) in PB-1 ` 5200-20200 with Grade Pay

` 1800 in Eastern Railway, Asansol Division.
(This application form should be filled in neatly and legibly in
Block Capitals, it should be completed in all respects and should
be accompanied by certified copies of testimonials INCOM-
PLETE application will not be entertained).
Employment Notice No. E.Rectt/2013-14/Sports/ASN   dt.
26.09.2013
To
The President
Divisional Sports Association &
Divisional Railway Manager
Eastern Railway, Asansol
Pin-713301

1. Name of the candidate: ....................................................
2. Father's Name: ........................... Occupation : …………..

D  D  M  M  Y Y Y Y
3. Date of Birth: ........................ 

(in Figure & Word) 
4. Age as on 01.01.2014 in years, months & days: ..............
5. (a) Present postal address:.................................................

.................. (b) Nearest Railway Station:............................
6. Category (UR/SC/ST/OBC): .................. Nationality:..........

Religion:......
7. Educational Qualification: ..................................................
8. (a) Discipline (Sports): ....................................................... 

(b) Personal achievement certificate : ...............................
9. Two identification Marks: (i) .................. (ii) ......................
10.  Postal Order no.: ............. date: ..........  value: .................
11. Employment Exchange Registration No., if any: ..............
12. Enclosures: .......................................................................
Declaration: I, hereby solemnly declare that all the statements
furnished above are true and correct to the best of my knowledge
and belief. I fully understand that in the event of any information
found false or incorrect at any stage, appropriate action can be
taken against me and my candidature/service may be terminated.

Left thumb Impression of applicant (only in black printers ink)
Place : .......................... .............................................
Date : …………………… Signature of the Candidate

FORMAT-A
Format of Income Certificate to be issued on  Letterhead

Income Certificate for Waiver of Examination Fees
Name of candidate :
Father's Name :
Age: (with date of birth)
Residential Address :
Annual Family income (in word & figures):
Date of Issue
Signature of issuing authority : ...............................

Name  ...................................
Stamp of issuing authority

Combined Graduate Level Examination,2013
Notice

F.No. 3/10/2012- P&P-I . Candidates may refer to  Note-I under Para-9 &
Para-9(F) of the  Examination Notice published in the Employment
Newspaper /Rozgar Samachar dated 19-25 January,2013 for Combined
Graduate Level  Examination,2013.   
The Commission has decided to dispense with Descriptive/On-line test of
qualifying nature as mentioned in Note-I under Para-9 & Para-9(F) of the
Notice of the Examination.  
Other contents of the Notice will remain unchanged.
davp 32204/11/0041/1314 EN 30/29

F.No.3/10/2012-P&P-I 
Government of India

Staff Selection Commission

EN
 3

0/
4

HQ Base
Workshop 

Group EME 
Direct Recruitment in Group 'C'

Posts in the Corps of Electronics
and Mechanical Engineers

Corrigendum
1. In partial modification at Para 1
and 2 of this department advertise-
ment No. EN 26/52 published in the
Employment News dt 28 Sep-04 Oct
2013, following amendment have
been made:-
(a) Postal address of "Vehicle Depot
Workshop, Panaragh and "Eqpt
Depot Wksp, Agra" have been
amended as "Vehicle Depot
Workshop EME, Panagarh Pin-
900349, C/o 99 APO" and
"Equipment Depot Workshop EME,
Agra, Pin-900322, C/o 56 APO"
respectively.
(b) Place of work in respect of
"Panagarh, West Bangalore" has

been amended as "Panagarh, West
Bengal".
(c) The word "Highly Skilled" be
replaced by "Highly Skilled (Now
Highly Skilled Gde-lI)" wherever it
appears.
2. Last date of receipt application in
respect of establishments where
postal address been amended i.e.
Vehicle Depot Workshop EME,

Panagarh and Equipment Depot
Workshop EME, Agra has been
extended by 35 days from the date
of publication of this corrigendum.
However, crucial date for determin-
ing age limit will remain as original
last date of receipt of application.
3. Rest no change.

davp 10103/11/0036/1314
EN 30/107
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Employment for the post of Chowkidar and Industrial
Labour  in 250 Coy ASC (Sup), type ‘G’

Ser Designation No. of Categories Pay Age Educational Period of 
No. Post Scale limit Qualification probation

1. Chowkidar Two SC-01 5200- 18-30 Matriculation Two years
20200+ (1983-1995) or equivalent.

OBC-01 GP 1800 18-28
(1988-1995)

2. Labour Two OBC-02 5200- 18-28 Matriculation or Two years
20200 + (1988-1995) equivalent.
GP 1800

General conditions/instructions
1.  The post is temporary but likely to be permanent under Ministry of Defence with probation period of two years.
2. Candidates after selection will be subject to "All India Service Liability Rules and Field Service Liability Rules".
3.  Selection will be subject to medical fitness, verification of character and antecedents and any false declaration/fal-

sification of documents will result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of the selection process or conse-
quent to selection.

4. Applicants will send their applications on a plain paper only by Registered Post addressed to Commandant 250
Company Army Service Corps (Supply), PIN - 905250, C/O 56 APO (As per format) so as to reach before 06
Nov 2013.

5. Two self addressed envelopes of size 12 cms x 27 cms duly affixed with Rs. 5/- postage stamp on each be sent
with the application.

6. No application will be accepted in person by hand or through any representative.
7. This department will not be responsible for any delay by postal department/courier service (Not after 06 Nov 2013).
8. Please note that the following will invite rejection of applications and no representation will be entertained at a later

stage:-
(a) Incomplete application and admit card with any column of application and admit card left blank.
(b) Overwriting/cutting/incorrect information.
(c)  Non pasting of appropriate size/unattested photographs on application and admit card.
(d) Unattesied copies of educational certificate, caste certificate and other certificates as applicable.
(e) Non attachment of self addressed envelope duly affixed with stamp.
9. All candidates are advised, in their own interest to check all documents mandated as per this advertisement for
completeness and correctness.

10.  The lower/upper age limit prescribed for the post will be determined as on the date of receipt of application.   Upper
age limit relaxation shall be provided as per Govt rules.

11. Screening of application to shortlist candidates for physical, written, practical test & Interview will be undertaken
only on the basis of overall marks obtained in the Matric Exam. Merely meeting of criterion will not make a candi-
date eligible for the subsequent screening.

12.  Call letter for test/interview will be issued to eligible candidates only on the address given in the admit card. No inti-
mation of rejection of application will be given.

13. TA/DA will not be admissible for interview/Test.
14.  Medium of writing in application form and tests etc will be Hindi or English only.
15. The recruitment process can be cancelled/suspended/terminated without assigning any reason. The decision of

appointing authority will be final and no appeal will be entertained.
16. The terms and conditions given in the advertisement are subject to change and therefore be treated as guidelines

only.
17. The screening process will take 1 -2 days. The candidates will make arrangement for own stay during the duration

of screening. Any other terms and conditions applicable for Central Government Defence Employees which may
be required by candidates will be clarified at the time of test/interview.

18. All candidates will appear for the screening their own accord without any liability to the government.

EN 30/52

EN 30/75

EN 30/35
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EN 30/87

Regn No.
(for office use only)

FORMAT OF APPLICATION FOR THE POST OF..................................
1. Name of the candidate :..................................................................................... 

(In block capital letters)
2. Father's Name.....................................................................................................
3. Date of birth (In Christan Era) :.................................(Certificate to be attached)
4. Permanent Address : House No....................  Mohalla/Street............................

Vill............................... Post Office...................Tehsil...........................................
Dist.............................. State............................ Pin Code....................................

5. Caste Category :.......................................................(Certificate to be attached)
6. Educational Qualification:..........................................(Certificate to be attached)
7. I hereby certify that the above particulars mentioned in the application are correct and true to the best of my knowl-

edge. If particulars mentioned by me are found false at any stage then my service be liable to be terminated with-
out any notice.

Date: (Signature of the applicant)

FOR OFFICE RECORD ONLY
1.  Received on :
2.  Accepted/Rejected :
3.  Reason for rejection : Incomplete application/admit card Photograph not pasted Photograph not 

attested by Gazetted officer Underage/overage Certificates not attached/attested
Overwriting/cutting/incorrect information any other reason to be specified :

Index No : date for test/interview....................................
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT/ADMIT CARD 

(On a separate sheet in double space)
(Ser No. 1 to 4 to be filled by the candidate)
1. Name of the candidate :.............................................................
2. Father's Name :.........................................................................
3. Address for communication : House No............................ Mohalla/Street....................

Vill............................. Post Office......................................Tehsil...................................
Dist.................................... State ..................Pin Code..........................................

4. Signature of Candidate : ................................................
(For official use only)

5. Ref application for the post of:
6. Application : Accepted / Rejected 
7. Date and time for Test and interview:......................................................
8. Venue for test and interview :...................................................................
9. Entry will not be allowed without this admit card.
10. All candidates to be suitably equipped with pen/pencil/eraser and clip board for written exam. ,
NOTE : All documents in original regarding education, birth, caste, residential proof etc will have to be produced at

the time of test/interview, failing which the candidature will be cancelled.
(Round Stamp) (Issuing Officer)
davp 10602/11/0082/1314 EN 30/104
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Applicants recent 
colored photograph 
(size 3x4 cm) duly

attested by 
Gazetted Officer

Applicants recent 
colored photograph
(size 3x4 cm) duly

attested by 
Gazetted Officer
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EN 30/58

EN 30/53

EN 30/18

Government of India

Ministry of
Shipping

(Pot Parivahan Mantralaya)
(SL Desk) Transport Bhavan

1, Parliament Street
New Delhi-110 001

Vacancy Circular No. LH-
13013/1/2013-SL dated 07-10-2013
Applications are invited to fill up one
post of Administrative Officer in Pay
Band 3: ` 15,600-39,100+ ` 6,600
(G.P) (Revised ) (` 10000-325-15200
Pre-revised) in DGLL under the
Ministry of Shipping, which is a
General Central Service Group 'A'
Gazetted, Ministerial by Deputation.
The eligibility criterion and other
details together with application form
can be downloaded from the website
Ministry of Shipping www.shipmin.-
nic.in from the link "important
Announcements" under "Vacancy".
The applications of the willing and eli-
gible officers may be sent through
proper channel to the Under
Secretary (SL), Ministry of Shipping,
Room No. 545, Transport Bhavan, 1,
Parliament Street, New Delhi 110 001
within 60 days from the date of pub-
lication of this advt. in the
Employment News.

Under Secretary to the 
Govt. of India

EN 30/20

Naval Dockyard
Visakhapatnam
Corrigendum

1. Ref. Advertisement No. EN 3/100 (Page-36) published in the Employment
News edition dated 20-26 Apr 13. Under the column ‘Name of the Trade/Post”
and against S. No. 28, the following amendment is made:-
For
Post code Name of the Feeder Trade in No. of vacancies &
No. Trade/ Post Apprentice reservations

Total SC ST OBC UR
28 ICE Fitter Crane Diesel Mechanic 66 9 4 17 36

Read
Post code Name of the Feeder Trade in No. of vacancies &
No. Trade/ Post Apprentice reservations

Total SC ST OBC UR
28 ICE Fitter Crane Diesel Mechanic 11 1 - 2 8

CAO
davp 10702/11/0313/1314 EN 30/103
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D.A.V. Senior Secondary School
Chitra Gupta Road, New Delhi-110055

(Govt. AIDED School)
Corrigendum

Ref. advt EN 28/84 Published dt 12/10/13
Pg No. 37
In the line two of the advt text, please read the word male as suitable candi-
dates and all other entries remain the same.  Candidates who have applied
earlier need to apply fresh as per the advertisement published in 12 October
2013 issue. 
The advertisement that was published earlier dated 10-08-2013 should be
treated as cancelled.

WEN 30/A

Applications are invited on plain paper along with a copy of bio-data and testi-
monials for the following temporary position (co-terminus with project) in DBT
sponsored project. Apply within 21 days of appearance of this advertisement.

1. One JRF position to work in a DBT funded project on "Bioprocess develop-
ment of recombinant therapeutics in Pichia pastoris: Human Interleukin-3
(hIL-3) as a model system". Min. qualifications are MSc/MS/ MTech in Life
Sciences/Biochemistry/Microbiology/Biotechnology/Pharmaceutical Science.
Candidate must have cleared UGC-CSIR JRF/NET or GATE exam. Prior expe-
rience in molecular biology techniques and fermentation technology is prefer-
able. Salary as per DBT guidelines. PI: Dr. Yogender Pal Khasa

EN 30/25

DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY
University of Delhi South Campus, Benito Juarez Road,  New Delhi-110021

Narmada Control
Authority

(Ministry of Water Resources
Govt. of India) Narmada Sadan
Sector-B, Scheme No. 74, Vijay

Nagar, lndore-452010 (MP)
Notice

This is in reference to the advertise-
ment of Narmada Control Authority
published in the Employment News
issued dated 20-26 October, 2012 for
filling up the posts of Stenographer
Grade-D (English) on contract basis
is hereby cancelled.

EN 30/11

EN 30/84

Govt. of India
Ministry of
Labour &

Employment
Applications are invited for two
posts of Administrative Officer in
the pay structure of ` 9300 - 34800
with Grade Pay ` 4600 in the
Directorate General Factory
Advice Service & Labour
Institutes, Mumbai to be filled by
deputation.
Eligibility: Officers from the Central/
State Government Departments with
8 years regular service in the pre-
revised pay scale of ` 5000 - 8000 /-
or equivalent and having experience
of establishment / financial work.
Period of deputation:- Period of
deputation including period of depu-
tation in another excadre post held
immediately preceding this appoint-
ment shall not ordinarily exceed 3
years.
Place of Posting:- Presently vacan-
cies are at Kanpur/Faridabad.
However, selected candidates are
liable to be posted at anywhere in
India.
Pay of the candidate appointed by
transfer on deputation will be regulat-
ed under the Govt. of India, DOPT's
O.M. No. 2/29/91-Estt (Pay II) dated
5.1.1994 as amended from time to
time. Applications in the prescribed
proforma of persons who fulfill the eli-
gibility conditions indicated above
and desirous of being considered for
appointment to the post and whose
services can be spared together
alongwith their C.R./ APAR Dossiers
for the last five years may be sent to
"Director (safety) & HOO, DGFASLI,
Central Labour Institute Building,
N.S. Mankikar Marg, Sion, Mumbai -
400 022". The details and application
form can also be downloaded from
www.dgfasli.nic.in.
The last date for receipt of applica-
tions is 45 days from the date of pub-
lication of this advertisement. The
envelop may be superscribed
"Application for the post of
Administrative Officer".

PROFORMA
Application for the post of

Administrative Officer in RLI,
Kanpur/ RLI, Faridabad.

To
Director General
Factory Advice Service and Labour
Institutes
N.S.Mankikar Marg
Sion, Mumbai - 400 022.
1. Name :
2. Date of Birth :
3. Date of retirement under the
Central Government Rules:
4. Educational Qualification:
5. Present post held ( whether ad-
hoc or regular, date of ad-hoc
appointment and   date   of  regular
appointment should be stated sepa-
rately and the scale of Pay thereof
and the basic + allowance drawn (to
be shown separately):
6. Experience  in the subject field  of
selection:
7. Details of service (mention sepa-
rately the different posts  held, scale
of pay and the period thereof) :
8. Whether belongs to SC/ST/OBC
9. Remarks, if any

(Signature of the applicant)
1. Certified that the particulars of the
Officer have been verified and found
to be correct.
2. It is certified that no disciplinary
proceedings are either pending or
contemplated against the Officer.
Integrity of the Officer is also certi-
fied. His CR Dossier is also sent
herewith.

Signature of the 
Head of Office /Department
Address:

Date:
davp 23101/11/0007/1314 
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260 TRANSIT CAMP, PIN CODE-919260,C/O 56 APO
RECRUITMENT NOTICE FOR THE POST OF

GP 'C' CIVILIAN POSTS
1. Applications as per specimen given are invited from male candidates to the Gp 'C' civilian posts man to reach Officer
Commanding 260 Transit Camp, PIN-919260, C/o 56 APO registered post within 21 days (28 days in r/o candidates
belonging to Andaman & Nicobar, Islands and Lakshadeep) from the date of publication of this advertisement. The first
date of publication of this advertisement in Employment News will be taken into account for calculation of 21/28 days
respectively. Candidates to send their Bio-Data, Residential Certificate, Character Certificate, Educational Certificate
and Birth Certificate (do not forward in original) along with self addressed envelope affixed with postage stamp. The
scale of pay, number of vacancies, Educational qualifications and other requirements are as under.
Ser Post Scale of Pay Number Category Age Qualification Other 
No. of post Qualification
(a) Cook Spl 5200-20200+ 01 UR 18-25 Yrs (Relax- 10th Pass or Must have know-

(UR) Grade Pay able for Govt equivalent ledge of Indian 
Rs. 1900/- Servant upto 35 from recog- cooking and pro-

years and 5 years nized board ficiency in trade.
relaxation for
resident of J&K)

(b) Mess Cook 5200-20200+ 01 UR -do- -do- -do- 
(UR) Grade Pay 

Rs. 1900/-
(c) Cook (UR) 5200-20200+ 01 UR -do- -do- -do- 

Grade Pay 
Rs. 1900/-

(d) Mess Waiters 5200-20200+ 02 UR -do- -do- One year exper-
(UR) Grade Pay ience in the

Rs. 1800/- trade.
(e) Masalchi 5200-20200+ 01 UR -do- -do- Should conver-

(UR) Grade Pay sant with the
Rs. 1800/- duties of masalchi

2. Calculation of age:- Last date of receipt of the application will be taken for calculation of age.
3. Test:- A written examination and practical test on respective Trade works will be conducted with a maximum of 40
marks and interview for 20 marks. Medium (language) for written/practical test will be bilingual (Hindi & English).
4. Medical Test. Selected candidates are required to be assessed for medical fitness from civil surgeon of the Govt
Hospital.
5. Application will be accepted only through Registered Post. The application should be addressed to Officer
Commanding, 260 Transit Camp PIN-919260, C/o 56 APO. No application will be accepted BY HAND.
6. No TA/DA will be paid for the written/interview. The candidates themselves will make arrangement for boarding and lodging.
7. Date of time of physical test/written test/interview for all categories will be intimated in call letters.
8. The candidates will be appearing for written examination test/interview at their own risk and cost. Unit or any of its 

Office of the Pr. Accountant
General (A&E) Rajasthan, Jaipur

Applications are invited from Indian Citizens for the Post of Auditor/
Accountant (Group-C) against Sports Quota for the calendar year 2013.
1. No. of Vacancies:
Sl. Name of office Discipline Gender Total number of Station
No. Vacancies

Male
(i) PAG (A&E), Hockey 02 02

Rajasthan, Jaipur Cricket 02 02 Jaipur
(ii) PAG (G&SSA), Hockey 03 03

Rajasthan, Jaipur Football 02 02 Jaipur
Note:- There is specific requirement of one Goal Keeper each from Hockey
and Football stream for the team. 
2. Pay Scale (Revised): Rs. 5200-20200 with Grade Pay Rs. 2800/-
3. Education Qualification: (a) Graduation in any discipline from a recog-
nized University. The persons selected for the post of Auditor/Accountant will
have to qualify the Departmental Confirmatory Test for Auditor/Accountant
within two years of their appointment. Failure to pass the examination will
render them liable for discharge from service.
4. Age: Between 18 to 27 years as on closing date for receipt of applications.
The upper age limit is relaxable upto a maximum of 5 years (10 years in case
of those belonging to SC/ST and 8 years in case of OBC candidates). This
concession is admissible to those Sportspersons who satisfy all other eligi-
bility conditions relating to education etc.
5. Eligibility: (1) Sportspersons who have represented a State or the
Country in a National or International Competition in any of the Games/
Sports mentioned at para number 1 above.
(2) Sportspersons who have represented the University in Inter-University
Tournaments conducted by the Inter-University Sports Board in any Sports/
Games shown at para number 1 above.
(3) Sportspersons who have represented the state Schools Teams in the
National Sports/Games for Schools conducted by the All India School
Games Federation in any of the Games/Sports shown at para number 1
above.
6. Application may be made in the prescribed format (Form-A) on plain paper
giving full particulars, accompanied by attested copies of Certificates in sup-
port of Age, Educational Qualification and Certificates of SC/ST/OBC, where
applicable. Persons already in Government service should send their appli-
cation through proper channel. The application should be addressed to the
Dy. Accountant General (Administration) O/o the Pr. Accountant
General (A&E), Rajasthan, Janpath, Jaipur-302005, so as to reach within
30 days from the date of publication of this advertisement. Application
received thereafter will not be entertained.
7. The candidates should furnish certificates in support of their claims in
proper form only (Form-B) duly signed by the prescribed authority. The cer-
tificates in the above-prescribed form will alone be taken into account while
considering eligibility of the applicant.
8. The candidates selected to the posts will be on probation for a period of
two years from the date of appointment.
9. The selected candidate is liable to be posted at any branch office situated
anywhere in India.
Attach 02 self-addressed envelops (size –27cm x 12 cm), duly stamped.
Application should be sent through ordinary post only.
Further he should mentioned their Tel./Mobile No.
The forms can be downloaded from the website www.cag.gov.in
Form A -     Application Form
Form B -    Form of Certificates

Dy. Accountant General/ Admn
O/o the Pr. Accountant General (A&E)

Rajasthan, Jaipur.
NOTE: - In case number of applications is high, office may adopt the system
of shortlisting and call letter for interview etc. may be sent to the shortlisted
candidates only

Form-A
1 Name (In Block letters)   :----------------------------
2 Father’s name :----------------------------
3 Date of Birth :----------------------------
4 Sex (Male/Female) :----------------------------
5 Educational Qualification :---------------------------- 
6 SC/ST/OBC :----------------------------
7 Postal Address :----------------------------
8 Permanent Address :----------------------------
9 Telephone/Mobile number :----------------------------
10  List 5 most recent participations starting from the most recent
Sl.No. Discipline Date Event Authority issuing certificate
1
2
3
4
5

Place:
Date:
Note  
Do not leave any field blank. Signature

Form-B 
National Federation/National Association or State Association of ------/
University of ---------/Directorate of Public Instructions/Education of the state
of --------/Govt. of India/Ministry of Education and Social Welfare of ----------.
Certificate to a meritorious sportsperson for employment to Group ‘C’ serv-
ice under the Central Government.
Certified that Shri/Smt/Kumari----------Son/Wife/ Daughter of Shri -----------
resident of -------(Complete Address) represented the * Country/State/
University/State School team in the game/event of -----------from -------- to--- 
The position obtained by the individual/team in the above said
competition/tournament was ----.
The certificate is being given on the basis of records available in the office of
* National Federation/National Association of -------------/State Association of
----/ Dean of sports or officer in overall charge of sports in the University
Ministry of Education and Social Welfare of---------
Place: Signature

Name
Date: Designation

Address
Seal

Strike out whichever not applicable.
Note: Separate certificate signed personally by the Authority as given below
required to be furnished in respect of participation in the specified games/
sports at different levels of tournaments.

Affix recent
Passport size
photograph

Continued on page 35 Continued on page 35
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functionaries or any other Govt functionary will not be responsible for any injury i,e sustained by the candidate dur-
ing/after the test.
9.  Candidates will physically present themselves with the following:-
(a) No of photos -           06
(b) Duplicate copy of application.
(c) Birth certificate (in original with two photo-stat copies)
(d) Education certificate (board certificate and marks sheet in original with two photo stat copies)

APPLICATION FOR THE POST OF ........................
AT 260 TRANSIT CAMP

(To be submitted in duplicate)
1. Applied for the vacancy of /__________________________________________________ 
(a)  Category: SC/ST : ________________________________________________________
(b) Full name of the applicant (IN BLOCK LETTERS) :________________________________
(c) Father's Name (IN BLOCK LETTERS) :_________________________________________
(d) Date of Birth (In Christian Era : ________________________________________________
(e) Age as on        2013 : _______________________________________________________
(f) Age Relaxation : _______________________________________________________ Years
(g) Education Qualification : _____________________________________________________
(h) Present Occupation : ________________________________________________________ 
(j) Residential address : ________________________________________________________
(k) Permanent address : ________________________________________________________
(l) Present Occupation (No objection on certificate from the employer to be attached).
(m) Copies of the following documents shall be attached with an application. (Please do not forward original certificate).
(i)  Birth Certificate.
(ii)  Educational Certificate.
(iii) Caste certificate issued by Govt Official.
(iv) Character Certificate in original. .
(n)  Self-addressed envelope affixed with sufficient postage.
2. Declaration:-
(a) I hereby declare that all the statements made in this application are true. Complete and correct to the best of my
knowledge and belief. In the event of any Information being found false/incorrect being detected before or after the
test/interview, my candidature will stand automatically cancelled.
(b) I am willing to serve anywhere in India.
(c) I accept the terms & conditions of appointment.
Dated :       2013 (Signature of the Applicant)
davp 10610/11/0009/1314 EN 30/71

Affix a latest
passport size
photographs
attested by
Gazetted

Officer/Notary
public

International Competition: Secretary of the National Federation of the 
game concerned.

National Competition: Secretary of the National Federation or the 
State assn.of the game concerned.

Inter University Tournament: Dean of sports or other officer in over all 
charge of sports of the University concerned.

National sports/games : Directorate or Additional/Joint or Deputy 
for school Director in overall charge of sports/games for 

schools in the Directorate of public instructions/
Education of State.

EN 30/41

Government of India

Ministry of Statistics and
Programme Implementation

National Academy of Statistical Administration
Plot -22, Knowledge Park-II, Greater Noida-201308, UP

Sub: Filling up of vacancies on deputation (including short-term con-
tract) basis.
National Academy of Statistical Administration (NASA), under the Ministry of
Statistics and Programme Implementation, Govt. of India, is the apex institute
for imparting training to the Central and States/UTs Govt. statistical personnel,
in the field of "Official Statistics and Related Methodology". NASA proposes to
fill up the following non-gazetted posts on deputation (including short-term
contract) basis from officers working under the Central / State Govt. / Union
Territories / Universities / recognized research institutions/ Public Sector
Undertakings / Semi Government or Autonomous or Statutory organizations.
Sl. No. Name of Post No. of post Pay Band + Grade Pay
1. Jr. System Analyst 01 PB 2 + G.P 4200
2. Assistant Librarian 01 PB 2 + G.P 4200
3. Assistant / Assistant 03 PB 2 + G.P 4200

Caretaker
4. Personal Assistant 05 PB 2 + G.P 4200
5. Sr. Accountant/Accountant 01 PB 2 + G.P 4200
6. UDC/Field Assistant 02 PB 1 + G.P 2400

Total 13
Age: Maximum age limit for appointment by deputation (including short-term
contract) shall not be exceeding 56 Years as on closing date of receipt of
applications.
Closing date of receipt of applications: 4th December, 2013.
The application form along with the detailed information about pay and
allowances, eligibility conditions etc. in respect of posts mentioned above may
be downloaded from the website: - www.mospi.gov.in.

(Vishwajeet Kumar) 
Deputy Director & Head of Office

davp 39101/11/0014/1314 EN 30/108

Government of India

National Disaster
Management Authority

NDMA Bhawan, A-1, Safdarjung Enclave
New Delhi - 110029 

Phone : 26701828, Fax 26701834
Sub: Engagement of Senior Consultants in National Disaster
Management Authority (NDMA) on contract basis.
National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA) has been constituted by
Government of India under the Disaster Management Act’ 2005 to coordinate
its efforts towards Disaster Management, The DM Act, 2005 enjoins on NDMA
the responsibility to lay down policies and guidelines for disaster management
and to enable timely and effective response to Disasters. This involves pre-
vention, mitigation, capacity building, preparedness and response natural and
manmade disasters.
2. In order to assist NDMA in discharging its responsibility, NDMA invites
applications from persons with qualification and expertise in the country to act
as Senior Consultant to the NDMA on contract basis in the following fields:
1. Mock Exercise
2. Civil Defence, Home Guard & Youth Organizations
3. NDRF, Operationalization & Modernization
3. The detailed terms and conditions along with eligibility criteria in accor-
dance with the "Revised Procedure & Guidelines for Engagement of
Consultants in the National Disaster Management /Authority (NDMA) on
contract basis" as notified vide F.No.7-12/2009-Adm. dated 13th June, 2012
may be seen on NDMA website at http://ndma.gov.in.
4. NDMA invites applications from individuals along with their Bio-data (pre-
scribed Proforma) and photocopies of certificates to be sent to Under
Secretary (Admn.), National Disaster Management Authority, A-1,
Safdarjung Enclave, New Delhi -110029 within 30 days from the date of
publication of advertisement in the Employment News.
5. The shortlisted candidates will be invited for interview. The candidates must
bring original certificates for verification at the time of interview. Apart from
posting the details of interview schedule on the NDMA website, it will be the
endeavor of NDMA to intimate the shortlisted candidates by e-mail and tele-
phonically. The candidates are advised to keep watching the NDMA website
for detailed schedule of interview and changes, if any, in this regard. No
TA/DA will be paid to the candidate by the NDMA for attending the interview.

EN 30/95

Office of the
Cantonment Board

Lansdowne
Pauri Garhwal (Uttrakhand)

Employment Notice
Lansdowne Cantonment Board
invites applications from eligible can-
didates for the Permanent post of
Mid Wife:-
1. Mid Wife (Permanent Post) -
01 (Gen) 

Requisite qualification- Dip 
( Midwifery)

Age Limit- Min 18 to Max 25 years
as on 6th Nov, 2013.

Pay Scale PB + G.P 5200-
20200+2000 (Pre revised 3200-85-
4900)

Applications are invited for the
above post should be received to this
office on or before 6/11/2013. The
applications will be submitted by the

applicant with 02 passport size pho-
tographs with name written, attested
Xerox    copies of educational
qualifications and experience, 01 self
address envelop with Rs. 5/- postal
stamps. The applicant should clearly
mentioned on the top of the envelop
"application for the post of "MID
WIFE".

Incomplete /late received applica-
tion will not be entertained.

No TA/DA shall be paid for appear-
ing in test /interview.
The  Board/undersigned  reserves
the rights  to  accept or reject  any
applications or all without assigning
any reasons thereof.

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
CANTT BOARD LANSDOWNE
Tele 01386-262214

Office of the Cantonment Board
Lansdowne
Pauri Gharwal-246155, Uttrakhand

EN 30/22

EN 30/32
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1. (Vacancy No. 13101601526) 
One Assistant Commissioner (Quality Control & Certification/Seeds
Development) in Department of Agriculture and Cooperation, Ministry of
Agriculture. The post is Unreserved. The post is suitable for Physically Challenged
Persons with disability viz. Orthopaedically Handicapped/Locomotor
Disability/Cerebral Palsy with Both Legs Affected But not Arms (BL) or One Leg
Affected (OL) (Right or Left) or One Arm Affected (OA) (Right or Left). QUALIFICA-
TIONS: ESSENTIAL: A. EDUCATIONAL: Master’s degree in Seed Technology or
Master’s degree in Agriculture/Agricultural Botany/Botany/Agronomy/Plant Breeding
and Genetics with specialisation in Seed Technology from a recognised University or
equivalent. B. EXPERIENCE: Five years’ experience in the field of Seed
Production/Seed Marketing/Seed Certification/Seed Testing/Seed Quality Control.
DUTIES: Implementation and monitoring of Seed Act, Seeds Rules & Seeds Law
Enforcement in the country. Specification of the minimum labelling/seed certification
standard and its revision and updation. Technical guidance, Co-ordination of the func-
tioning of the certification Agencies and state seed testing labs.  HQ: New Delhi but
liable to serve in any part of India or abroad.

2. (Vacancy No. 13101602226) 
One Assistant Industrial Adviser in Department of Chemicals & Petrochemicals,
Ministry of Chemicals & Fertilizers. The post is Unreserved. The post is suitable for
Physically Challenged Persons with disability viz. Orthopaedically
Handicapped/Locomotor Disability/Cerebral Palsy with One Leg Affected (OL) (Right
or Left) or One Arm Affected (OA) (Right or Left). QUALIFICATIONS: ESSENTIAL: A.
EDUCATIONAL: Master’s Degree in Chemistry or Bio-Chemistry of a recognized
University or Degree in Chemical   Engineering / Technology of a recognized
University/Institute. B. EXPERIENCE: Three years’ experience in a chemical or
Petrochemical Industry or in a Central / State Government Department, PSUs,
Autonomous Organizations, Union  Territories and recognized Research Institutions
dealing with Planning  Development, Production of Chemical or Industry. DUTIES: To
address the issue concerning development and growth of organic, inorganic drugs and
pesticides industry.  To work out the demand projections of the above industries for five
year plans of the Government. To examine the industrial license applications foreign
collaboration proposals, import/export license applications from technical angle. HQ:
Delhi.

3. (Vacancy No. 13101603426) 
Fourteen Manager Grade-I/Section Officer in Canteen Stores Department,
Ministry of Defence. Of the fourteen posts, three posts are reserved for Scheduled
Castes Candidates, one post is reserved for Scheduled Tribes Candidates, seven
posts are reserved for Other Backward Classes Candidates and remaining three posts
are Unreserved. Of the fourteen posts one post is reserved for Physically Challenged
Persons with disability viz. Orthopaedically Handicapped/Locomotor
Disability/Cerebral Palsy with One Arm Affected (OA) (Right or Left) (Functional Arm
Should not be affected). The posts are also suitable for Physically Challenged Persons
with disability viz. Orthopaedically Handicapped/Locomotor Disability/Cerebral Palsy
with One Arm Affected (OA) (Right or Left) (Functional Arm Should not be affected).
QUALIFICATIONS: ESSENTIAL: A. EDUCATIONAL: i) Degree of a recognized
University or equivalent.  ii) Diploma / Degree in Business Management  or  Material
Management from a recognized Institution.  B. EXPERIENCE: Three years, experi-
ence of Administration, Accounts and Establishment work in a Government office or a
Public Body or a Commercial Organization of repute. DESIRABLE: i) Experience of
storage, distribution and accounting of stores. ii) Knowledge of Government Rules and
Regulations. DUTIES: Planning, provisioning, accounting and distribution of Canteen
Stores as per laid down policy / procedure in an effective manner to ensure high level
consumer satisfaction, General Administration of a depot; maintenance of up-to-date
and accurate personnel records of employees and advising AGM (Admn) on rules and
regulations pertaining to recruitment, resignation, promotions, pay fixation, transfers
and re-employment. Maintenance of Stores records etc. And provide information on
stock levels to Assistant General Manager(Stores) to enable effective control. HQ:
CSD at Mumbai with All India Services liability.

4. (Vacancy No. 13101604126)  
Two Assistant Professor (Cancer Surgery) in Ministry of Health and Family
Welfare. The posts are Unreserved. QUALIFICATIONS: ESSENTIAL: A. EDUCA-
TIONAL: (i) An MBBS qualification recognized by Medical Council of India included in
the First or the Second Schedule or Part-II of the Third Schedule (other than licentiate
qualifications) to the Indian Medical Council Act, 1956. Holders of educational qualifi-
cations included  in Part-II of the Third Schedule should also fulfill the conditions stip-
ulated in sub-section (3) of section 13 of the Indian Medical  Council  Act, 1956. (ii)Post
Graduate degree qualification in the concerned Super-speciality i.e. M.Ch. (Cancer
Surgery/Surgical Oncology) or equivalent*. *The candidate holding DNB qualifications
would need to get their qualification verified by NBE as to whether it is as per the
requirement of the Gazette notification No.MCI-12(2)/2010-Med.Misc. dated 11.6.2012
and produce such verification certificate at the time of interview. B. EXPERIENCE:
Three years’ teaching experience  as Lecturer/Tutor/ Demonstrator/ Registrar/Senior
Resident in the concerned Super-Specialty in a recognized teaching institution after
obtaining the first Post Graduate degree. [Teaching experience in any other post like
the post of General Duty Medical Officer/Medical Officer shall not be considered for eli-
gibility  purpose for recruitment to teaching posts]. NOTE I: The   Medical   qualifica-
tions     possessed     by   the    candidate should     have    the recognition of the
Medical Council of India.    In case of medical posts other than   Allopathic system of
medicine, the  qualifications should be included in the respective Schedule of the Act
governing that system of  medicine.  NOTE II: In so far as Post Graduate Medical qual-
ifications awarded by Indian Universities  are concerned, they should   also find   a
place in the schedule to Indian Medical Council Act, 1956, as amended from time to
time. Note III: Holders of equivalent Post-graduate qualifications are approved by the
Medical Council of India from time to time will be considered to have requisite Post-
Graduate qualification in the subject concerned. In case of medical posts other than

Allopathic system of medicine, the  qualifications should be included in the respective
Schedule of the Act governing that system of  medicine.  NOTE IV: Holders of spe-
cialty Board of USA abroad qualifications should complete the entire requirements of
Board concerned. Note V: In terms of Govt. of India. M/o Health & Family Welfare
(Department of Health) Notification No. V. 110015/12/78-ME (Policy), dated 29-08-
1978 the qualifications granted in United Kingdom shall be recognized medical quali-
fications only when granted on or before 11th November, 1978. NOTE VI: In the  case
of  qualification in Super-Specialties (M.Ch./D.M.) except  in the case of holders of
D.M./M.Ch. of five years duration, the  holders should have obtained M.D. (General
Medicine) or M.S.(General Surgery) or an equivalent qualification as prescribed by the
said council in its recommendations on post graduate medical examination. NOTE VII:
In the case of holder of D.M./M.Ch. qualification of five years duration, the period of
Sr. post graduate residency rendered in the  last part of the said D.M./M.Ch. shall be
counted towards requirement of experience  DUTIES: To impart theoretical and prac-
tical instructions to under-graduate/post graduate medical students.  To conduct and
guide research work in the speciality. To render  patient care in the speciality.  Any
other duties that may be assigned by the authorities from time to time. ANY OTHER
CONDITIONS: The other conditions of service will be laid down in the CHS Rules,
1996, and other rules in force from time to time in particular : (a) Private practice of
any kind whatsoever shall not be allowed including any consultation and laboratory
practice. (b)  The candidate selected will, if so required shall be liable to serve in any
Defence service or post connected with the Defence of India, for a period not less than
four years including the period spent in training if any : Provided that such officer shall
not (a) be required  to serve as aforesaid after the expiry of ten years from the date of
appointment or from the date of  joining the service, (b) Ordinarily be required to serve
as aforesaid after attaining  the age of 45 years.

5. (Vacancy No. 13101605126) 
Six Specialist Grade-II (Obst. & Gynae) in the Non-Teaching Sub-Cadre of CHS,
Ministry of Health and Family Welfare. Of the six posts, one post each is reserved
for Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes Candidates, two posts are reserved for
Other Backward Classes Candidates and remaining two posts are Unreserved.
QUALIFICATIONS: ESSENTIAL: A. EDUCATIONAL: (i)  A recognized medical qual-
ification included in the First or the Second Schedule or Part-II of the Third Schedule
(other than licentiate qualifications) to the Indian Medical Council Act, 1956.  Holders
of educational qualifications included  in Part-II of the Third Schedule should also ful-
fill the conditions stipulated in sub-section (3) of section 13 of the Indian Medical
Council  Act, 1956. (ii) Post Graduate degree/Diploma in the concerned speciality i.e.
M.D.(Obst. & Gynae), M.S.(Obst & Gynae), M.D.(Mid & Gynae.), M.S.(Mid & Gynae),
M.O., M.R.C.O.G., Speciality Board of Obsterics & Gynaecology (USA), D.G.O. or
equivalent*.*The candidate holding DNB qualifications would need to get their qualifi-
cation verified by NBE as to whether it is as per the requirement of the Gazette notifi-
cation No.MCI-12(2)/2010-Med.Misc. dated 11.6.2012 and produce such verification
certificate at the time of interview. B. EXPERIENCE: Three years’ experience in the
concerned speciality after obtaining the First Post-graduate degree or five years’ expe-
rience after obtaining the Post graduate Diploma. Note I to Note VII, Duties and Any
Other Conditions: Same as in Item No. 4 above. HQ: The candidate will initially be
posted at Andman & Nicobar Islands. However, they will be liable to serve anywhere
in India.

6. (Vacancy No. 13101606126) 
Ten Assistant Professor (Physiology) in Ministry of Health and Family Welfare.
Of the ten posts, five posts are reserved for Other Backward Classes Candidates and
remaining five posts are Unreserved. QUALIFICATIONS: ESSENTIAL: A. EDUCA-
TIONAL: (i) A recognized Medical qualification included in the First or the Second
Schedule or Part-II of the Third Schedule (other than licentiate qualifications) to the
Indian Medical Council Act, 1956. Holders of educational qualifications included  in
Part-II of the Third Schedule should also fulfill the conditions stipulated in sub-section
(3) of section 13 of the Indian Medical  Council  Act, 1956.(ii) Post Graduate degree in
the concerned speciality i.e. M.D.(Physiology), M.Sc.(Physiology),Ph.D.(Physiology),
D.Sc.(Physiology) or equivalent*.*The candidate holding DNB qualifications would
need to get their qualification verified by NBE as to whether it is as per the require-
ment of the Gazette notification No.MCI-12(2)/2010-Med.Misc. dated 11.6.2012 and
produce such verification certificate at the time of interview. B. EXPERIENCE: At least
three years’ teaching experience  as Lecturer/Tutor/ Demonstrator/ Registrar/Senior
Resident in the concerned speciality in a recongnized teaching institution after obtain-
ing the first post graduate degree. [Teaching experience in any other post like the post
of General Duty Medical Officer/Medical Officer shall not be considered for eligibility
purpose for recruitment to teaching posts]. Note I to Note VII, Duties and Any Other
Conditions: Same as in Item No. 4 above.

7. (Vacancy No. 13101607126) 
Two Assistant Professor (Psychiatry) in Ministry of Health and Family Welfare.
Of the two posts, one post is reserved for Other Backward Classes Candidates and
remaining one post is Unreserved. QUALIFICATIONS: ESSENTIAL: A. EDUCA-
TIONAL: (i) A recognized Medical qualification included in the First or the Second
Schedule or Part-II of the Third Schedule (other than licentiate qualifications) to the
Indian Medical Council Act, 1956. Holders of educational qualifications included  in
Part-II of the Third Schedule should also fulfill the conditions stipulated in sub-section
(3) of section 13 of the Indian Medical  Council  Act, 1956. (ii) Post Graduate degree
qualification in the concerned speciality i.e. M.D.(Psychiatry), M.D.(Psychological
Medicine), Speciality Board of Psychiatry and Neurology(USA), DPM of two years
course, Diploma in Psychiatry(Edin) of two years course, Diploma in Psychiatry(Mc
Gill) University, Montreal, Canada of Two years course or equivalent*.*The candidate
holding DNB qualifications would need to get their qualification verified by NBE as to
whether it is as per the requirement of the Gazette notification No.MCI-12(2)/2010-
Med.Misc. dated 11.6.2012 and produce such verification certificate at the time of
interview. B. EXPERIENCE: At least three years’ teaching experience  as
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Lecturer/Tutor/Demonstrator/ Registrar/ Senior Resident in the concerned Speciality in
a recongnized teaching institution after obtaining the first post graduate degree.
[Teaching experience in any other post like the post of General Duty Medical
Officer/Medical Officer shall not be considered for eligibility  purpose for recruitment to
teaching posts]. Note I to Note VII,Duties and Any Other Conditions: Same as in
Item No. 4  above. HQ: The candidate will be initially posted at C.I.P., Ranchi but
liable to serve anywhere in India.

8. (Vacancy No. 13101608126) 
Two Assistant Professor (Urology)  in Ministry of Health and Family Welfare. Of
the two posts, one post is reserved for Other Backward Classes Candidates and
remaining one post is Unreserved. QUALIFICATIONS: ESSENTIAL: A. EDUCA-
TIONAL: (i) An MBBS qualification recognized by Medical Council of India included in
the First or the Second Schedule or Part-II of the Third Schedule (other than licentiate
qualifications) to the Indian Medical Council Act, 1956.  Holders of educational qualifi-
cations included  in Part-II of the Third Schedule should also fulfill the conditions stip-
ulated in sub-section (3) of section 13 of the Indian Medical  Council  Act, 1956. (ii)
Post Graduate degree qualification in the concerned Super-speciality i.e. M.Ch.
(Urology) or Speciality Board of Urology (USA) or equivalent*. *The candidate holding
DNB qualifications would need to get their qualification verified by NBE as to whether
it is as per the requirement of the Gazette notification No.MCI-12(2)/2010-Med.Misc.
dated 11.6.2012 and produce such verification certificate at the time of interview. B.
EXPERIENCE: Three years’ teaching experience in the concerned Super specialty as
Lecturer/Tutor/Registrar/Demonstrator/Senior Resident after the requisite Post gradu-
ate degree qualification. [Teaching experience in any other post like the post of
General Duty Medical Officer/Medical Officer shall not be considered for eligibility  pur-
pose for recruitment to teaching posts]. Note I to Note VII, Duties and Any Other
Conditions: Same as in Item No. 4 above.

9. (Vacancy No. 13101609526)  
One Training Officer (Tool & Die Making) in Directorate General of Employment
& Training, Ministry of Labour and Employment. The post is exclusively reserved
for Other Backward Classes Candidates. QUALIFICATIONS: ESSENTIAL: EDUCA-
TIONAL: (a) (i) Bachelor’s degree in Mechanical Engineering /Production
Engineering/Tool Engineering  Technology from a recognised University or equivalent;
and (ii) Two years post qualification experience in a workshop engaged in Production
/Maintenance/Servicing or Teaching/Training in a Technical Institute in the Area of Tool
Engineering /Tool & Die Making. OR (b) (i) Diploma in Mechanical Engineering
/Production Engineering/Tool Engineering. (ii) Five years post qualification experience
in a workshop engaged in Production/Maintenance/Servicing in the area of Tool
Engineering/Tool & Die Making. OR Five years post qualification experience in
Teaching/Training in Technical Institute in the Area of Tool Engineering/Tool & Die
Making. OR Five years post qualification experience in a workshop engaged in
Production/Maintenance/Servicing and in Teaching/Training in Technical Institute in
the Area of Tool Engineering /Tool & Die Making. DESIRABLE: Teachers Training
Diploma from Technical Teachers Training Institute under the Ministry of Human
Resource Development or Instructor Training Certificate from Advanced Training
Institute/Central Training Institute/National Vocational Training Institute/Regional
Vocational Training Institute under the Directorate General of Employment and
Training, Ministry of Labour and Employment. DUTIES: To conduct theory classes and
practical in Workshop. To maintain training records. To supervise the work of
Vocational Instructor and Workshop Attendant. To Assist Director /Principal/Vice
Principal in conducting final trade Tests and all India skill competitions and to carry out
other duties assigned by them.  HQ: New Delhi with All India Service liability. 

10. (Vacancy No.13101610226) 
One Director General in Geological Survey of India, Ministry of Mines. The post
is Unreserved. QUALIFICATIONS: ESSENTIAL: A. EDUCATIONAL: Master of
Science in Geological Science or Master of Science (Technology) Geology or Master
of Science in Geology or Integrated Master of Science in Applied Geology or Master
of Technology (Geo-Exploration) or Master of Technology (Engineering Geology) or
Master of Science (Marine Geology) or Master of Science in Earth Science and
Resource Management or Master of Science in Oceanography and Coastal Areas
Studies or Master of Science in Petroleum Geosciences course or Master of Science
in Geochemistry from a recognised University. B. EXPERIENCE: Having thirty years’
of experience in Group Á’ post in Mineral Exploration or Geological Mapping or Marine
Geology including research and development in the fields specified above of which ten
years shall be in a supervisory capacity. DUTIES: To advice Government on all tech-
nical matters in respect of Geological Survey of India. Planning, Programming and
Coordinating different Scientific, Technical, Financial and Administrative activities of
the Geological Survey of India.  HQ: Kolkata.

11. (Vacancy No.13101611426) 
Two Assistant Director General of Shipping in Directorate General of Shipping,
Mumbai, Ministry of Shipping. Of the two posts, one post is reserved for Other
Backward Classes Candidates and remaining one post is Unreserved. QUALIFICA-
TIONS: ESSENTIAL: A. EDUCATIONAL: Degree of a recognized University of equiv-
alent. B. EXPERIENCE: Five years experience in Administration and establishment
matters. DESIRABLE: i) Degree in Law. ii) Knowledge of Merchant Shipping laws and
work connected with regulation of sailing vessels and traffic under sails. DUTIES:
Functions as Head of various Branches of the Directorate as per allocation of duties.
Executes the orders of the superior officers in accordance with the Rules, regulations,
guidelines and norms stipulated by the Govt.of India. Supervision and control of the
respective Branches and the staff working under them. Assists the Joint Director
General of Shipping/Deputy Director General of Shipping in formulation of the policy
matters relating to shipping, maritime execution and training etc. Functions as Head of
Office/Disbursing Officer as and when assigned. HQ: Directorate General of Shipping,
Mumbai.

12. (Vacancy No.13101612126) 
Two Senior Lecturer (Anatomy) in Govt. Medical College & Hospital, Chandigarh,
Department of Medical Education & Research, Chandigarh Administration. Of
the two posts, one post each is reserved for Scheduled Castes and Other Backward
Classes Candidates. QUALIFICATIONS: ESSENTIAL: A. EDUCATIONAL: A. (i) A
basic University or Equivalent  qualification included in any  one of the schedules to
Indian Medical Council Act, 1956 (102 of Act.1956) and must be registered in a State
Medical Register or Indian Medical Register. (ii)  M.S.(Anatomy)/ M.D.(Anatomy)/
M.B.B.S.with M.Sc.(Anatomy) from a recognised University/Institution or equivalent.
OR  B. (i) M.Sc. (Medical Anatomy from a recognised University or equivalent; and (ii)
Ph.D.(Medical Anatomy) /D.Sc.(Medical Anatomy) from a recognised University/
Institution or equivalent. B.EXPERIENCE: Three years teaching experience in the
concerned  speciality after acquiring Post Graduate qualification as
Lecturer/Registrar/Senior Resident/Demonstrator/ Tutor in a recognized Medical

College/Teaching Institution. NOTE I: The   Medical   qualifications     possessed     by
the    candidate should     have    the recognition of the Medical Council of India.    In
case of medical posts other than   Allopathic system of medicine, the  qualifications
should be included in the respective Schedule of the Act governing that system of
medicine.  NOTE II: In so far as Post Graduate Medical qualifications awarded by
Indian Universities  are concerned, they should   also find   a place in the schedule to
Indian Medical Council Act, 1956, as amended from time to time. Note III: The
experience gained should be recognised by the MCI or the Statutory body concerned
of the system of medicine as valid teaching experience for teaching posts and certifi-
cate therefor  or any other valid proof in support thereof should be submitted. Teaching
experience in any other post like the post of General Duty Medical Officer/Medical
Officer shall not be considered for eligibility purpose for recruitment to the teaching
posts. NOTE IV: Holders of speciality Board of USA abroad qualifications should com-
plete the entire requirements of Board concerned. Note V: In terms of Govt. of India.
M/o Health & Family Welfare (Department of Health) Notification No. V. 110015/12/78-
ME (Policy), dated 29-08-1978 the qualifications granted in United Kingdom shall be
recognized medical qualifications only when granted on or before 11th November,
1978. DUTIES: The duties of “Senior Lecturer(Anatomy) will be to teach the under-
graduate (MBBS) and Post-graduate students, training of interns, paramedical staff
and research work. HQ: Chandigarh. Any Other Conditions: i)The candidate so
appointed shall have to join his duties within one month from the date of issue of
appointment letter. ii) Private practice of any kind including  laboratory  and  consult-
ant practice, will strictly be prohibited. iii)  The candidate so appointed in this institute
shall not be allowed to apply for the post for employment outside the Administration for
a period of two years from the date of joining the post.

13. (Vacancy No. 13101613126) 
Two Senior Lecturer (General Medicine) in Govt. Medical College & Hospital,
Chandigarh, Department of Medical Education & Research, Chandigarh
Administration. Of the two posts, one post is reserved for Other Backward Classes
Candidates and remaining one post is Unreserved. QUALIFICATIONS: ESSENTIAL:
A. EDUCATIONAL: (i) A basic University or Equivalent  qualification included in any
one of the schedules to Indian Medical Council Act, 1956 (102 of Act.1956) and must
be registered in a State Medical Register or Indian Medical Register.
(ii)M.D.(Medicine)/M.D(General Medicine) from a recognised University/Institution or
equivalent. Experience, Note I to Note V, HQ and Any Other Conditions: Same as
in Item No. 12 above. DUTIES: The duties of “Senior Lecturer(General Medicine) will
be to teach the undergraduate (MBBS) and Post-graduate students, training of interns,
paramedical staff and research work.

14. (Vacancy No. 13101614126) 
One Senior Lecturer (Immuno-Haematology & Blood Transfusion) in Govt.
Medical College & Hospital, Chandigarh, Department of Medical Education &
Research, Chandigarh Administration. The post is exclusively reserved for Other
Backward Classes Candidates. QUALIFICATIONS: ESSENTIAL: A. EDUCATION-
AL:  (i) A basic University or Equivalent  qualification included in any  one of the sched-
ules to Indian Medical Council Act, 1956 (102 of Act.1956) and must be registered in
a State Medical Register or Indian Medical Register. (ii) D.M.(Immunology) or
M.D.(Immunology Haematology and Blood Transfusion)/M.D.(Pathology or
Bacteriology or Haematology) with two years teaching experience or special training
in the Department of Immuno Haematology and Blood Transfusion from a recognised
University/Institution or equivalent. Experience, Note I to Note V, HQ and Any Other
Conditions: Same as in Item No. 12 above. DUTIES: The duties of “Senior
Lecturer(Immuno-Haematology & Blood Transfusion) will be to teach the undergradu-
ate (MBBS) and Post-graduate students, training of interns, paramedical staff and
research work.

15. (Vacancy No. 13101615126) 
Two Senior Lecturer (Obst. & Gynae) in Govt. Medical College & Hospital,
Chandigarh, Department of Medical Education & Research, Chandigarh
Administration. Of the two posts, one post each is reserved for Scheduled Castes
and Other Backward Classes Candidates. QUALIFICATIONS: ESSENTIAL: A. EDU-
CATIONAL: (i) A basic University or Equivalent  qualification included in any  one of
the schedules to Indian Medical Council Act, 1956 (102 of Act.1956) and must be reg-
istered in a State Medical Register or Indian Medical Register. (ii) M.D.(Obst. &
Gynae)/M.S.(Obst.&Gynae) from a recognised University/Institution or equivalent.
Experience, Note I to Note V, HQ and Any Other Conditions: Same as in Item No.
12 above. DUTIES: The duties of “Senior Lecturer(Obst. & Gynae) will be to teach the
undergraduate (MBBS) and Post-graduate students, training of interns, paramedical
staff and research work.

16. (Vacancy No. 13101616126) 
One Senior Lecturer (Pharmacology) in Govt. Medical College & Hospital,
Chandigarh, Department of Medical Education & Research, Chandigarh
Administration. The post is exclusively reserved for Scheduled Castes Candidates.
QUALIFICATIONS: ESSENTIAL: A. EDUCATIONAL: A. (i) A basic University or
Equivalent  qualification included in any  one of the schedules to Indian Medical
Council Act, 1956 (102 of Act.1956) and must be registered in a State Medical Register
or Indian Medical Register. (ii) M.D.(Pharmacology)/MBBS with Ph.D(Medical
Pharmacology) from a recognised University/Institution or equivalent. OR B. (i)
M.Sc.(Medical Pharmacology) from a recognized University or equivalent. (ii)
Ph.D.(Medical Pharmacology)/D.Sc.(Medical Pharmacology) from a recognized
University/Institution or equivalent. Experience, Note I to Note V, HQ and Any Other
Conditions: Same as in Item No.12 above. DUTIES: The duties of “Senior
Lecturer(Pharmacology) will be to teach the undergraduate (MBBS) and Post-gradu-
ate students, training of interns, paramedical staff and research work.

IMPORTANT
CLOSING DATE FOR SUBMISSION OF ONLINE RECRUITMENT APPLICATION
(ORA) THROUGH ORA WEBSITE IS 23:59 HRS ON 15.11.2013

THE LAST DATE FOR PRINTING OF COMPLETELY SUBMITTED ONLINE 
APPLICATION IS UPTO 23 :59 HRS ON 16.11.2013

DATE FOR DETERMINING THE ELIGIBILITY OF ALL CANDIDATES IN EVERY
RESPECT SHALL BE THE PRESCRIBED CLOSING DATE FOR SUBMISISON OF
ONLINE RECRUITMENT APPLICATION (ORA). THE APPLICANTS ARE ADVISED
TO FILL IN ALL THEIR PARTICULARS IN THE ONLINE RECRUITMENT APPLICA-
TION CAREFULLY AS SUBMISSION OF WRONG INFORMATION MAY LEAD TO
REJECTION THROUGH COMPUTER BASED SHORTLISTING APART FROM
DEBARMENT BY THE COMMISSION. 

DATE FOR THE INTERVIEW ON WHICH THE SHORTLISTED  CANDIDATE IS
REQUIRED TO BRING THE PRINTOUT OF HIS/HER ONLINE APPLICATION
ALONGWITH OTHER DOCUMENTS AT UPSC SHALL BE INTIMATED SEPARATELY.
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NOTES:
a) Candidates are requested to apply only Online against this advertisement on the

Online Recruitment Application (ORA) website http://www.upsconline.nic.in and
NOT write to the Commission for Application forms. They are also requested to
go through carefully the details of posts and instructions published below as well
as on the website http://www.upsconline.nic.in.   

b) NATURE OF POST:
I) Posts at Item Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 are permanent.
II) Posts at Item Nos.12,13,14,15 and 16, are temporary but likely to continue indef-

initely.
c) PAY SCALE & CLASSIFICATION: (Figures in bracket at the end of the pay scale

indicate the approx Total Emoluments (per month) (T.E.) excluding TA, NPA and
HRA at the minimum of the scale).

i) Rs.80,000/-(Fixed)  (T.E. Rs.1,52,000/-), General Central Service,  Group ‘A’,
Gazetted, Non-Ministerial for the post at Item No.10.

ii) Rs.37,400-67,000 (PB-4) + Rs.8,600 (Grade pay) + NPA (T.E. Rs.87,400/-),
General Central Service, Group ‘A’, Gazetted, Non-Ministerial for the posts at
Item No.12,13,14,15 and 16.

iii) Rs.15,600-39,100 (PB-3) + Rs.6,600 (Grade pay) + NPA (T.E. Rs. 42,180/-),
Central Health Service, Teaching Specialist Sub-Cadre, Group ‘A’, for the posts
at Item Nos. 4,6,7 and 8. 

iv) Rs.15,600-39,100 (PB-3) + Rs.6,600 (Grade pay) + NPA (T.E. Rs. 42,180/-),
Central Health Service, Non-Teaching Specialist Sub-Cadre, Group ‘A’, for the
posts at Item No.5.

v) Rs.15,600-39,100 (PB-3) + Rs.6,600 (Grade pay) (T.E. Rs.42,180/-),  General
Central Service,  Group ‘A’, Gazetted ,Non-Ministerial, for the posts at Item Nos.1
and 11.

vi) Rs.15,600-39,100(PB-3) + Rs.5,400 (Grade pay) (T.E.Rs.39,900/-), General
Central Service,  Group ‘A’, Gazetted ,Non-Ministerial, for the posts at Item No.2.

vii) Rs.15,600-39,100(PB-3) + Rs.5,400 (Grade pay) (T.E.Rs.39,900/-), General
Central Service,  Group ‘A’, Gazetted, for the posts at Item No.3.

viii) Rs.9,300-34,800 (PB-2) + Rs.4,600 (Grade pay) (T.E. Rs.26,410/-), General
Central Service,  Group ‘B’, Gazetted, Non-Ministerial for the posts at Item No.9.

d) AGE LIMIT AS ON CLOSING DATE:
i) Not exceeding 55 years for the posts at Item Nos.12*(* For 1 Post reserved for

Scheduled Castes Candidates),15*(* For 1 Post reserved for Scheduled
Castes Candidates) and 16.

ii) Not exceeding 53 years for the posts at Item No.10,12*(* For 1 Post reserved
for Other Backward Classes Candidates),14 and 15*(* For 1 Post reserved
for Other Backward Classes Candidates).

iii) Not exceeding 50 years for the posts at Item No.13.
iv) Not exceeding 45 years for the posts at Item Nos.4,5,6,7 and 8.
v) Not exceeding 40 years for the posts at Item Nos.1 and 11
vi) Not exceeding 35 years for the posts at Item Nos.2 and 3.
vii) Not exceeding 33 years for the posts at Item Nos.9.
e) The age limits shown against Item Nos. 12*(* For 1 Post reserved for

Scheduled Castes Candidates),15*(* For 1 Post reserved for Scheduled
Castes Candidates) and 16 is relaxed age limit for Scheduled Castes
Candidates. The age limits shown against Item Nos.9, 10,12*(* For 1 Post
reserved for Other Backward Classes Candidates) 14 and 15*(* For 1 Post
reserved for Other Backward Classes Candidates). is relaxed age limit for
Other Backward Classes candidates. The age limit shown against all  items is the
normal age limit and the age is relaxable for SC/ST/PH candidates upto 5 years
and upto 3 years for OBC candidates in respect of vacancies reserved for them.
SC/ST/OBC Candidates have to produce a caste certificate in prescribed profor-
ma. For age concession applicable to other categories of applicants please see
relevant paras of the "Instructions and Additional Information to Candidates for
Recruitment by Selection". 

f) A candidate will be eligible to get the benefit of community reservation only in
case the particular caste to which the candidates belong is included in the list of
reserved communities issued by the Central Government. If a candidate indicates
in his/her application form that he/she belongs to SC/ST/OBC/General category
but subsequently writes to the Commission to change his/her category, such
request shall not be entertained by the Commission.

g) Physically Handicapped (PH) Persons or Persons with disabilities, as indicated
against various item(s) in the VACANCY DETAILS, can apply to the respective
posts even if the post is not reserved for them but has been identified as Suitable.
However, such candidates will be considered for selection to such post by gen-
eral standard of merit.  Persons suffering from not less than 40% of relevant dis-
ability shall alone be eligible for the benefit of reservation and other relaxations
as permissible under the rules. Thus, Physically Handicapped (PH) persons can
avail benefit of :

h) Reservation and other Concessions & Relaxations as permissible under the rules
only when degree of physical disability is 40% or more and the posts are reserved
for PH candidates. 

i) Other Concessions & Relaxations as permissible under the rules only when
degree of physical disability is 40% or more and the posts are suitable for PH can-
didates.  

j) HEADQUARTERS:  At places specifically stated against certain posts, otherwise
anywhere in India.

k) PROBATION: The persons selected will be appointed on probation as per rule.

INSTRUCTIONS AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION TO 
CANDIDATES FOR RECRUITMENT BY SELECTION

1. CITIZENSHIP:
A Candidate must be either:
(a) a citizen of India, or
(b) a subject of Nepal, or
(c) a subject of Bhutan, or
(d) a Tibetan refugee who came over to India before 1st January, 1962 with the inten-

tion of permanently settling in India, or 

(e) a person of Indian origin who has migrated from Pakistan, Burma, Sri Lanka  or
East African countries of Kenya, Uganda, the United Republic of Tanzania(for-
merly Tanganyika and Zanzibar), Zambia, Malawi, Zaire, Ethiopia and Vietnam
with the intention of  permanently settling in India. Provided that a candidate
belonging to categories (b), (c), (d) and (e) above shall be a person in whose
favour a certificate of eligibility has been issued by the Government of India. 

NOTE: The application of a candidate in whose case a certificate of eligibility is nec-
essary, may be considered by the Commission and, if recommended  for appointment,
the  candidate may also be provisionally appointed subject to the necessary certificate
being issued in his favour by the Government of India .
2. AGE LIMITS: The age limit for the post has been given in the advertisement.  For

certain age concessions admissible to various categories please go through the
instruction regarding Concessions & Relaxations.    

3. MINIMUM ESSENTIAL QUALIFICATIONS:  All applicants must fulfill the essen-
tial requirements of the post and other conditions stipulated in the advertisement.
They are advised to satisfy themselves before applying that they possess at least
the essential qualifications laid down for various posts.  No enquiry asking for
advice as to eligibility will be entertained.

NOTE-I: The prescribed essential qualifications are the minimum and the mere pos-
session of the same does not entitle candidates to be called for interview.
NOTE-II: IN THE EVENT OF NUMBER OF APPLICATIONS BEING LARGE, COM-
MISSION WILL ADOPT SHORT LISTING CRITERIA TO RESTRICT THE NUMBER
OF CANDIDATES TO BE CALLED FOR INTERVIEW TO A REASONABLE NUMBER
BY ANY OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING METHODS:
(a) On the basis of higher educational qualifications than the minimum prescribed in

the advertisement 
(b) On the basis of higher experience in the relevant field than the minimum pre-

scribed in the advertisement 
(c) By counting experience before or after the acquisition of essential qualifications 
(d) By holding a Recruitment Test.  
THE CANDIDATE SHOULD, THEREFORE, MENTION ALL HIS/HER QUALIFICA-
TIONS AND EXPERIENCE IN THE RELEVANT FIELD OVER AND ABOVE THE
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS. 

4. APPLICATION  FEE:
(a) Candidates are required to pay a fee of Rs. 25/- (Rupees Twenty five) only either

by remitting the money in any branch of the SBI by cash or by using net banking
facility of the SBI or by using visa/master credit/debit card. 

(b) No fee for SC/ST/PH/Women candidates of any community.  No "fee exemption"
is available to OBC male candidates and they are required to pay the full pre-
scribed fee.   

(c) Applications without the prescribed fee would not be considered and summarily
rejected. No representation against such rejection would be entertained.

(d) Fee once paid shall not be refunded under any circumstance nor can the fee
be held in reserve for any other examination or selection. 

5. CONCESSIONS & RELAXATIONS:
(a) The upper age limit in case of Ex-Servicemen and Commissioned Officers

including ECOs/SSCOs shall be relaxed by the length of Military Service
increased by three years subject to the conditions that on the closing date
of receipt of applications (i) the continuous service rendered in the Armed
Forces by an Ex-Serviceman is not less than six months after attestation and (ii)
that  the resultant age after deducting his period of service from his actual age
does not  exceed the prescribed age limit by more than 3 years. This relaxation
is also available to ECOs/SSCOs who have completed their initial period of
assignment of five years of Military Service and whose assignment has been
extended beyond 5 years as on closing date and in whose case the Ministry of
Defence issues certificates that they will be released within 3 months on selec-
tion from the date of receipt of offer of appointment. Candidates claiming age
relaxation under this para would be required to produce a certificate in the pre-
scribed proforma to the Commission.

NOTE: Ex Servicemen who have already secured regular employment under the
Central Govt. in a Civil Post are permitted the benefit of age relaxation as admissible
for Ex-Servicemen for securing another employment in any higher post or service
under the Central Govt.  However, such candidates will not be eligible for the benefit
of reservation, if any for Ex-Servicemen in Central Govt. jobs.
(b) In order to qualify for the concession under (a) above, candidates concerned

would be required to produce a certificate that they have been released from the
Defence Forces.  The certificate for Ex-Servicemen and Commissioned Officers
including ECOs/SSCOs should be signed by the appropriate authorities specified
below and should also specify  the period of service in the Defence Forces:-

(i) In case of Commissioned Officers including ECOs/SSCOs:
Army: Directorate of Personnel Service, Army Headquarters, New Delhi.
Navy: Directorate of Personnel Services, Naval Headquarters, New Delhi.
Air Force: Directorate of Personnel Services, Air Headquarters, New Delhi.
(ii) In case of JCOs/ORs and equivalent of the Navy and Air Forces:
Army: By various Regimental Record Offices.
Navy: Naval Records, Bombay
Air Force: Air Force Records, New Delhi.
(c) Age relaxation for Central Government employees: 

The upper age limit is relaxable for Central/U.T. Govt. Servants up to 5 years as
per instructions issued by the Govt. of India from time to time. (10 years  for per-
sons belonging to Scheduled Castes/Scheduled Tribes and 8 years for persons
belonging to other Backward Classes in respect of the posts reserved for them)
in  accordance with the instructions or orders issued by the Government of India.
A candidate claiming to belong to the category of Central Government servant
and thus seeking age relaxation under this para would be required to produce a
Certificate in the prescribed proforma issued after the date of advertisement
from his/her Employer on the Office letter head to the effect that he/she is a reg-
ularly appointed Central Government Servant and not on casual/adhoc/daily
wages/hourly paid/contract basis employee.  
The age relaxation will be admissible to such of the Government servants as are
working in posts which are in the same line or allied cadres and where a rela-
tionship could be established that the service already rendered in a particular post
will be useful for the efficient discharge of the duties of the post(s) recruitment to
which has been advertised. Decision in this regard will rest with the Commission.  
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(d) Age relaxation for Meritorious Sports persons: 
The relaxation in upper age limit upto a maximum of 5 years (10 years for per-
sons belonging to SC/ST Communities and 8 years for persons belonging to
Other Backward Classes in respect of posts reserved for them) may be allowed
to meritorious sportswomen/sportsmen in the field of Games/Sports recognized
by the Government for such purpose provided they satisfy all other conditions
prescribed by Government from time to time.  The persons claiming age relax-
ation under this sub-para would be required to produce a certificate issued by the
competent authority in the prescribed proforma.  For others, age limit will be strict-
ly adhered to save in exceptional circumstances, and in no case be relaxed
beyond a limit of three years.

(e) Age relaxation for Widows, Divorced Women and Women Judicially sepa-
rated from Husbands:
The upper age limit is relaxable up to the age of 35 years (upto 40 years for mem-
bers of Scheduled Castes/Scheduled Tribes and upto 38 years for members
belonging to the Other Backward Classes in respect of the posts reserved for
them) for Widows, divorced Women and Women Judicially separated  from their
Husbands who are not remarried.  The persons claiming age relaxation under this
sub-para would be required to produce following documentary evidence:

(i) In case of Widow, Death Certificate of her husband together with the Affidavit that
she has not remarried since.

(ii) In case of divorced Women and Women judicially separated from their husbands,
a certified copy of the judgment/decree of the appropriate Court to prove the fact
of divorce or the judicial separation, as the case may be, with an Affidavit in
respect of divorced Women and they have not remarried since.

(f) Age relaxation to persons who had ordinarily been domiciled in the State of
J&K during the period from 1st January, 1980 to 31st December, 1989:
The relaxation in upper age limit of 5 years shall be admissible to all persons who
had ordinarily been domiciled in the State of J&K during the period from 1st
January, 1980 to 31st December, 1989. The persons claiming relaxation under
this sub-para would be required to produce a certificate to this effect from the
District Magistrate within whose jurisdiction they had ordinarily resided or from
any other authority designated in this behalf by the Government of Jammu and
Kashmir.  This relaxation shall remain in force upto 31.12.2013.

(g) Age relaxation to Physically Handicapped (PH) persons:
Age relaxation of 5 years is allowed (total 10 years for SCs/STs and 8 years for
OBCs in respect of the posts reserved for them) to blind, deaf-mute and orthope-
dically handicapped persons for appointment to Group ‘A’ and Group ‘B’
posts/services.  The persons claiming age relaxation under this sub-para would
be required to produce a certificate in prescribed proforma in support of their
claims clearly indicating that the degree of physical disability is 40% or more.  In
any case, the appointment of these candidates will be subject to their being found
medically fit in accordance with the standards of medical fitness as prescribed by
the Government for each individual Group ‘A’ and Group ‘B’ posts to be filled by
Direct Recruitment by Selection.

6. (A) HOW TO APPLY:
i) Candidates must apply online through the website http://www.upsconline.nic.in.

Applications received through any other mode would not be accepted and sum-
marily rejected.

ii) If the applicant is claiming any experience, then he/she has to personally upload
his/her experience certificate in a single pdf file in such a way that the size file
does not exceed 2 MB and is legible when a printout taken. For that the applicant
may scan the experience certificate in 200 dpi grey scale.

iii) Candidates who wish to apply for more than one post should apply separately for
each post and pay the fee for each post in the prescribed manner.

iv) After submitting the Online Recruitment Application (ORA), the candidates are
required to take out a print out of the finally submitted Online Recruitment
Application. 

v) Candidates are not required to submit to the Commission either by post or
by hand  the printouts of their online applications or any other document.
They will be required to bring along with them the printouts of their online
applications and the documents mentioned in para 7 below if called for
interview.

vi) The applicants are advised to submit only single Online Recruitment Application
for each post; however, if somehow, if he/she submits multiple Online
Recruitment Applications for one post, then he/she must ensure that Online
Recruitment Application with the higher "Application Number" is complete in all
respects including fee. The applicants, who submit multiple Online Recruitment
Applications, should note that only the Online Recruitment Application with high-
er "Application Number" shall be entertained by the Commission and fee paid
against one "Application Number" shall not be adjusted against any other
"Application Number".

vii) The candidates are advised to submit the Online Recruitment Application well in
advance without waiting for the closing date.

6.(B) Candidates shortlisted for interview on the basis of the information pro-
vided in the online applications submitted by them will be required to send
self attested copies of documents/relevant certificates in support of the
claims made in the application as and when demanded by the Commission.

“WARNING”:
CANDIDATES WILL BE SHORT-LISTED FOR INTERVIEW ON THE BASIS OF THE
INFORMATION PROVIDED BY THEM IN THEIR ONLINE APPLICATIONS, THEY
MUST ENSURE THAT SUCH INFORMATION IS TRUE. IF AT ANY SUBSEQUENT
STAGE OR AT THE TIME OF INTERVIEW ANY INOFRMATION GIVEN BY THEM
OR ANY CLAIM MADE BY THEM IN THEIR ONLINE, APPLICATIONS IS FOUND
TO BE FALSE, THEIR CANDIDATURE WILL BE LIABLE TO BE REJECTD AND
THEY MAY ALSO BE DEBARRED EITHER PERMANENTLY OR FOR A SPECIFIED
PERIOD BY THE :

COMMISSION FROM ANY EXAMINATION OR SELECTION HELD BY THEM.
CENTRAL GOVERNMENT FROM ANY EMPLOYMENT UNDER THEM. 

7. DOCUMENTS/CERTIFICATES TO BE PRODUCED AT THE TIME OF
INTERVIEW.
The printout of the online application and the following Original
Documents/ Certificates along with self attested copies and other items
specified in the Summon Letter for interview are to be produced at the time

of interview, failing which the candidate would not be allowed to appear in
the Interview in which case such candidate will not be entitled to receive the
Commission’s contribution towards travelling expenses:-

a) Matriculation/10th Standard or equivalent certificate indicating date of birth, or
mark sheet of Matriculation/10th Standard or equivalent issued by Central/State
Board indicating Date of Birth in support of their claim of age. Where date of birth
is not available in certificate/mark sheets, issued by concerned Educational
Boards, School leaving certificate indicating Date of Birth will be considered (in
case of Tamil Nadu & Kerala).

b) Degree/Diploma certificate along with marksheets pertaining to all the academic
years as proof of educational qualification claimed. In the absence of
Degree/Diploma certificate, provisional certificate along with mark sheets per-
taining to all the academic years will be accepted. 

c) Order/ letter in respect of equivalent Educational Qualifications claimed, indicat-
ing the Authority (with number and date) under which it has been so treated, in
respect of equivalent clause in Essential Qualifications, if a candidate is claiming
a particular qualification as equivalent qualification as per the requirement of
advertisement. 

d) Certificate(s) in the prescribed proforma from the Head(s) of Organization(s)/
Department(s) for the entire experience claimed, clearly mentioning the duration
of employment (date, month & year) indicating the basic pay and consolidated
pay.  The certificate(s) should also mention the nature of duties performed/expe-
rience obtained in the post(s) with duration(s).  Experience Certificate should be
issued in prescribed format relevant to the post. Experience certificate not in pre-
scribed proforma but containing all the details as mentioned above would be con-
sidered on merits by the Commission. 

e) Caste certificate by candidate seeking reservation as SC/ ST/ OBC, in the pre-
scribed proforma from the competent authority indicating clearly the candidate’s
Caste, the Act/ Order under which the Caste is recognized as SC/ ST/ OBC and
the village/ town the candidate is ordinarily a resident of. 

f) A declaration in the prescribed format by candidate seeking reservation as OBC,
that he/she does not belong to the creamy layer on the crucial date, in addition to
the community certificate (OBC).  Unless specified otherwise, the prescribed
closing date for receipt of Online Recruitment Application for the post is to be
treated as crucial date. 

g) Physically Handicapped certificate in prescribed proforma issued by the compe-
tent authority by Physically Handicapped persons eligible for appointment to the
post on the basis of prescribed standards of Medical Fitness. The Competent
Authority to issue Physically Handicapped certificate shall be a Medical Board
duly constituted by the Central or a State Government. The Central/ State
Government may constitute Medical Board(s) consisting of at least three mem-
bers out of which at least one shall be a specialist in the particular field for assess-
ing Locomotor/ Cerebral / Visual / Hearing disability, as the case may be.  

h) A candidate who claims change in name after matriculation on marriage or remar-
riage or divorce etc. the following documents shall be submitted:-

i) In case of marriage of women - Photocopy of Husband’s  passport showing
names of spouses or an attested copy of marriage certificate issued by the
Registrar of Marriage or an Affidavit  from husband and wife along with a joint
photograph duly sworn before the Oath Commissioner;

ii) In case of re-marriage of women - Divorce Deed/Death  certificate  as the case
may be  in respect of first spouse; and photocopy  of present husband’s passport
showing names of spouse or an attested copy of marriage certificate issued by
the Registrar of Marriage or an Affidavit from the husband and wife along with
joint photograph duly   sworn before the Oath Commissioner

iii) In case of divorce of women - Certified copy of Divorce Decree and Deed
Poll/Affidavit duly sworn before the Oath Commissioner.

iv) In other circumstances for change of name for both male and female - Deed
Poll/Affidavit duly sworn before the Oath Commissioner and paper cuttings of two
leading daily newspaper in original (One daily newspaper should be of the area
of applicants permanent and present address or nearby area) and Gazette
Notification.

i) Certificate/ Document in respect of Age relaxation for:
i) Ex-Servicemen and Commissioned Officers including ECOs/SSCOs in pre-

scribed proforma from competent authority.
ii) Central/UT Government Employees/Servants in prescribed proforma from com-

petent authority issued after the date of advertisement.
iii) Meritorious Sports persons in prescribed proforma from competent authority.
iv) Widows/Divorced Women/Women Judicially separated from Husbands.
v) Persons who had ordinarily been domiciled in the State of J & K during the period

from 1st January, 1980 to 31st December, 1989. 
vi) Persons seeking age relaxation under special provision/ order.  
j) Persons already in Regular Government service, whether in permanent or tem-

porary capacity other than casual/adhoc/daily wages/hourly paid/contract basis
are however required to submit a declaration that they have informed in writing to
their Head of Office/Department that they have applied for the selection.

k) Certificate(s) in respect of claim regarding Professional Registration, Language,
Publications, NET, GATE, Conference, Internship. 

l) Documentary support for any other claim(s) made.
NOTE I: Date of birth mentioned in Online Recruitment Application is final. No subse-
quent request for change of date of birth will be considered or granted.
NOTE II: The period of experience rendered by a candidate on part time basis, daily
wages, visiting/ guest faculty will not be counted while calculating the valid experience
for short listing the candidates for interview.
NOTE III: If any document/ certificate furnished is in a language other than Hindi or
English, a transcript of the same duly attested by a Gazetted officer or notary is to be
submitted.  

8. ACTION AGAINST CANDIDATES FOUND GUILTY OF MISCONDUCT:
Candidates are warned that they should not furnish any particulars that are false
or suppress any material information in filling up the application form.  Candidates
are also warned that they should in no case correct or alter or otherwise tamper
with any entry in a document or its attested/certified copy submitted by them nor
should they submit a tampered/fabricated document.  If there is any inaccuracy
or any discrepancy between two or more such documents or their attested/certi-
fied copies, an explanation regarding this discrepancy should be submitted.
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A candidate who is or has been declared by the Commission to be guilty of:
a) obtaining support of his/her candidature by any means, or
b) impersonating, or
c) procuring impersonation by any person , or
d) submitting fabricated documents or documents which have been tampered

with, or
e) making statements which are incorrect or  false or suppressing material informa-

tion, or
f) resorting to any other irregular or improper means in connection with his/her can-

didature for the selection, or
g) using unfair means during the test, or
h) writing irrelevant matter including obscene language or pornographic matter, in

the script(s), or
i) misbehaving in any other manner in the examination hall, or
j) harassing or doing bodily harm to the staff employed by the Commission for the

conduct  of  their test, or
k) bringing mobile phone/Communication device in the examination Hall/Interview

room.
l) attempting to commit or, as the case may be, abetting the Commission  of all or

any of the acts specified in the foregoing clauses may, in addition to rendering
himself/herself  liable to criminal prosecution, be liable:

i) to be disqualified by the  Commission from selection for which he/she is a candi-
date,  and/or 

ii) to be debarred  either permanently or for a specified period:-
by the Commission from any examination or selection held by them
by the Central Government from any employment under them, and 

iii) if he/she is already in service under Government to disciplinary action under the
appropriate rules.

9. OTHER INFORMATION/INSTRUCTIONS:
a) All candidates whether in Government service or in Government owned industri-

al or other similar organizations or in private employment should submit their
applications online directly to the Commission. Persons already in Regular
Government service, whether in permanent or temporary capacity other than
casual/adhoc/daily wages/hourly paid/contract basis are however required to
submit a declaration that they have informed in writing to their Head of
Office/Department that they have applied for the selection.  

b) The date for determining the eligibility of all candidates in every respect shall be
the closing date for submitting the Online Recruitment Application on the website
http://www.upsconline.nic.in.

c) In respect of equivalent clause in Essential Qualifications, if a candidate is claim-
ing a particular qualification as equivalent qualification as per the requirement of
advertisement, then the candidate is required to produce order/letter in this
regard, indicating the Authority (with number and date) under which it has been
so treated otherwise the Online Recruitment Application is liable to be rejected.

d) Candidates must, if required, attend a personal interview at such place, as may
be fixed by the Commission. The Commission do not defray the traveling or other
expenses of candidates summoned for interview. They, however, contribute
towards those expenses at a rate corresponding to the amount of the Second
Class Mail railway fare by the shortest route to the place of interview from the
Railway Station nearest to the normal place of residence of the candidate or from
which he actually performs the journey, whichever, is nearer to the place of inter-
view, and back to the same station or the amount of Railway fare actually incurred
by the candidate whichever is less.  Details of this will be furnished when they are
called for interview. 

e) Commission’s contribution towards the traveling expenses in respect of those
candidates who are interviewed at Delhi will be paid on the spot on the date of
interview itself provided they fulfill all the conditions. In respect of those candi-
dates who have been called to be present at interviews at places other than Delhi,
the same will be sent by Money Order later on.

f) The Summoning of candidates for interview convey no assurance whatsoever
that they will be selected.  Appointment orders to selected candidates will be
issued by the Government.

g) Candidates must be in sound bodily health.  They must, if selected be prepared
to undergo such medical examination and satisfy such medical authority as
Government may require. 

h) Candidates will be informed of the final result in due course through UPSC web-
site/ Employment News and any interim enquiries about the result are therefore,
unnecessary and will not be attended to.  The Commission do not enter into cor-
respondence with the candidates about reasons for their non selection for inter-
view/appointment.

i) The Commission may grant higher initial pay to candidates adjudged meritorious
in the interview.

j) Canvassing in any form will disqualify a candidate.
IMPORTANT

MOBILE PHONES ARE BANNED IN THE CAMPUS OF UPSC EXAMINATION/
INTERVIEW HALL

a) Government strives to have work force which reflects gender balance and women
candidates are encouraged to apply.

b) In case of any guidance/information/clarification regarding their applications,
candidature etc. candidates can contact UPSC’s Facilitation Counter near gate
‘C’ of its campus in person or over Telephone No. 011-23385271/011-
23381125/011-23098543 on working days between 10.00 hrs and 17.00 hrs.

PRESCRIBED PROFORMAE
Proforma - I

The form of certificate to be produced by Scheduled Castes and Scheduled
Tribes candidates applying for appointment to posts under the Government of
India.
This is to certify that Shri/Shrimati/Kumari*......................... son/daughter* of
............................... of village/town* ........................... in District/Division* ....................
of the State/Union Territory* ...................... belongs to the.......................... Caste/Tribe*
which is recognised as a Scheduled Caste/Scheduled Tribe* under:-

@ The Constitution (Scheduled Castes) Order,  1950
@ The Constitution (Scheduled Tribes) Order,  1950
@ The Constitution (Scheduled Castes) Union Territories Order,  1951
@ The Constitution (Scheduled Tribes) Union Territories Order,  1951

[as amended by the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes List (Modification)
Order,  1956; the Bombay Reorganisation Act,  1960,  the Punjab Reorganisation
Act,  1966,  the State of Himachal Pradesh Act,  1970,  the North Eastern Areas
(Reorganisation) Act,  1971,  the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes Order
(Amendment) Act,  1976.,  the State of Mizoram Act,  1986,  the State of Arunachal
Pradesh Act,  1986 and the Goa,  Daman and Diu (Reorganisation) Act,  1987.]

@ The Constitution (Jammu and Kashmir) Scheduled Castes Order,  1956
@ The Constitution (Andaman and Nicobar Islands) Scheduled Tribes Order,  1959

as amended by the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes Order (Amendment)
Act,  1976

@ The Constitution (Dadar and Nagar Haveli) Scheduled Castes Order,  1962
@ The Constitution (Dadar and Nagar Haveli) Scheduled Tribes Order,  1962
@ The Constitution (Pondicherry) Scheduled Castes Order,  1964
@ The Constitution (Uttar Pradesh) Scheduled Tribes Order,  1967
@ The Constitution (Goa,  Daman and Diu) Scheduled Castes Order,  1968
@ The Constitution (Goa,  Daman and Diu) Scheduled Tribes Order,  1968
@ The Constitution (Nagaland) Scheduled Tribes Order,  1970
@ The Constitution (Sikkim) Scheduled Castes Order,  1978
@ The Constitution (Sikkim) Scheduled Tribes Order,  1978
@ The Constitution (Jammu & Kashmir) Scheduled Tribes Order,  1989
@ The Constitution (SC) Order (Amendment) Act,  1990
@ The Constitution (ST) Order (Amendment) Act,  1991
@ The Constitution (ST) Order (Second Amendment) Act,  1991
@ The Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes Orders (Amendment) Act 2002
@ The Constitution (Scheduled Castes) Order (Amendment) Act,  2002
@ The Constitution (Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes) Orders (Amendment)

Act,  2002
@ The Constitution (Scheduled Castes) Orders (Second Amendment) Act,  2002
% 2.  Applicable in the case of Scheduled Castes/Scheduled Tribes persons who have
migrated from one State/Union Territory Administration to another. 
This certificate is issued on the basis of the Scheduled Castes/Scheduled Tribes cer-
tificate issued to Shri/Shrimati*..........................Father/Mother of Shri/Shrimati/Kumari
..............................of village/town* ............................ in District/Division*...................
of the State/Union Territory*............................ who belongs to the Caste/Tribe* which
is recognised as a Scheduled Caste/Scheduled Tribe in the State/Union Territory* of
...................... issued by the ..................................... dated ......................................
% 3. Shri/Shrimati/Kumari*............................................... and/or* his/her* family ordi-
narily resides in village/town*............................. of.............................. District/Division*
of the State/Union Territory* of.............................................. 
Place: ..................................... Signature................................................
Date: ...................................... **Designation............................................

(With Seal of Office)
State/Union Territory*

*Please delete the words which are not applicable.
@Please quote specific Presidential Order.
% Delete the paragraph which is not applicable.
NOTE: The term "ordinarily reside(s)" used here will have the same meaning as in
Section 20 of the Representation of the People Act,  1950.
**List of authorities empowered to issue Scheduled Caste/Scheduled Tribe Certificate.
(i) District Magistrate/Additional District Magistrate/Collector/Deputy Commissioner/

Additional Deputy Commissioner/Deputy Collector/1st Class Stipendiary
Magistrate/† Sub-Divisional Magistrate/Taluka Magistrate/Executive
Magistrate/Extra Assistant Commissioner.
†(not below of the rank of 1st Class Stipendiary Magistrate).

(ii) Chief Presidency Magistrate/Additional Chief Presidency Magistrate/Presidency
Magistrate.

(iii) Revenue Officers not below the rank of Tehsildar.
(iv) Sub Divisional Officer of the area where the candidate and/or his/her family nor-

mally resides.
(v) Administrator/Secretary to Administrator/Development Officer(Lakshadweep)

Proforma-II
The form of certificate to be produced by Other Backward Classes candidates
applying for appointment to posts under the Government of India.
This is to certify that Shri/Shrimati/Kumari*...........................................son/daughter* of
Shri............................... of village/town* ...........................in District/Division*...............
of the State/Union Territory*..................................belongs to the
....................Community which is recognised as a backward class under:
@ Government of India,  Ministry of Welfare Resolution No. 12011/68/93-BCC (C)

dated 10th September,  1993 published in the Gazette of India Extraordinary Part-
I,  Section-1,  No. 186 dated 13th September,  1993.

@ Government of India,  Ministry of Welfare Resolution No. 12011/9/94-BCC dated
19-10-94,  published in the Gazette of India Extraordinary Part-I,  Section-1,  No.
163 dated 20-10-1994.

@ Government of India,  Ministry of Welfare Resolution No. 12011/7/95-BCC dated
24-5-95,  published in the Gazette of India Extraordinary Part-I,  Section-1,  No.
88 dated 25-5-1995.

@ Government of India,  Ministry of Welfare Resolution No. 12011/96/94-BCC dated
9th March,  1996 published in the Gazette of India Extraordinary Part-I,  Section-
1,  No. 60 dated 11th March,  1996.

@ Government of India,  Ministry of Welfare Resolution No. 12011/44/96-BCC dated
6th December,  1996 published in the Gazette of India Extraordinary Part-I,
Section-1,  No. 210 dated 11th December,  1996.

@ Government of India,  Ministry of Welfare Resolution No. 12011/99/94-BCC dated
11th December,  1997 published in the Gazette of India Extraordinary Part-I,
Section-1,  No. 236 dated 12th December,  1997.

@ Government of India,  Ministry of Welfare Resolution No. 12011/13/97-BCC dated
3rd December,  1997 published in the Gazette of India Extraordinary Part-I,
Section-1,  No. 239 dated 17th December,  1997.
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@ Government of India,  Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment Resolution No.
12011/68/98-BCC dated the 27th October,  1999 published in the Gazette of India
Extraordinary Part-I,  Section-1,  No. 241 dated the 27th October,  1999.

@ Government of India,  Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment Resolution No.
12011/88/98-BCC dated 6th December,  1999 published in the Gazette of India
Extraordinary Part-I,  Section-1,  No. 270 dated 6th December,  1999.

@ Government of India,  Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment Resolution No.
12011/36/99-BCC dated 4th April,  2000 published in the Gazette of India
Extraordinary Part-I,  Section-1,  No. 71 dated 4th April,  2000.

@ Government of India,  Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment Resolution No.
12011/44/99-BCC dated the 21st September,  2000 published in the Gazette of
India Extraordinary Part-I,  Section-1,  No. 210 dated the 21st September,  2000.

@ Government of India,  Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment Resolution No.
12015/9/2000-BCC dated 6th September,  2001 published in the Gazette of India
Extraordinary Part-I,  Section-1,  No. 246 dated 6th September,  2001.

@ Government of India,  Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment Resolution No.
12011/1/2001-BCC dated 19th June,  2003 published in the Gazette of India
Extraordinary Part-I,  Section,  1 No. 151 dated 20th June,  2003.

@ Government of India,  Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment Resolution No.
12011/4/2002-BCC dated 13th January,  2004 published in the Gazette of India
Extraordinary,  Part-I Section-1,  No. 9 dated 13th January,  2004.

@ Government of India,  Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment Resolution No.
12011/14/2004-BCC dated 12th March,  2007 published in the Gazette of India
Extraordinary,  Part-I,  Section-1,  No. 67 dated 12th March,  2007.

Shri/Shrimati/Kumari*................................and/or* his/her* family ordinarily resides in
village/town*................................ of...................... District/Division* of the State/ Union
Territory* of............................. 
This is also to certify that he/she* does not belong to the persons/sections* (Creamy
Layer) mentioned in column 3 of the Schedule to the Government of India,
Department of Personnel & Training O.M. No. 36012/22/93-Estt. (SCT) dated 8-9-
1993 O.M. No. 36033/3/2004-Estt. (Res.) dated 9th March,  2004 and O.M. No.
36033/3/2004-Estt. (Res.) dated 14th October,  2008.
Place....................................................      Signature................................
Date..................................................... * *Designation............................

(With seal of Office)
State/Union Territory

*Please delete the words which are not applicable.
@ Strike out whichever is not applicable.
NOTE: The term "ordinarily reside(s)" used here will have the same meaning as in
Section 20 of the Representation of the People Act,  1950.
**List of authorities empowered to issue OBC Certificate
(i) District Magistrate/Additional District Magistrate/Collector/Deputy

Commissioner/Additional Deputy Commissioner/Deputy Collector/1st Class
Stipendiary Magistrate/† Sub-Divisional Magistrate/Taluka Magistrate/Executive
Magistrate/Extra Assistant Commissioner.

†(not below of the rank of 1st Class Stipendiary Magistrate).
(ii) Chief Presidency Magistrate/Additional Chief Presidency Magistrate/Presidency

Magistrate.
(iii) Revenue Officers not below the rank of Tehsildar.
(iv) Sub Divisional Officer of the area where the candidate and/or his/her family nor-

mally resides.
(v) Administrator/Secretary to Administrator/Development Officer(Lakshadweep)
Note 1: Candidates claiming to belong to OBCs should note that the name of their
Caste (including its spellings) as indicated in their certificates,  should be exactly the
same as published in the lists notified by the Central Government from time to time. A
certificate containing any variation in the Caste name will not be accepted.
Note 2: The OBC claim of a candidate will be determined in relation to the State (or
part of the State) to which his/her father originally belongs. A candidate who has
migrated from one State (or part of the State) to another should,  therefore,  produce
an OBC certificate which should have been issued to him/her based on his/her father's
OBC certificate from the State to which he (father) originally belongs.
Note 3: No change in the community status already indicated by a candidate in his/her
simplified application form for this examination will ordinarily be allowed by the
Commission.

Proforma-III
Form of declaration to be submitted by the OBC candidate (in addition to the
community certificate)
I ………………. Son/daughter of Shri…………………….resident of village/town/city
………………….district………………….state………………hereby declare that I belong
to the………………..community which is recognized as a backward class by the
Government  of India for the purpose of reservation in services as per orders con-
tained in Department of  Personnel and Training Office Memorandum No.
36102/22/93-Estt. (SCT) dated 8-9-1993.  It is also declared that as on closing date,
I do not belong to persons/sections (Creamy Layer) mentioned in column 3 of the
Schedule to the above referred Office Memorandum dated 8-9-1993,  O.M. No.
36033/3/2004-Estt. (Res.) dated 9th March,  2004 and O.M. No. 36033/3/2004-Estt.
(Res.) dated 14th October,  2008.

Signature:………………………..
Full Name:………………………
Address:…………………………

Proforma-IV
CERTIFICATE TO BE PRODUCED BY SERVING/RETIRED/RELEASED ARMED
FORCES PERSONNEL FOR AVAILING THE AGE CONCESSION FOR POSTS
FILLED BY DIRECT RECRUITMENT BY UNION PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
OTHERWISE THAN ON RESULTS OF AN OPEN COMPETITIVE EXAMINATION
A. Form of Certificate applicable for Released/Retired Personnel
It is certified that No.............. Rank............. Name .......... .whose date of birth
is..................... has rendered service from.......... to.............. in Army/Navy/Air Force.
2. He has been released from military services:
% a) on completion of assignment otherwise than 

(i) by way of dismissal,  or
(ii) by way of  discharge on account of misconduct or inefficiency,  or
(iii) on his own request,  but without earning his pension,  or
(iv) he has not been transferred to the reserve pending such release
%b) on account of physical disability attributable to Military Service.
%c) on invalidment after putting in at least five years of Military service
3. He is covered under the definition of Ex-Serviceman (Re-employment in Central
Civil Services and Posts) Rules,  1979 as amended from time to time 
Place: ..........................
Date: ........................... Signature,  Name and Designation of the

Competent Authority**
SEAL

% Delete the paragraph which is not applicable.
B. Form of Certificate for Serving Personnel

(Applicable for serving personnel who are due to be released within one year)
It is certified that No. ……………Rank……….Name………. is serving in the
Army/Navy/Air Force from……………………
2. He is due for release retirement on completion of his specific period of assignment
on ....
3. No disciplinary case is pending against him.
Place: .......................... Signature,  Name and Designation of the
Date: ........................... Competent Authority**

SEAL
Candidate (Serving Personnel) furnishing certificate B as above will have to give
the following undertaking:
Undertaking to be given by serving Armed Force personnel who are due to be

released within one year
I understand that if selected on the basis of the recruitment/Examination to which this
application relates,  my appointment will be subject to my producing documentary evi-
dence to the satisfaction of the appointing authority that I have been duly
released/retired/discharged from the Armed Forces and that I am entitled to the ben-
efits admissible to Ex-Servicemen in terms of the Ex-Servicemen (Re-employment in
Central Civil Service and Posts) Rules,  1979,  as amended from time to time.
Place:
Date: Signature and Name of Candidate
C. Form of Certificate applicable for Serving ECOs/SSCOs who have already
completed their initial assignment and are on extended assignment
It is certified that No.............. Rank................. Name.......................................... whose
date of birth is.....................is serving in the Army/Navy/Air Force from......................
2.  He has already completed his initial assignment of five years on……………and is
on extended assignment till………………
3.  There is no objection to his applying for civil employment and he will be released
on three months notice on selection from the date of receipt of offer of appointment.
Place:
Date: Signature,  Name and Designation of the

Competent Authority**
SEAL

**Authorities who are competent to issue certificate to Armed Forces Personnel for
availing Age concessions are as follows:
(a) In case of Commissioned Officers including ECOs/SSCOs.

Army - Military Secretary Branch,  Army Hqrs.,  New Delhi
Navy - Directorate of Personnel,  Naval Hqrs.,  New Delhi
Air Force - Directorate of Personnel Officers,  Air Hqrs.,  New Delhi

(b) In case of JCOs/ORs and equivalent of the Navy and Air Force.
Army - By various Regimental Record Offices
Navy - BABS,  Mumbai
Air Force - Air Force Records,  New Delhi

Proforma-V
The form of certificate to be produced by Physically Handicapped candidates
applying for appointment to posts under the Government of India

NAME & ADDRESS OF THE INSTITUTE/HOSPITAL
Certificate No. ...................................                                           Date: ..........................

DISABILITY CERTIFICATE
Recent Photograph of the 

candidate showing the 
disability  duly attested by the

Chairperson  
of the Medical Board

This is certified that Shri/Smt./Kum. ...............................son/wife/daughter of Shri
......................................... age ..........sex ............ identification mark(s) ........................
is suffering from permanent disability of following category :
A. Locomotor or Cerebral Palsy:
(i) BL-Both legs affected but not arms
(ii) BA-Both arms affected (a) Impaired reach

(b) Weakness of grip
(iii) BLA-Both legs and both arms affected
(iv) OL-One leg affected (right or left) (a) Impaired reach

(b) Weakness of grip
(c) Ataxic

(v) OA-One arm affected (a) Impaired reach
(b) Weakness of grip
(c) Ataxic

(vi) BH-Stiff back and hips (cannot sit or stoop)
(vii)  MW-Muscular weakness and limited physical endurance.
B. Blindness or Low Vision:
(i) B-Blind
(ii) PB-Partially blind
C. Hearing impairment:
(i) D-Deaf
(ii) PD-Partially deaf
(Delete the category whichever is not applicable)
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2.  This condition is progressive/non-progressive/likely to improve/not likely to improve.
Re-assessment of this case is not recommended/is recommended after a period of
................years ............................... months.*
3.  Percentage of disability in his/her case is....................... Percent.
4.  Shri/Smt./Kum. ...................................... meets the following physical requirements
for discharge of his/her duties:-
(i) F-Can perform work by manipulating with fingers. Yes/No
(ii) PP-Can perform work by pulling and pushing. Yes/No
(iii) L-Can perform work by lifting. Yes/No
(iv) KC-Can perform work by kneeling and crouching. Yes/No
(v) B-Can perform work by bending. Yes/No
(vi) S-Can perform work by sitting. Yes/No
(vii) ST-Can perform work by standing. Yes/No
(viii) W-Can perform work by walking. Yes/No
(ix) SE-Can perform work by seeing. Yes/No
(x) H-Can perform work by hearing/speaking. Yes/No
(xi) RW-Can perform work by reading and writing. Yes/No
(Dr.......................) (Dr......................) (Dr. ..................)
Member,  Medical Board Member,  Medical Board Chairman,  Medical Board 

Countersigned by the Medical
Superintendent/CMO/Head of Hospital 

(With seal)
* Strike out whichever is not applicable.

Proforma-VI
The form of certificate to be produced by Meritorious Sportsperson for claiming
Age concession for appointment to posts under the Government of India

FORM-I
(For representing India in an International Competition in one of the recognized
Games/Sports)
NATIONAL FEDERFATION/NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ----------------
Certified that Shri/Smt./Kumari………….. son/wife/daughter of Shri ……………………
resident of ………..(Complete address) represented the Country in the  game/event
of…………in……….competition/tournament  held at ……………………….. from
…………to………..The position obtained by the individual/team in the above said
Competition/Tournament was ---------------.
2. The Certificate is being given on the basis of record available in the office of
National Federation/ National Association of ……………..
Place:………………. Signature………………
Date:……………….. Name……………………

Designation ………......…
Name of the Federation/National 

Association…………………………………..
Address………………………………………
Seal…………………………………………...

Note: This certificate will be valid only when signed personally by the Secretary,
National Federation/National Association.

FORM-II
(For representing a State in India in a National competition in one of the recog-
nized Games/Sports)
STATE ASSOCIATION OF ---------------------IN THE  GAME OF -------
Certified that Shri/Smt/Kumari………………….son/wife/daughter of Shri……….
Resident of ……….(Complete Address) represented the State of ------------------ in the
game/event of ……………..in the National Competition/Tournament held
at……………………………… from………….to………..
2. The certificate is being given on the basis of record available in the office of the
State  Association of …………..
Place:………………. Signature………………
Date:……………….. Name……………………

Designation ………......…
Name of the State Association………..

Address………………………………..
Seal……………………………………

Note: This certificate will be valid only when signed personally by the Secretary to the
State Association 

Proforma-VII
The form of certificate to be produced by Government servants for claiming Age
concession

(Letter Head of the Institution/Issuing Authority)
This is to certify that Shri/Ms………S/o, D/o, W/o Shri……………is a regularly appoint-
ed an employee of this Organization/Department/Ministry and duties performed by
him/her during the period(s) are as under
Certified that:
*(a) Shri/Shrimati/Kum. ............... holds substantively a permanent post of ........ in the
Office/Department of ...................with effect from ....................
*(b) Shri/Smt./Kum. ....................................... has been continuously in temporary
service on a regular basis under the Central Government in the post of ............. in the
Office/Department ....................with effect from ...................

Signature..............................................................
Place: ........................ Name…...............................................................
Date: ........................ Designation .........................................................

Ministry/Office.....................................................
Address….. .........................................................
Office SEAL........................................................

Proforma-VIII
The form of certificate to be produced by Candidates for claiming experience

FORM-I
Experience Certificate

Letter Head of the Institution/Issuing Authority
Telephone No…………............
Fax No……….........................

Name of Organization
Address of the Organization

Dated………..

This is to certify that Shri/Ms………S/o, D/o, W/o Shri……………was/is an  employee
of this Organization/Department/Ministry and duties performed by him/her during the
period(s) are as under:
Name of From To Total period Nature of Department/ 
post held dd/mm/yy dd/mm/yy dd/mm/yy Appointment- Specially/Field 

Permanent, of experience
Regular, 
Temporary, 
Part-time, 
Contract, 
Guest, 
Honorary etc.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Monthly Duties performed/ Place of Nature of work: Remarks,  if 
remuneration experience gained posting a)  Managerial any
(total) in brief in each post (Lower/Middle/

(please give details,  Senior*)
if need be,  in attached b)  Supervisory
sheet)( in case of c)  Operative
Medical posts,  please d)  If none of
mention field of the above,  please
specialization) indicate nature of

work (*Strike off 
whichever is not 
applicable)

(7) (8) (9) (10) (11)

2. It is certified that above facts and figures are true and based on service records
available in our organization/Department/Ministry.

Signature
Name of competent authority 

Stamp of competent authority
FORM-II

Experience Certificate
(For experience while pursuing DNB/DM/M.Ch Courses)

Letter Head of the Institution/Issuing Authority
Telephone No….......................
Fax No………….......................

Name of Organization
Address of the Organization

Dated: ……….
This is to certify that Dr………….son/Daughter/wife of Shri (Registration No………)
was a  student for Diplomat of National Board (DNB)/Doctor in Medicine (DM)/Magister
Chirugiae (M.Ch.) in…....................... Name of Course) examination vide Notification
No………dated…………The Degree of DNB/DM/M.Ch. in (Name of Specialty) award-
ed to Dr……..by this College/University is recognized by the Medical Council of India.
NOTE-I: The experience gained is recognized by the MCI or the Statutory body con-
cerned for system of medicine as valid teaching experience (for teaching medical
posts only).
NOTE-II: The medical institution/college from where the experience is/are gained,
is/are recognized by the concerned medical authority ( for medical posts only).
2. It is certified that above facts and figures are true and based on service records
available in our organization/Department/Ministry.

Signature
Name of competent authority

Stamp of competent authority

FORM - III
Experience Certificate

(For experience at Bar for Advocates)

Letter Head of the Institution/Issuing Authority

Telephone No….....................
Fax No…………......................

Name of Organization
Address of the Organization

Dated:.................
This is to certify that Shri/Ms……(Registration No…..) S/o,  D/o,  W/o Shri……….has
been practicing /practiced as  an Advocate dealing with criminal/civil cases
from………to……….in the CAT/Session/Court/High Court/Supreme Court at………
2. It is certified that above facts and figures are true and based on service records
available in our organization/Department/Ministry.

Signature
Name of competent authority

Stamp of competent authority
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1. Applications are invited from Indian Nationals for filling up the post of Technician (SK) in
General Central Service Group “C” Non-Gazetted Industrial, Non-Ministerial Post in the 
following trades :-

a) Details of Posts :
S Name of Trade No. of Posts Reserved for Reserved for Reserved for
No. ST UR OBC
i) Examiner (SK) 01 -- 01 --
ii) F.G.M. (SK) 01 -- -- 01
iii) Turner(SK) 01 -- -- 01
iv) Grinder (SK) 01 -- 01 --
v) Painter(SK) 01 01 -- --

TOTAL : 05 01 02 02
b) Place of Work : Controllerate of Quality Assurance (Amn) Kirkee, Pune - 411003

for all the above mentioned post.
c) Total No. of Post : 05 ( as above) at ‘1a’
d) Pay Scale : Pay Band -1 Rs. 5200 - 20200 Plus Grade Pay Rs.1900/- plus

allowance as admissible from time to time for all the above men-
tioned post.

e) Educational Qualifications : i) Matriculation (10th Class pass) from a recognized Board or
equivalent
ii) ITI Pass Certificate in the specified trade or its equivalent
Defence Services Tradesman Course approved as such by the
Central Government or State Governments; and

f) Experience : One year’s experience in the specified trade from a recognized
Organisation or Undertaking.

Note :- Eligible candidates are to qualify in a departmental Trade Skill Test conducted by the
Departmental Promotion committee, in the trade of the post for which the candidates are being
considered for appointment.
g) Age limit : Not exceeding twenty seven (27) years

Relaxable by 05 years for ST candidates & 03 years for OBC
candidates.
( Relaxable for departmental candidates up to the age of forty
(40) years in case of General Candidates and forty five (45)
years in case of Candidates belonging to Scheduled Tribe in
accordance with the instructions or Orders issued by the Central
Government from time to time in this regard.

h) Probation : Two years for all posts mentioned at Para ‘1a’ above.

GENERAL CONDITIONS
1. Application on the proforma given below on plain paper, duly typed or neatly hand written,

supported with attested copies of the relevant marks sheets / certificates etc. should reach
the Controllerate of Quality Assurance (Amn) Kirkee, Pune-411003 within 21 days from the
date of publication. The experience certificates must contain period with dates, names of the
post held, salary drawn and nature of work done etc.

2. The management reserves the right of short listing on reasonable grounds.
3. The selection of candidates will be based on Written Examination, Interview/Trade Test and

Medical fitness.
4. Photographs pasted on the application will be duly signed by a serving Gazetted Officer.
5. No TA/DA will be paid for the Test.
6. Candidates with higher qualification may also apply.
7. Serving candidates should apply through proper channel with a certificate from the HOE that

no disciplinary / vigilances cases is pending against them.
8. Canvassing in any from will be a disqualification and candidature of such candidates is liable

to be summarily rejected.
9. Candidates should superscribe the name of the post on the TOP of the envelope.
10. Incomplete or unsigned application and applications received without photographs or prop-

er enclosures or received after due date will date be summarily rejected.

PROFORMA FOR APPLICATION
Name of the Post applied for : __________________________________
Advertisement No. : __________________________________________
Employment Exchange Registration No.______ NCO Code No______Date_______
1. Name of the candidate (in block letters) :
2. Father’s/Husband’s Name:
3. Whether belongs to SC/ST/OBC/PH/EXSM:__________

(Attach necessary Certificates issued by Competent Authority/ Civil Surgeon)
4. Date of Birth (in Christian Era) :________________
5. Nationality :________________
6. Educational Qualifications :

Exam Passed Year Division % of marks Subject Board/University

(a) Essential (Educational
Qualification)

(b) Desirable :_________________________
7. Professional Qualification, if any:_____________________________
8. Experience, if any :
Name of Unit/Org. Post Period From To Pay Description

of Work/Nature 
of  duties.

9. Present Postal Address for correspondence. :_____________________________________
10. Any other relevant information :____________________________
(a) Sports Achievement (District/State level)
(b) NCC/ NSS etc.

DECLARATION
I do hereby declare that the statements made in this application are true, complete to the best of
may knowledge and belief. In the event of any information being found false or incorrect or inel-
igibility detected before or after test/interview, my candidature will stand cancelled and my claim
for the recruitment will stand forfeited.
Encl :   Sheets
Place :
Date : Signature of the Applicant

ADMIT CARD
(On a separate sheet of paper in double space)
(Admit Card should be submitted in duplicate)

Serial No.1, 2 & 3 only to be filled by the candidates)
1. Name of the Post applied for :___________________
2. Full address for communication (with pin Code)
3. Post applied for :
4. Date of Test/Interview :
5. Time of Test/Interview :
6. Venue of Test/Interview :
7. All documents/testimonials in original regarding Date of Birth, Category, Qualification, expe-

rience etc. will have to be produced at the time of the test/interview, failing which the candi-
dature is likely to be cancelled.

( Signature of the Candidate)
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Affix self Passport
size Photograph Duly
attested By a serving

Gazetted Officer

Affix self
Passport

size
Photograph
Duly attest-

ed By a
serving

Gazetted
Officer

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF DEFENCE

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENCE PRODUCTION (DGQA)
CONTROLLERATE OF QUALITY ASSURANCE (AMN), KIRKEE : PUNE-411003 (MS)

RECRUITMENT OF TECHNICIAN EXAMINER (SK) / FGM (SK)/TURNER (SK)/GRINDER (SK)/PAINTER (SK)

1. Applications are invited from Indian National to fill one vacancy of Photographer Grade II
(Un-Reserved) at Controllerate of Quality Assurance, Ammunition, Kirkee, Pune- 411 003.
The qualitative requirement and other details of the above post are as given below:-

Educational Qualifications Required :
(i) 10 +2 (12th class pass) equivalent from a recognized Board or University and possessing

Diploma in Photography from a recognized University or Institute.
(ii) One year experience in Photography from a recognized Organisation.
Age : Not exceeding twenty seven years as on 30 Nov 2013. Relaxable by 5 years for SC/ST
candidates and 3 years for OBC candidates. Relaxable for departmental candidates upto the age
of 40 years for General candidates and 45 years for candidates belonging to the Scheduled
Caste and Scheduled Tribe in accordance with the instructions or orders issued by the Central
Government from time to time in this regard. The age relaxable for the departmental candidates
will be admissible where an employee has rendered not less than three years regular service
under Central Government. Upper age relaxation for Ex-Serviceman is as per existing rules.
Scale of pay: Rs.5200 - 20200 + Rs.2400 Grade pay
2. The above post is subject to All India Service Liability.
3. The candidates fulfilling the above qualitative requirements may apply to the Controller,

Controllerate of Quality Assurance (Ammunition) Kirkee, Pune – 411 003 in the prescribed
format given below. The closing date of application is 30 NOV 2013. The applications
received after the stipulated date will not be considered under any circumstances.

4. The new entrants to the Central Government Service are governed under new restructured
defined Contribution Pension System replacing the existing system of defined Benefit
Pension Scheme.

5. The following documents are required to be forwarded alongwith the application.
(i) Two passport size photographs with candidate’s signature (one should be affixed on the

application and one be enclosed along with application). The application will not be consid-
ered without photograph.

(ii) Copies of Certificate attested by Gazetted Officer in support of Educational Qualification,
Date of Birth, Experience in Photography and discharge certificate for Ex-Serviceman
should be enclosed alongwith the application failing which application will be rejected.

(iii) Application should include Name, present and permanent address with pin code and mobile
number and telephone number.

FORMAT
To

The Controller
Controllerate of Quality Assurance, Ammunition
Kirkee, PUNE -411 003

APPLICATION FOR THE POST OF_______________________
1. Full Name of the Applicant______________________________

(in block letters)
2. Date of Birth:_________________ (in Christian era)
3. Age : ________ (as on 30 NOV 2013)
4. Father’s Name ____________________________

(in block letters)
5. Present Address __________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

6. Permanent Address  ________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

7. Nationality _________________________________________
8. Whether belongs to

UR/SC/ST/OBC/PH/Ex-Serviceman ___________________
(Attach necessary certificates issued from competent authority/Civil Surgeon)
9. Educational Qualifications (Starting from Matriculation or equivalent)
Examination Year of Board/ Grade/ Percentage 
Passed passing University Class of marks

10. Experience
Name and  Address of Period Nature of Duty
the recognized From To
Organisation 

11. Mobile No.____________ Telephone No.__________________
I solemnly declare that the statement made by me in this form are correct to the best of my knowl-
edge and belief. In the event of any information being found false or incorrect my candidature will
stand cancelled and my claim for the recruitment will stand forfeited.
Place:
Date: (Signature of the Applicant)
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Affix your latest
passport size
Photograph

duly signed by
the candidate

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

(MINISTRY OF DEFENCE (DGQA)
CONTROLLERATE OF QUALITY ASSURANCE (AMMUNITION), KIRKEE, PUNE – 411 003

DIRECT RECRUITMENT: PHOTOGRAPHER GRADE II (UN- RESERVED)



Only online applications are invited from Indian nationals for filling up the following vacancies of
Group ‘C’ Industrial Establishment/ Non Industrial Establishment employee’s posts at Ordnance
Factory, Kalpi Road, Kanpur-208009.
Sl. Name of Post Pay Band & No. of Reservation Status

Grade Pay vacancies UR SC ST OBC PH XSM
to be filled

1 Fitter General PB-1, ` 5200-20200, 45 23 9 - 13 03 ( OL
(Semi-Skilled) Grade Pay 1800/- BL, PD

D)
2 Fitter Electric PB-1, ` 5200-20200, 11 7 2 - 2 -

(Semi-Skilled) Grade Pay 1800
3 Fitter Electronics PB-1, ` 5200-20200, 28 16 6 - 6 02 (OL)

(Semi Skilled) Grade Pay1800
4 Machinist PB-1, ` 5200-20200, 160 83 30 2 45 04 (OL

(Semi-skilled) Grade Pay1800 PD, D)
5 Welder PB-1, ` 5200-20200, 8 4 2 - 2 -

(Semi Skilled) Grade Pay 1800
6 Electroplator PB-1, ` 5200-20200, 11 7 2 - 2 -

(Semi Skilled) Grade Pay 1800
7 Electrician PB-1, ` 5200-20200, 24 13 5 - 6 01 (BL,

(Semi Skilled) Grade Pay1800 OL)
8 Painter PB-1, ` 5200-20200, 14 9 2 - 3 -

(Semi Skilled) Grade Pay1800
9 Examiner PB-1, ` 5200-20200, 40 22 8 - 10 02 (BL,

(Semi Skilled) Grade Pay1800 OL,FT,
PD,D)

10 Millwright PB-1, ` 5200-20200, 26 13 6 - 7 01 (OL)
(Semi-Skilled) Grade Pay1800

11 Turner PB-1, ` 5200-20200, 62 32 14 - 16 02 (OL,
(Semi Skilled) Grade Pay1800 PD,D)

12 Tool Maker PB-1, ` 5200-20200, 4 2 1 - 1 -
(Semi Skilled) Grade Pay1800

13 Black Smith PB-1, ` 5200-20200, 15 9 3 - 3 -
(Semi-Skilled) Grade Pay 1800

14 Fitter Auto PB-1, ` 5200-20200, 1 1 - - - -
Electric Grade Pay1800
(Semi-Skilled)

15 Fitter Auto PB-1, ` 5200-20200, 2 2 - - - -
(Semi-Skilled) Grade Pay1800

16 Fitter Boiler PB-1, ` 5200-20200, 6 4 1 - 1 -
(Semi-Skilled) Grade Pay 1800

17 Mason PB-1, ` 5200-20200, 4 3 - - 1 -
(Semi-Skilled) Grade Pay1800

18 Carpenter PB-1, ` 5200-20200, 4 3 - - 1 -
(Semi-Skilled) Grade Pay1800

19 C.P. Worker PB-1, ` 5200-20200, 7 5 1 - 1 -
(Semi-Skilled) Grade Pay1800

20 Lower Division PB-1, ` 5200-20200, 59 30 13 - 16 2 (BL, 
Clerk Grade Pay1900 OL,B,

LV)
NOTE:-
i) The number of vacancies mentioned above is provisional which can be increased or

decreased at the discretion of the competent authority.
ii) The Sr. General Manager, Ordnance Factory, Kanpur reserves the right to modify/alter/

restrict/cancel the recruitment process, if need so arises, without issuing any further notice
or assigning any reason. The decision of Sr. GM/OFC will be final and no appeal will be
entertained aginst this issue.

FULL FORM OF ABBREVIATIONS:
UR= Un-Reserved, SC= Scheduled Caste, ST= Scheduled Tribe, OBC= Other
Backward Class, PH= Physically Handicapped, XSM=Ex Serviceman
OL= One Leg, BL = Both Leg, LV= Low Vision, PD –Partially deaf, D- Deaf, B-Blind
FT= Limited exercise to tolerance – early fatigue

Physical requirement:-
Fitter General, Machinist, Turner & Fitter Electronics- ST, SE, F
Electrician - S, ST, W, L, F
Examiner - F, SE, S, KC
Millwright - ST, SE, F, B, S
Lower Division Clerk – S, ST, W, MF, SE, RW, C
ABBREVIATIONS :- ST - Work performed by standing.

SE - Work performed by seeing.
F - Work performed by manipulating (with fingers)
S - Work performed by sitting.
W - Work performed by walking.
L - Work performed by lifting.
KC - Kneeling and crouching.
MF - Manipulation by finger.
RW - Reading and writing.
C - Communication.

# Posts reserved for Physically Handicapped and Ex-serviceman will be adjusted by Horizontal
Reservation i.e. the selected candidates will be adjusted against the categories of
SC/ST/OBC/GEN to which they belong.
AGE LIMIT FOR THE POSTS : (Maximum Age is calculated with reference to closing date of
online application).
Sl. No Post Age Limit
1 Fitter General (Semi-Skilled) 18 to 32 year
2 Fitter Electric (Semi-Skilled) 18 to 32 year
3 Fitter Electronics (Semi Skilled) 18 to 32 year
4 Machinist (Semi-skilled) 18 to 32 year
5 Welder (Semi Skilled) 18 to 32 year
6 Electroplator (Semi Skilled) 18 to 32 year
7 Electrician (Semi Skilled) 18 to 32 year

Sl. No Post Age Limit
8 Painter (Semi Skilled) 18 to 32 year
9 Examiner (Semi Skilled) 18 to 32 year
10 Millwright (Semi-Skilled) 18 to 32 year
11 Turner (Semi Skilled) 18 to 32 year
12 Tool Maker (Semi Skilled) 18 to 32 year
13 Black Smith (Semi-Skilled) 18 to 32 year
14 Fitter Auto Electric (Semi-Skilled) 18 to 32 year
15 Fitter Auto (Semi-Skilled) 18 to 32 year
16 Fitter Boiler (Semi-Skilled) 18 to 32 year
17 Mason (Semi-Skilled) 18 to 32 year
18 Carpenter (Semi-Skilled) 18 to 32 year
19 C.P. Worker (Semi-Skilled) 18 to 32 year
20 Lower Division Clerk 18 to 27 year

Relaxation for Age limit:
(i) For Ex-TA’s of Ordnance Factories, the period for which they had undergone training under

Apprentices Act, 1961.
(ii) The upper age limit relaxable for Govt. Servant as per existing Govt. Rules in this regard.
(iii) For SC/ST candidates - Relaxation upto 05 (Five) years.
(iv) For OBC candidates - Relaxation upto 03 (Three) years

(On production of Non Creamy Layer Certificate).
(v) For PH (PC) candidate - Relaxation upto 10 (Ten) years for UR candidates.

Relaxation upto 15 (Fifteen) year for SC/ST candidates
Relaxation upto 13 (Thirteen) year for OBC candidates.

(vi) For Ex-Serviceman: Relaxation as per Govt. Rules that every Ex-Serviceman who has put
in not less than six months continuous service in the Armed Forces of the Union shall be
allowed to deduct the period of such service from his actual age and if the resultant age
does not exceed the maximum age-limit prescribed for the post or service for which he
seeks appointment by more than three years, he shall be deemed to satisfy the condition
regarding age-limit.

ESSENTIAL QUALIFICATION:
A) FOR INDUSTRIAL EMPLOYEE:
i) Passed Matriculation or equivalent examination.
ii) National Council of Trades for Vocational Training (NCTVT) certificate in the relevant trade

failing which ITI or equivalent Diploma/Certificate holder.
iii) On the unavailability of NCTVT certificate holders, ITI or equivalent Diploma/ Certificate

holders will be considered.
iv) Engineering Degree & Engineering Diploma will not be accepted as qualification for Direct

Recruitment.
B) FOR LOWER DIVISIONAL CLERK (LDC):
i) 12th Class or equivalent qualification from a recognized Board or University.
ii) Skill Test Norms ‘only on Computers’. Having typing speed of 35 words per minute in

English OR 30 words per minute in Hindi on computer.
(35 words per minute OR 30 words per minute correspond to 10500 Key Depressions Per
Hour and 9000 Key Depressions Per Hour on an average of 05 Key depressions for each
word).

APPLICATION FEE::
An application fee of ` 50.00 (` Fifty Rupees only) to be paid through Demand Draft/Indian Postal
Orders only in favour of Sr. General Manager, Ordnance Factory, Kalpi Road, Kanpur-
208009. The Application/ Examination fees is non refundable. The issuing date of IPO/DD should
be indicated clearly in the application form and the issuing date will be of a later date from the
date of advertisement.
No fee will be charged from SC, ST, PH, Woman and Ex-serviceman. SC, ST, PH, Women and
Ex-serviceman need not to send any fee in the form of Demand Draft/Indian Postal Order.
INSTRUCTION TO APPLY:
1. The candidates should read the instructions given in the website carefully before filling up

the application.
2. The candidates shall apply for the above posts through ONLINE i.e. www.ofkanpur.gov.in

from 02.11.2013 at 10.00 Hrs. onwards. The last date for online registration will be 23rd
November’ 2013 upto 24.00 Hrs.

3. The candidates should fill up all the columns in the online application, then click SUBMIT
button and take a printout of their submitted application.

4. After taking printout of the ‘filled’ online application, the candidates should forward a copy
of the same alongwith all required testimonials/documents addressed to “The Sr. General
Manager, Ordnance Factory, Kalpi Road, Kanpur (UP) Pin-208 009.”

5. Printout of filled online application alongwith enclosures should reach this office on or
before 23rd November’ 2013. Applications received after the closing date of receipt of
application form will not be accepted. “THIS OFFICE WILL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR
ANY POSTAL DELAY.

6. Travelling Allowance will be paid to only ‘SC’ & ‘ST’ candidates for appearing in the Written
Examination and Trade Test (Practical). However, for SC/ST candidates, only Second
class ordinary fare (to and fro) shall be reimbursed as per existing Govt. Rules on produc-
tion of journey details including Railway/Bus Tickets by the shortest route.

7. The candidature of candidate shall be cancelled if he/she submits more than one applica-
tion form for same post.

8. Name of the post must be clearly superscribed/written on the top of the envelope in capi-
tal letters. For example – FOR THE POST OF MACHINIST (SEMI SKILLED)

9. Submission of false/incorrect/incomplete information and/or dubious document shall dis-
qualify the candidate at any stage of selection.

10. Copies of all the documents i.e. Date of Birth certificate, Educational Qualification certifi-
cates, Mark sheets, Caste certificate, Ex-Serviceman certificate, Physical disability certifi-
cate duly attested by a Gazetted Officer should be enclosed with the application. No doc-
ument should be enclosed in original except “No Objection Certificate” from a Govt. Deptt.

11. Candidate should enclose attested copy of Matriculation Certificate as proof of date of
birth.

12. Government servant must apply through proper channel along with a certificate from their
Establishment that No disciplinary action is contemplated/Pending against them and that
they have no objection in releasing them in case of selection.

FOR DEPARTMENTAL CANDIDATES RELEVANT RULES SHALL APPLY.
1. Mere fulfilling the minimum prescribed qualification and experience will not vest any right

upon the candidate of being called for test. The factory will not entertain any correspon-
dence in this respect and interim enquiry will not be attended to.

2. Only selected candidates will be informed of their selection in due course after the selec-
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tion process and no further correspondence on the subject would be entertained.
a. Canvassing in any form will disqualify the candidate.
b. On appointment, Pension benefits are applicable under New Pension Scheme termed as

“NEW DEFINED CONTRIBUTION PENSION SCHEME”.
c. The services after appointment are liable to be transferred to any other Ordnance Factory

in India, subject to exigencies.
d. The advertisement is subject to order, if any, by Hon’ble Courts/Ministry of

Defence/Ordnance Factory Board etc.
e. Ex-Trade Apprentices of the Ordnance Factory, Kanpur (OFC) need not apply against this

recruitment notice. They will be called directly from the factory and will be considered along
with others.

REJECTION OF APPLICATION:
The application shall be summarily rejected on following grounds, if

1. Date and signature is not appended in the Application form at all the prescribed places.
2. The candidate does not put “left hand” thumb impression in the application form at the pre-

scribed column of the proforma.
3. Copies of supporting documents duly attested are not enclosed.
4. Essential qualification is not met.
5. The age of the candidate exceeds the prescribed age limit on the last date.
6. Applications received after the last date of receipt of application.
7. Application is not complete in all respect.
CLOSING DATE:
Last date/closing date of filling up online application will be 21 days from the last date of adver-
tisement in the Employment News. The last date for submission of online application forms for
the candidates residing in Assam, Meghalaya, Arunachal Pradesh, Mizoram, Manipur, Nagaland,
Tripura, Sikkim, Ladakh Division of Jammu and Kashmir State, Lahaul and Spiti District and Pangi
sub-division of Chamba District of Himachal Pradesh, Andaman and Nicobar Islands or
Lakshadweep is next 07 days after 21 days from the last date of advertisement in the
Employment News. Applications received after due date will not be considered.
LANGUAGE FOR WRITTEN TEST/TRADE TEST:
The medium of examination will be either in English or Hindi. If the candidate does not indicate
any language or gives wrong choice for medium of written test, Hindi medium shall be allotted
SCHEME/SYLLABUS FOR EXAMINATION:
The Syllabus of written test for a trade will be broadly as that of the NCTVT syllabus in the rele-
vant trade and the syllabus for trade test/practical test will be the trade test specification of the
semi-skilled grade of the relevant trade.
SCHEME & SYLLABUS OF LOWER DIVISION CLERK:
(1) The examination will be consist of a Written Examination of 200 marks and Typing Test on

Computer.
(2) After the written Examination the number of candidates to be called on the basis of

merit for the Typing Test shall be in the ratio of 1:5 i.e. five times the number of
vacancies.

(3) Merit of Candidates will be decided on the basis of the total marks scored in the
Written Examination subject to qualifying in the typing test.

(4) The Typing Test is of qualifying in nature. Failure in the Typing Test shall be failure
in the examination.

(5) Resolution of Tie Cases – Tie cases will be resolved by applying one after another, as
applicable till the Tie is resolved:

(i) Date of Birth, with older candidate placed higher.
(ii) Alphabetical order in which the first names of the candidates appear.
SCHEME OF WRITTEN EXAMINATION:-
The written examination consists of one objective type multiple choice question paper of 200
marks as shown below:-
Part Subject Maximum  Time Duration for Time Duration for

Marks & General Candidates Visually Handicapped 
Number of Candidates
Questions

I General 50 (50 2 Hours
Intelligence questions) 2 Hours 20 Minutes

II English 50 (50
Language questions)
(Basic Knowledge)

III Quantitative 50 (50 
Aptitude (Basic questions)
Arithmetic Skill)

IV General Awareness 50 (50 
questions)

NOTE 1: Question paper will be set in English/Hindi except Part-II which will be set in
English.

NOTE 2: There will be negative marking of 0.25 marks for each wrong answer.
NOTE 3: Standard of questions will be of the level to commensurate with educational qual-

ification for the post i.e. 12th standard.
NOTE 4: Visually handicapped (VH) candidates with visual disabilities of forty percent or

above can avail the assistance of a Scribe in the Written Examination, subject to
such requests being made at the time of applying for the examination. Question
Papers and Answer Sheets will not be provided in Braille.

Note 5: Persons with visual disability of less than forty percent will not be considered as
visually handicapped persons. One eyed candidates and partially blind candi-
dates who are able to read with or without magnifying glass will be allowed to use
the Magnifying Glass in the Examination Hall and will not be entitled to a Scribe.
Such candidates will have to bring their own Magnifying Glass to the Examination
Hall.

SYLLABUS OF WRITTEN EXAMINATION:
General Intelligence:
1. Semantic Analogy 14. Symbolic operations
2. Symbolic/Number Analogy 15. Trends
3. Figural Analogy 16. Space Orientation
4. Semantic Classification 17. Venn Diagrams
5. Symbolic/Number Classification 18. Drawing inferences
6. Figural Classification 19. Punched hole/pattern-folding & unfolding
7. Semantic Series 20. Figural Pattern –folding & unfolding
8. Number Series 21. Embedded figures
9. Figural Series 22. Critical Thinking
10. Problem Solving 23. Emotional Intelligence
11. Word Building 24. Social Intelligence
12. Coding and de-coding 25. Other sub-topics, if any
13. Numerical operations

II. English Language:
1. Spot the Error
2. Fill in the Blanks
3. Synonyms/Homonyms
4. Antonyms

5. Spellings/Detecting Mis-spelt words
6. Idioms & Phrases
7. One word substitution
8. Improvement of Sentences
9. Active/Passive Voice of Verbs
10. Conversion into Direct/Indirect narration
11. Shuffling of Sentence parts
12. Shuffling of Sentences in a passage
13. Cloze Passage
14. Comprehension Passage

III. Quantitative Aptitude:
Arithmetic:
1. Number systems: Computation of Whole Number, Decimal and Fractions, Relationship

between numbers.
2. Fundamental arithmetical operations: Percentages, Ratio and Proportion, Square roots,

Averages, Interest (Simple and Compound), Profit and Loss, Discount, partnership
Business, Mixture and Alligation, Time and distance, Time and work.

Algebra:
1. Basic algebraic identities of school Algebra (and their simple applications) e.g. Formulas

for (a+b)2 , (a-b)2 , (a+b)3 , (a-b)3 , a3-b3 , a3+b3 , a2-b2, if a+b+c=0, then a3+b3+c3=3 abc
etc. and Elementary surds (simple problems).

2. Graphs of Linear Equations.
Geometry:

Familiarity with elementary geometric figures and facts:
1. Triangle and its various kinds of centres viz. Centroid, In-centre, Orthocentre,

Circumcentre.
2. Congruence and similarity of triangles.
3. Circle and its chords, tangents, angles subtended by chords of a circle, common tangents

or two or more circles.
Mensuration:

Triangle, Quadrilaterals, Regular Polygons (sum of the internal angles of a polygon), cir-
cle, Right Prism, Right Circular Cone, Right Circular Cylinder, Sphere, Hemispheres,
Rectangular Parallelepiped, Regular Right Pyramid with triangular or square Base.

Trigonometry:
1. Trigonometry (for acute angles 0 with 0<_ 0 <_ 90):

Trigonometric ratios, Degree and Radian Measures, Standard Identities like sin20 +Cos2 0
=1 etc.

2. Complementary Angles, Heights and Distances (simple problems only).
Statistical Charts:
Use of Tables and Graphs: 1. Histogram

2. Frequency polygon
3. Bar-diagram
4. Pie-chart

General Awareness: Questions are designed to test the candidate’s general Awareness of the
environment around him/her and its application to society. Questions are also designed to test
knowledge of current events and of such matters of everyday observation and experience in their
scientific aspect as may be expected of an educated person. The test will also include question
relating to India and its neighbouring countries especially pertaining to History, Culture,
Geography, Economic Scene, General policy and scientific research.
TYPING TEST:-
(1) The Typing Test will be conducted in English or Hindi and candidates while applying for the

examination, will have to indicate their option.
(2) Typing Test will be administered on Computer, to be provided by the Factory/Unit.
(3) Candidates opting for English Typing shall have typing speed of 35 words per minute and

those opting for Hindi Typing shall have typing speed of 30 words per minute on Computer.
Thirty w.p.m. correspond to 10500 key depressions per hour and 9000 key depressions per
hour respectively. The speed will be adjudged on accuracy of typing on the Computer of a
given text passage in 10 minutes.

(4) Visually Handicapped candidates (with 40% disability and above) will be provided Passage
Dictators for the Typewriting test by the Factory/Unit. The Passage Dictators will read out
the passage to the VH candidates within the allotted time period.

DEFINITIONS OF DISABILITIES:
(A) Hearing Impairment: “Hearing Impairment” means loss of sixty decibels or more in the bet-

ter ear in the conversational range of frequencies.
(B) Locomotor disability: “Locomotor Disability” means disability of the bones, joints or mus-

cles leading to substantial restriction of movement of the limbs or any form of cerebral
palsy.

(C) “Cerebral Palsy” means a group of non-progressive conditions of a person characterized
by abnormal motor control posture resulting from brain insult or injuries occurring in the
pre-natal, perinatal or infant period of development.

All the cases of orthopedically handicapped persons would be covered under the category of
“locomotor disability or cerebral palsy”
DEGREE OF DISABILITY FOR RESERVATION:
Only such persons would be eligible for reservation in services/posts who suffer from not less
than 40 percent of relevant disability. A person who wants to avail of benefit of reservation would
have to submit a Disability Certificate issued by competent authority.
COMPETENT AUTHORITY TO ISSUE DISABILITY CERTIFICATE:
The competent authority to issue a Disability Certificate shall be a Medical Board duly constitut-
ed by the Central or a State Government. The Central/State Government may constitute Medical
Board(s) consisting of at least three members out of which at least one shall be a specialist in the
particular field for assessing loco-motor/celebral/hearing disability, as the case may be.
The Medical Board shall, after due examination, give a permanent disability certificate in cases
of such permanent disabilities where there are no chances of variation in the degree of disabili-
ty. The Medical Board shall indicate of period of validity of the certificate, in cases where there
are chances of variation in the degree of disability.
CRITERIA FOR SELECTION SHALL BE AS FOLLOWS:
The selection will be made strictly on the basis of merit. The selection process will comprise of
written test of 100 marks and Trade Test (Practical) of qualifying nature without marks. The writ-
ten test will be of objective type. On the basis of marks obtained in written test, candidates will
be called for Trade Test (Practical Test) which is of qualifying nature without marks in the ratio of
1:25 to the number of vacancies. Final merit will be decided on the basis of marks obtained in
written test and qualifying in practical test. In selection process, other things being equal i.e.
marks being equal, trained ex-Trade Apprentices of Ordnance Factory, Kanpur and sister
Ordnance Factories shall be given preference in the order in which they are stated.
In between the trained Ex-Trade Apprentice of the Ordnance Factory, Kanpur preference shall be
given to those who are senior i.e. if two or more Ex-Trade Apprentices secure the same marks
then preference shall be given on the basis of seniority. Seniority of Ex-Trade Apprentices of
Ordnance Factory, Kanpur shall be decided on the basis of existing rules.
CAUTION TO ALL CANDIDATES:
Some unscrupulous elements may approach the candidates with the assurance of procuring
appointment for you in the factory through illegal gratification. Candidates must not fall prey to
such false assurance or exploitation and must not entertain or encourage such elements in any
way. It is emphasized and re-assured that the written test and the selection process will be done
on merit only in a transparent manner.
davp 10201/11/1596/1314 EN 30/64
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National  Centre  for  Radio  Astrophysics
TATA INSTITUTE  OF  FUNDAMENTAL  RESEARCH

(A Deemed University and a National Centre of the Government of India for Nuclear Science and Mathematics)

Post Bag 3, Ganeshkhind, Pune University Campus, Pune 411007 

Tel: 020-25719000; Email: estt@ncra.tifr.res.in; URL:http://www.ncra.tifr.res.in

Advt No. 4/2013

The National Centre for Radio Astrophysics, Pune [NCRA] of the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research [TIFR] 

[an autonomous institute under the umbrella of the Department of Atomic Energy of the Government of India] is an 

internationally reputed research institute. NCRA-TIFR is located inside the Pune University Campus. NCRA is on the 

[TME: 50180; PB-3:15600-39100; GP:5400]

 Graduate with 60% marks  Diploma in 

Management  Knowledge of use of personal computers 

and applications  Minimum 5 years experience in 

the Grade Pay 4200/4600/4800 or equivalent level of 

responsibility in a large and reputed organization. 

Post Graduate / Master’s Degree in 

Management with specialization in personnel/ human 

resources.   Experience in dealing with administrative 

and establishment matters, Government of India rules 

and procedures, and its application in respect of service 

matters.  The candidate should be conversant with 

rules / regulations government contracts / procurement 

 Candidates should be self-driven, highly motivated, 

and have excellent leadership skills along with oral 

& written communication skills.

Age : Below 43 years (inclusive of relaxation).

 15th November 2013. Age and experience will be reckoned as 

on 1st July 2013.  TME

other allowances.  Pay Band & : Grade Pay.  Candidates are liable to be transferred to other Centres/ 

Field Stations of the institute. :  i)  The institute reserves the right to restrict the number 

an applicant to be called for interview.  The institute reserves the right to relax any of the above requirements 

in exceptional cases and or in case of persons already holding comparable position in a University . Research 

Institute / Central / State Government / Public Sector Undertaking ii) The Institute reserves the right not to 

: Candidates are encouraged to apply on-line at . Signed application 

in the prescribed format can be sent in a sealed cover super-scribing the post applied for on the envelope 

Applications received after the last date will not be considered. 

 (1) Advt. No. (2) Name, Serial No. of the Post (3) Name of the applicant (4) Date of 

cell numbers / telephone numbers, who are familiar with your professional work. (12) Details, if called for 

interview in the Institute, earlier.

 Applicants from government/autonomous bodies/PSUs should submit NOC at the time 

of interview, if the application is not forwarded through proper channel. Applicants are advised to go through 

all parameters indicated in this advertisement and satisfy themselves about their suitability of age limit and 

Directorate General , ITB Police
ELIGIBILITY AND OTHER CONDITIONS FOR FILLING UP ONE POST OF
CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER IN ITBPF ON DEPUTATION BASIS.
Applications are invited from Indian citizen for filling up 01 post of Chief
Administrative Officer, Group 'A' Gazetted (Ministerial) in the Pay Band-3 Rs.
15600-39100/- with Grade Pay Rs.7600/- and other allowances admissible to
Central Government employees, in Central Record Office, Indo-Tibetan
Border Police Force (Ministry of Home Affairs) Govt. of India, New Delhi on
deputation basis. The eligibility conditions attached to the post are as under:-
(a) Officers under the Central Government:
(i) Holding analogous post on regular basis in the parent cadre or department;
or
(ii) With five years' regular service in the grade rendered after appointment
thereto on a regular basis in the pay band and grade  Pay Band-3, Rs. 15,600-
39,100/- plus Grade Pay Rs. 6600/- or equivalent in the parent cadre or
department; and
(b) Possessing following educational qualifications and experience: 
(i) Bachelor's Degree of recognized University or equivalent;
(ii) Ten year's experience in administration, establishment and accounts mat-
ters.
The departmental officers in the feeder category who are in the direct line of
promotion shall not be eligible for consideration for appointment on deputa-
tion. Similarly, deputationists shall not be eligible for consideration for appoint-
ment by promotion. (Period of deputation including the period of deputation in
another ex-cadre post held immediately preceding this appointment in same,
or some other organization or department of the Central Government shall
ordinarily not exceed three years. The maximum age limit for appointment by
deputation shall not be exceeding 56 years as on the closing date of receipt
of application).
Not exceed three years. The maximum age limit for appointment by deputa-
tion shall not be exceeding 56 years as on the closing date of receipt of appli-
cation).
Note:- For the purpose of computing minimum qualifying service for promo-
tion, the service rendered on a regular basis by an officer prior to 1st January,
2006 or the date from which the revised pay structure based on the Sixth
Central Pay Commission recommendations has been extended, shall be
deemed to be service rendered in the corresponding grade pay or pay scale
extended based on the recommendations of the Pay Commission except
where there has been merger of more than one pre-revised scale of pay into
grade with a common grade pay or pay scale, and where this benefit will
extend only for the post(s) for which that grade pay scale is the normal
replacement grade without any up-gradation.
(c) Pay & Allowances:-
The pay of the officer selected for appointment on deputation basis will be reg-
ulated in accordance with Department of Personnel & Training, OM
No.6/8/2009/Estt.Pay-II dated 17-06-2010.
2. Applications through proper channel of willing and suitable officers along-
with their bio-data in the prescribed proforma  as Annexure-II together with
upto date ACR/APAR dossiers (attested copies each page) for the last 05
years & vigilance clearance, should reach "SAO (Pers), Directorate
General, ITBP, MHA/Govt. of India, Block-2, CGO Complex, Lodhi Road,
New Delhi-03" within two months from the date of publication. Officers once
nominated will not be permitted to withdraw their candidature.

ANNEXURE-II
APPLICATION FOR THE POST OF CHIEF ADMN. OFFICER IN ITBPF ON

DEPUTATION BASIS
1. NAME (IN BLOCK LETTERS)
2. DATE OF BIRTH (DD/MM/YYYY)
3. EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION
4. PRESENT POST HELD AND SCALE OF PAY WITH GRADE PAY
5. PRESENT PAY DRAWN (BASIC AND GRADE PAY)
6. POST HELD ON REGULAR BASIS W.E.F.
7. DATE OF CONFIRMATION
8. DETAILS OF POSTS HELD IN VARIOUS PAY SCALES IN PAST:
S. NAME OF THE PAY GRADE PERIOD REMARKS,
NO. POST HELD SCALE PAY FROM TO IF ANY

9.  EXPERIENCE
10. ANY OTHER DETAILS RELEVANT TO THE POST NOT COVERED IN
ABOVE COLUMNS
DATE:- (SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT)

NAME:
DESIGNATION:

CERTIFICATE TO BE GIVEN BY
HEAD OF OFFICE / DEPARTMENT OF THE APPLICANT.

1. IT IS  CERTIFIED THAT PARTICULARS FURNISHED BY THE OFFICIAL
ARE CORRECT AS PER SERVICE RECORD.
2. IT IS CERTIFIED THAT NO DISCIPLINARY/VIGILANCE CASE IS PEND-
ING OR CONTEMPLATED AGAINST THE APPLICANT AND HE/SHE IS
CLEAR FROM THE VIGILANCE ANGLE.
3. HIS INTEGRITY IS CERTIFIED.
4. DETAILS OF MAJOR/MINOR PENALTIES (MMP) IMPOSED DURING
THE LAST 10 YEARS, IN ORIGINAL, DULY SIGNED & STAMPED BY COM-
PETENT AUTHORITY.
5. HE WILL BE RELIEVED OF HIS DUTIES TO TAKE UP ASSIGNMENT IN
ITBPF ON HIS SELECTION ON DEPUTATION.
6. CADRE CLEARANCE
7. DETAILS OF COURT CASES, IF ANY.
PLACE: SIGNATURE..........................
DATE: NAME................................

DESIGNATION WITH OFFICE SEAL
TELEPHONE NO.
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The Cabinet cleared the proposal for construction of a 15-km tunnel at
Zojila pass in Ladakh region. The project envisages construction of an
all-weather road involving Rs. 9,090 crore investment to ensure undis-
rupted round the-year connectivity between Ladakh and Srinagar. The
Zojila pass is situated at an altitude of 11,578 ft on the Srinagar-Kargil-
Leh National Highway (NH-1), which remains closed from December to
April. It is not feasible to keep the road clear during winter due to heavy
snowfall and avalanches. The project involves construction of a two-
lane and bidirectional tunnel with an escape route. The project will be
constructed on annuity mode.
The Cabinet gave approval for setting up six additional Benches of the
Customs, Excise and Service Tax Appellate Tribunal (CESTAT), includ-
ing three at the existing locations of New Delhi, Mumbai and Chennai
and three new Benches at Chandigarh, Allahabad and Hyderabad.
With the creation of six additional benches of CESTAT, disposal of
cases will increase and pendency will decrease benefiting Government
and tax payers.  
Severe cyclone "Phailin" pounded Odisha and Andhra Pradesh bring-
ing with it torrential rain and 200 kmph force gales that wreaked havoc
on the coastal areas of both states. Described as the second biggest
cyclone after the disastrous super cyclone of 1999, Phailin made land-
fall in Odisha, uprooting trees, electricity and communication poles and
asbestos and thatched roofs in coastal Odisha and north coastal
Andhra. However, the loss of human lives has been contained due to
mass evacuation of people undertaken in coastal areas of Odisha and
parts of Andhra Pradesh.(for details see web-exclusive).
The Election Commission has ordered the Chief Electoral Officers of all
States and Union territories to provide for 'None of the Above' (NOTA)
option in electronic voting machines (EVMs) and ballot papers. The
option will be provided at the bottom of the panel on the EVMs or as the
last row in the ballot paper after all the candidates have been listed with
their respective symbols in the same language used to list the candi-
dates. In constituencies with 16 candidates in the fray, an extra EVM
will be attached to the first balloting unit for the NOTA option as the
EVMs currently in use can accommodate only 16 rows. The NOTA
votes will be counted and indicated in the final result chart. The EC has
clarified that in the extreme case of the NOTA option polling more votes
than any of the candidates in the fray, the candidate who gets maximum
number of votes will be declared the winner
Forty lakh people used their right to information in 2011-12 according to
the Commonwealth Human Rights Initiative (CHRI), an independent
organization closely associated with the RTI legislation, data-mined
annual reports filed by the Central Information Commission (CIC) and
10 State Information Commissions that has released their annual

reports on their website - Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, Chhattisgarh,
Karnataka, Maharashtra, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland and
Rajasthan, as well as Jammu and Kashmir, which is governed by its
own RTI Act.
Nobel Peace Prize 2013 was awarded to weapons watchdog the
United Nations-backed Organization for the Prohibiting of Chemical
Weapons (OPCW) and "for its extensive efforts to eliminate chemical
weapons."
American Economist Eugene Fama, Lara Peter Hansen and Robert
Shiller won the Nobel Prize for Economics for developing methods to
study trends in stock, bond and housing markets. The Royal Swedish
Academy of Science, which selects the laureates, said the three had
laid the foundation for the current understanding of asset prices and
changed the way people invest. Canadian author, Alice Munro has
been awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature for 2013 as master of con-
temporary short story.  
Differently-abled Abilympics was recently held in Delhi in which 350 dif-
ferently-abled participants, representing seven north Indian states and
one union territory participated. This was the  fourth regional
Abilympics. The event is an international campaign that aims at creat-
ing awareness about vocational skills, possessed by persons with dis-
ability. The three days event had 32 competitors like artificial limb mak-
ing, computer based skills, mechanical assembly, tailoring, knitting,
jewellery making, wood carving, block printing, dress making, furniture
making and pottery. The Abilympics meet was partly funded by the
Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment.
Filmmaker Mr. Shivendra Singh Dungarpur has been selected for this
year's Bimal Roy Memorial Emerging Talent Award for his widely appre-
ciated documentary Celluloid Man. Celluloid Man, a documentary made
in 2012, explores the life and work of Mr. P. K. Nair, legendry film
archivist and founder of the National Film Archive of India. The film won
two awards - best historical/biographical reconstruction and best edit-
ing for Irene Dhar Malik - at the 60th National Film Awards.
Eleanor Catton has become the youngest writer to ever win a  Booker
prize. The 28 year old New Zealander's book 'The Luminaries' an 832-
page murder mystery based on the gold rush in the 19th century is also
the longest novel to ever win the coveted literary prize.
The Queen's Baton made its first stop in Delhi, honouring the long-held
tradition of beginning the relay to the next Commonwealth Games from
the city which hosted the preceding edition of the quadrennial event.
From here on, the relay will pass through the different members of the
erstwhile Commonwealth before finishing its journey in Glasgow where
the 2014 Games will be held.

NNEEWWSS    DDIIGGEESSTT

Appointment of

Vice Chancellors
in 12 Central Universities (CUs)

* The Central Universities (CUs) are institutions of excellence in higher learning and research.
* Expected to play catalytic and pioneering role in mentoring other institutions in the region.

* A visionary with proven leadership qualities, administrative capabilities as well as, teaching and research creden-
tials.

* Having outstanding academic record throughout and a minimum of 10 years experience as a Professor in a
University system or in an equivalent position in a reputed research and/or academic/administrative organisation.

* Not more than 65 years of age on 02.03.2014.

* Pay of Rs. 75000/- (fixed) per month with Special Allowance of Rs. 5000/- and other usual allowances.
* The appointment will be on contractual basis for a period of five years of age or 70 years whichever is earlier.

* Appointment will be made from the panel of names recommended by the Search-cum-Selection Committee.
* Application/nomination to be received only online from interested eligible individual/nominator within 45 days from

the date of advertisement.
* Hard copy of the application/nomination submitted online, duly signed by the applicant/nominator, shall be sent by

Registered/Speed Post to : Section Officer, Desk (U), Department of Higher Education, Ministry of Human
Resource Development, Room No. 532 ‘C’ Wing, Shastri Bhawan, New Delhi, Pin 110115 as soon as possible but
not later than three days from the last date of online application/nomination.

* Applicants/nominators who have indicated preference for more than one University shall submit hard copies sep-
arately for each.

* Search-cum-Selection Committee may consider applications/nominations received from other sources as well.
For online registration please log on to:
http://teindia.nic.in/vacancy/login.aspx

and follow the link “Invitation of application/nomination for the appointment of Vice Chancellors”
Details may also be seen on our website: http://mhrd.gov.in

Applicant must superscribe “application for the post of Vice Chancellor of Central Universities” on his/her
application and also on envelope.

davp 21201/11/0018/1314
EN 30/117

Government of India
Ministry of Human Resource Development
Department of Higher Education

The Vice Chancellor, being the academic as well administrative head, is expected to be-

Remuneration

Procedure

IMPORTANT 
NOTICE

We take utmost care in publishing
result of the various competitive
examinations conducted by the
UPSC, SSC, Railway Recruitment
Boards etc. Candidates are 
however advised to check 
with official notification/gazette.
Employment News will not be
responsible for any printing error
going inadvertently.EN 30/56
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Digital Village Project ...
Continued from page 1
Commerce of the Assam gov-
ernment published one vol-
ume on graphical analysis
and three volumes of textual
data. A Pilot project on tele-
education implemented for
nineteen Higher Secondary
Schools in Assam for impart-
ing Coaching classes for
entrance examinations.
Monitoring of regular class-
room attendance of 18
schools and one college cov-
ered under the online tele-
education project in Assam.
MANIPUR
An online project-- Monitoring
of Non Lapsable Central Pool
of Resources (NLCPR) and
Special Plan Assistance (SPA)
-- was launched to facilitate
proper monitoring of planned
schemes of Manipur, improve
data exchange between vari-
ous departments and enable
tracking of projects to under-
stand the reasons of delay. A
“Pay Roll Computerisation”
system was developed for
preparing salary bills and
other entitlements for all the
employees using a centralized
database system. To increase
tax collection and improve the
tax administration of the
department of taxes under the
Manipur government, a
VATSoft online application
software has been developed
and working well. Using this
software, dealers can perform
various activities online
through the portal by selecting
a branch/zone office. The
activities include are, e-
Registration e-Payment, e-
Returns, e-Query, e-Refunds,
e-Grievances and besides
downloading statutory forms.
MEGHALAYA
Various e-governance servic-
es have been launched to
issue Caste Certificate, Tribe
Certificate, Permanent
Residential Certificate, Other
Backward Community
Certificate, Domicile
Certificate, permission to hold
special events, senior citizen
certificate, addition deletion,
modification in the electoral
roll, e-Payment of Trade
Taxes. e-Waybill (Taxation
Dept), e-registration, applica-
tion for job vacancy in
Meghalaya Public Service
Commission.
Online financial management
and government employees'

related various works are also
operational in Meghalaya.
Online system "PLASMA" has
been designed creating
employees' database of all the
government departments in
Meghalaya for the preparation
of the monthly salaries of the
employees.
Through the online Pension
Automated System, the
monthly pension payment is
centrally processed at the
Central Pension Cell for the
Pensioners of all Treasuries
and sub treasuries and the
Payment order or scroll is sent
to SBI Shillong where the
amount is credited directly to
the accounts of the pensioners
using the core banking facili-
ties.
Computerisation of
Meghalaya Public Service
Commission System caters to
the need of Pre and Post-
Examination processes of the
Meghalaya Public Service
Commission and includes
activities like processing of
application forms, assigning
unique application code to
applicants, retrieval of eligible
candidates from the database,
issuing of intimation letters,
admit cards and so on and so
forth. Hospital Management
System (e-Hospitals) is a solu-
tion to manage patients, and
provides health information to
the patients, doctors, nurses,
paramedical.
Under the automated comput-
erisation system in Shillong
Municipal Board, Complaint
Monitoring System, Property
Assessment and Tax on
Property and Birth and Death
Registration works are being
done providing hassle free
services to the people.
Extensive information technol-
ogy support and services to
the district court and
Meghalaya High Court in
implementation of the e-Court
project is also underway. A
computer centre has been set
up in the premises and all
court rooms have been provid-
ed with a computer to record
the proceedings. The Court
Information System (CIS) has
been implemented. Court
cases are entered in the CIS
system and case proceedings
are updated from time to time. 
MIZORAM
In Mizoram a network through
the Optical Fiber Cables con-
nect the civil secretariat, Raj

Bhawan, divisional commis-
sioners' offices, post offices
and High Court using leased
line and 76 departments by
Radio Frequency(RF). Various
departments in the district are
having Wimax connectivity.
Serchhip district was selected
as a Pilot Project for Land
Records Computerisation.
Bhumi software is developed
by NIC.  At present the soft-
ware captures the workflow of
the system.  The Criminal
Investigation Department -
Special Branch (CID-SB) unit
of Mizoram Police has been
actively involved in operation
against insurgent, arms smug-
gling, drugs trafficking etc, in
and outside the state and the
close monitoring of different
political parties, NGOs, stu-
dent organisations etc. To
keep data related to transport
information, online computeri-
sation system has been
launched. This application
specifies requirements for the
Intranet Based Web Enabled
Software Package for
Transport Department
(Operations). 
Through the web-based Fund
Management System (FMS)
Divisional Commissioners'
offices are doing fund man-
agement for numerous pur-
poses.  New Land Use Policy
Project (NLUP), a Mizoram
government flagship mission,
is an integrated and compre-
hensive planning. 
NAGALAND
The Nagaland government
envisions implementing e-gov-
ernance in the mountainous
state with a view to enhance
transparency, efficiency and
provide quality and prompt
services to its citizens. 
Like few other North Eastern
states, any person who is not
an inhabitant of Nagaland and
desiring to enter into the terri-
tory of the state is required to
have Inner Line Permit (ILP).
An online ILP Management
System which has been imple-

mented at the eight districts
and at Nagaland House in
Kolkata. Due to the online
management, state adminis-
tration can effectively monitor
ILPs issued, renewed, default-
ed issues. Revenue earned
from ILP registration and
renewal has grown manifold.
State authorities can get vari-
ous kinds of reports in
required format. Through the
online "Weather Information
System (WIS)" daily weather
data such as rainfall, tempera-
ture, relative humidity, wind
speed and direction, baromet-
ric pressures, etc are being
collected from the offices of
the Indian Meteorological
Department and provides this
data to user agencies.  
With the web based
Employment Exchange
Computerisation system,
vacancies of the government
departments and business
organisations are available
online. Employers can search
the availability of qualified and
suitable candidates from the
database. The application is
functioning at the Regional
Employment Exchange in
Kohima and District
Employment Exchange in
Dimapur. Under the web based
Village Profile system, any citizen
can get the village profile where
comprehensive databases have
been stored for the people.
SIKKIM
Online Registration and
Certificates Handling,
Issuance and Delivery
(ORCHID) system is capable
of processing all kinds of cer-
tificates including other back-
ward community, birth and
death certificate, scheduled
caste and scheduled tribe.
Registering all types of proper-
ties online and issued certifi-
cate of registration in a mini-
mum time.

TRIPURA
Online Energy Billing System
(EBS) is implemented at elec-
trical subdivisions across the
state of Tripura. It also record
and maintain the index of
power distribution inventory
that include pole, transformer,
feeder besides details of con-
sumers.
E-Hospital@NIC, a workflow
based ICT Solution for the
state's two Medical Colleges
and Hospitals, is a generic
application, which deals with
all the major functional areas
of a hospital.  For the "Land
Records Computerisation sys-
tem" revenue circles in Tripura
since 1992 are providing com-
puterised Resident of Ordinary
Residents (ROR) certificate.
The e-Pourasabha (Municipal
Application) is an e-gover-
nance application for urban
local bodies. Besides tax col-
lection, various citizen centric
works including issuing of cer-
tificates are being done
through this online system.
Under the e-PSC for Tripura
Public Service Commissions var-
ious pre-examination works
including filling of application,
acknowledgement, short listing
of candidates are being done  for
the past many years.
Through the web based
Physically Challenged Persons
Information System (PCPIS)
online issuance of Disability
Certificate to the Physically
Challenged Persons are being
done on the same day of med-
ical checkup. Various profiles of
the people of otherwise abled are
also maintained in the system.

(The author is a senior
Tripura based Journalist
associated with IANS. 
E-mail : agt.sujit@gmail.com)

Scholarship scheme
for North East States

An exclusive scholarship
scheme for the wards/wid-
ows of the ex-servicemen
and the Coast Guard of the
eight northeastern States
has been introduced. The
scheme would replace the
Prime Minister's
Scholarship Scheme, since
the dependents of the ex-
servicemen community
were not in a position to
avail the benefit under the
scheme due to higher cut off
eligibility percentage of 60
per cent.
The proposed scholarship
scheme would be called the
'Raksha Mantri's
Northeastern States
Scholarship Scheme'. The
amount of scholarship
would be as under: Rs 2,000
per month for boys and Rs.
2,250 per month for girls.

TRIPURA ATTAINS FIRST POSITION
IN LITERACY

Tripura jumped to first position among the States of the
country in literacy from the 12th position in the 2001
Census and the fourth position in the 2011 Census with
87.75 per cent literacy. The final evaluation of the neo-liter-
ate people was conducted across the state under the
supervision of the Indian Statistical Institute stating that
State's literacy had now risen to 94.65 per cent from 2011
census . The increased rate is attributed to involvement of
local government bodies like gram panchayats, NGOs,
local clubs under the close supervision of the State
Literacy Mission Authority (SLMA).

LOAN  FOR  VOCATIONAL
STUDIES

Concessional loan upto Rs. 2 Lakh 
Interest rate 6% p.a.
Auto Cad, Web Designing, Computer Software/Hardware courses,
Office management & Secretarial course, 3D/2D Animation &
Graphics Design, Automobile diploma etc.
Visit our website : www.nhfdc.nic.in

National Handicapped Finance and  
Development Corporation

(Dept. of Disability Affairs, Ministry of Social Justice & Empowerment, Govt. of India)

Ph.: 0129-2287512, 0129-2287513, Tele/Fax : 0129-2284371
E-mail : nhfdc97@gmail.com, Website : www.nhfdc.nic.in
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